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ï Soft grip handle with downward facingï Soft grip handle with downward facing

brake dust on wheel applications.

ï Fingertip control of power and

direction via lever on rear of wrench.

Twin

Hammer

Generation

Working/Max. Torque Ultimate Torque List Price Exc. VAT Inc. VAT

GSA6000 £169.95 £119.94

GSA6002 £169.95£169.95 £137.94

GSA6004 £287.94

£129.95
EXC.  

VAT

VAT

with 90pc Tool Kit

ï Comprehensive range of frequently used hand tools.ï Comprehensive range of frequently used hand tools.

ï Includes 1/4" and 1/2"Sq drive socket set, hexï Includes 1/4" and 1/2"Sq drive socket set, hex

ï Housed in a sturdy, fully portable metal tool chest.ï Housed in a sturdy, fully portable metal tool chest.

ï Model No. S01055

ï List Price £233.45

25pc Tool Kit

ï Includes:ï Includes:

screwdrivers with Chrome Vanadium steel shafts and soft grip handles.

- Combination pliers, long nose pliers and water pump pliers with soft grip handles.

- Junior hacksaw, universal shears and retractable snap-off knife.

- Mains tester, tape measure, insulating tape and PTFE tape.

- 8oz Claw hammer with fibreglass shaft.

ï Model No. S0974

£39.95
EXC.  

VAT

VAT

ï Combination of composite materials, alloyed metals

and twin hammer design result in a lightweight,

durable and powerful air impact wrenches.

ï Soft grip handle with downward facing

exhaust limiting the circulation of

brake dust on wheel applications.

ï Fingertip control of power and

direction via lever on rear of wrench.

Composite Air Impact Wrenches - Twin Hammer

TwinTwinwinT

Hammer

Generation

Model No. Working/Max. Torque Ultimate Torque List Price Exc. VAT Inc. VAT

GSA6000 320lb.ft(435Nm)/370lb.ft(503Nm) 400lb.ft(544Nm) £169.95 £99.95 £119.94

GSA6002 420lb.ft(571Nm)/500lb.ft(680Nm) 600lb.ft(816Nm) £169.95 £114.95 £137.94

GSA6004 900lb.ft(1224Nm)/1000lb.ft(1360Nm) 1200lb.ft(1632Nm) £413.45 £239.95 £287.94

Model No.

GSA6000

Model No.

GSA6002

Model No.

GSA6004

£129.95
EXC.

VAT

£155.94
INC.

VAT

2 Drawer Portable Tool Chest
with 90pc Tool Kit

ï Comprehensive range of frequently used hand tools.

ï Includes 1/4" and 1/2"Sq drive socket set, hex

keys, spanners, pliers, screwdrivers and bits.

ï Housed in a sturdy, fully portable metal tool chest.

ï Model No. S01055

ï List Price £233.45

25pc Tool Kit

ï Includes:

- Slotted and Pozi

screwdrivers with Chrome Vanadium steel shafts and soft grip handles.

- Combination pliers, long nose pliers and water pump pliers with soft grip handles.

- Junior hacksaw, universal shears and retractable snap-off knife.

- Mains tester, tape measure, insulating tape and PTFE tape.

- 8oz Claw hammer with fibreglass shaft.

- Ball-end hex key set and adjustable wrench.

ï Model No. S0974

ï List Price £72.45

£39.95
EXC.

VAT

£47.94
INC.

VAT

Valid
until 28th
FebruaryFebruary

20172017

www.sealey.co.uk

£19.95
EXC.  

VAT

£23.94
INC.

VAT

£8.95
EXC.  

VAT

£10.74
INC.

VAT

£19.95
EXC.  

VAT

£23.94
INC.

VAT

£20.95
EXC.  

VAT

£25.14
INC.

VAT

£129.95
EXC.  

VAT

£155.94
INC.

VAT

£15.95
EXC.  

VAT

£19.14
INC.

VAT

£2.95
EXC.  

VAT

£3.54
INC.

VAT

£9.95
EXC.  

VAT

£11.94
INC.

VAT

2 Drawer Portable2 Drawer Portable
Tool ChestTool Chest
with 90pcwith 90pc
Tool KitTool Kit

ï Model No. S01055
ï /LVW 3ULFH Ö������

ï Model No. 
S0928

ï List Price
Ö�����

27pc 1/4"Sq
Drive Socket &

Socket Bit Set
MetricMetric

ï Model No. VS1830
ï List Price Ö�����

ï These four adaptors will
allow the puller to work
with any size gudgeonwith any size gudgeon
SLQ IURP ��PP WR ��PP�SLQ IURP ��PP WR ��PP�

Motorcycle GudgeonMotorcycle Gudgeon
Pin RemoverPin Remover

ï Enables shock bushes to be
installed straight and fast.

ï Model No. MS048
ï List Price Ö�����

4pc Motorcycle Shock
Bushing Driver Set

Motorcycle SwingarmMotorcycle Swingarm
Bearing ToolBearing Tool

ï Model No. MS049
ï /LVW 3ULFH Ö�����

ï Centre-to-Centre:
������PP�

ï /HQJWK� ���PP�

ï Model No. MS039
ï List Price Ö�����

Universal Pulley
Holding Tool
5.7 & 9.3mm5.7 & 9.3mm
PinsPins

ï Model No. MS001
ï List Price Ö����

ï Y-shape design ideal
for spinning.

3-Way Motorcycle3-Way Motorcycle
Nut DriverNut Driver
8, 10, 12mm8, 10, 12mm

ï Supplied inï Supplied in
storage pouch.storage pouch.

ï Model No. SFA02S
ï /LVW 3ULFH Ö����

ï Model No. MS029
ï List Price Ö�����

ï Features 1ltr tank,
���PP KRVH�
two hose clampstwo hose clamps
DQG RQ�Rฝ WDS�DQG RQ�Rฝ WDS�

ï Aids the straightï Aids the straight
installation of theinstallation of the
swingarm needleswingarm needle
bearings.bearings.

ï ,QFOXGHV ���¥ DQG ���¥6Tï ,QFOXGHV ���¥ DQG ���¥6T
drive socket set, hexdrive socket set, hex
keys, spanners, pliers,keys, spanners, pliers,
screwdrivers and bits.screwdrivers and bits.

1ltr Motorcycle1ltr Motorcycle
PortablePortable
Fuel TankFuel Tank

£5.95
EXC.  

VAT

£7.14
INC.

VAT

£9.95
EXC.  

VAT

£11.94
INC.

VAT

£9.95
EXC.  

VAT

£11.94
INC.

VAT

First Aid KitFirst Aid Kit
for Mopeds &for Mopeds &
MotorcyclesMotorcycles
BS8599-2BS8599-2
CompliantCompliant

ï Model No. MS002
ï List Price Ö�����

ï Specially designed to repair damaged
spark plug threads on modern engines

12mm Reverse Action12mm Reverse Action
Spark Plug ThreadSpark Plug Thread
ChaserChaser

ï Specially designedï Specially designed
spoke wrench withspoke wrench with
eight interchangeableeight interchangeable
sized heads.sized heads.

ï Model No. MS086
ï List Price Ö�����

9pc Spoke
Wrench Set
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How we’ve improved on perfection…TEAM PS

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

CAN YOU really  
improve on perfection? 
Yamaha faced that tricky 
dilema in the early ’80s 
when building a 
replacement for the 
seminal RD350LC. What 

could possibly be better than an Elsie?
The answer as we all know was the 

350 YPVS. But now, with three decades 
of hindsight, is the Powervalve really the 
ultimate LC? On paper it always has 
been – more power, more sophisticated 
chassis, etc – but as nostalgia has 
emerged as a stronger force behind the 
bikes we now covet, cold, hard numbers 

have become less and less important. 
How a bike makes you feel, both in 

terms of the ride and as an object of 
ownership, is, we reckon, much more 
what PS-era bikes are about. So for thisPS-era bikes are about. So for this
issue we’ve brought together an original 
LC and the best YPVS – the 1985 F1 
– to see whether Yamaha really did 
improve on perfection. Simon 
Hargreaves dons his paddock jacket, on 
page 66.

We’ve been trying in the last few 
issues to improve on another of 
Yamaha’s frankly genius strokers, with 
our Lightweight TDR250. It’s now 
finished so we’re standing back with a 

mug of tea and admiring our handiwork 
(see page 96). Hope you like the result.

PS perfection reigns through the restPS
of the issue too with Honda’s gem-like 
CBR400RR, Kawasaki’s ballistic 
ZZ-R1100 and loads more.

Enjoy the mag

Jim Moore, Editor

Jim Moore

Editor

My VFR750FL was 

ace. I rode it almost 

every day for three years 

and it never let me down. 

Adding heated grips made a 

genius bike, well... perfect.

jim.moore@ 

bauermedia.co.uk

Austin Smith

Art editor

My NC30 is my idea 

of perfect. It’s a 

mini RC30 after all. The only 

thing they need is a louder 

pipe to release that TT-style 

bark, just like Joey’s RC30. 

austin.smith@

bauermedia.co.uk

Simon Hargreaves

Contributor

I had a ’Blade back 

in the late ’90s. We 

thought we’d improve it by 

fitting a Blackbird motor. 

But rather than make it 

better it was bloody awful…

psportsbikes@

bauermedia.co.uk

Alan Seeley

Technical editor

I’ve got high hopes 

the Lightweight 

TDR will be my 

masterstroke. I love my near 

stock TDR but this one 

promises even more fun.

alan.seeley@

bauermedia.co.uk

Gary Hurd

Technical 

consultant

I’ve not owned a 

standard bike in years, so I’m 

always looking for new ways 

to improve them. For the 

bikes I like, slotting an 1100 

motor in a GSX-R750 chassis 

can only be a good thing.

Two great places to find yourself,o gr t plac o find y

whatever the weather

He finished the TDR
before it finished him

facebook.com/groups/practicalsportsbikes psportsbikes@bauermedia.co.ukfacebook.com/groups/practicalsportsbikes psportsbikes@bauermedia.co.ukfacebook.com/groups/practicalsportsbikes psportsbikes@bauermedia.co.uk
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RLING GRAEKER is searching

RLING GRAEKER is searching
is searching

RLING GRAEKER

for the right word.“Terrifying?

Hmmm, maybe not quite,” he

says thoughtfully.“Frightening?

That’s a bit strong... I’d say scary.Yes – this

bike is pretty scary.”

Here we are in the inoffensive Norwegian

town of Lyngdal, populated by wooden-

panelled houses and sensible estate cars,

looking at Erling’s 1977 Kawasaki Z1000

turbo – a bike that gives a fresh perspective

to the notion of motorised insanity. I’ve

just asked him what it’s like to ride, and

describing the mild sensation of terror

involved is not easy.This is because despite

a turbo and a host of aftermarket engine

goodies that have pushed the bike’s output

to around 200bhp, it’s on the same standard

brakes it came with the year thatAbba

What do you get when you mix serious engine 

modifications with 40-year-old stoppers? In the case 

of Erling Graeker’s 1977 Kawasaki Z1000, a bike 

that’s very fast – but not so keen on slowing down

WORDS HANS SEEBERG   PHOTOGRAPHY JASON CRITCHELL

READER RESTORATION

released Dancing Queen. Let’s just put the

caps lock on to emphasise that point:

STANDARD BRAKES.

Ingenious PS fettlers often have their own

peculiar ways in the quest to create a unique

bike, but mixing 30-year-old stoppers with

1200ccWiseco pistons and a Rajay turbo

makes you want to show Erling a 2017

Brembo catalogue – just to make him aware

Brembo catalogue – just to make him aware

that, you know, modern brakes are available.

that, you know, modern brakes are available.

But that would be contrary to what he wants

But that would be contrary to what he wants

the Z1000 to be.

“I don’t want to change them,” he says

matter-of-factly.“That’s the bike.”

But...

“To be honest I sometimes feel like I’m

“To be honest I sometimes feel like I’m

too old to ride it – the top-end just keeps

too old to ride it – the top-end just keeps

pulling. I’m not actually that scared

when it accelerates – it’s when I’m

trying to slow down that I’m saying,

‘Jesus...’ Every time I stop I get off the

‘Jesus...’ Every time I stop I get off the

bike and say,‘Phew – I did it again.’”

bike and say,‘Phew – I did it again.’”

Erling says he has to give himself

a fair amount of time to brake –

probably about a week or so, we

reckon – and it’s hardly a surprise

when you consider that reviews of the

when you consider that reviews of the

standard Z1000 back in the late ’70s

standard Z1000 back in the late ’70s

were not exactly effusive about its

were not exactly effusive about its

stopping capabilities.Their performance

stopping capabilities.Their performance

in the wet was even worse: one writer

in the wet was even worse: one writer

spoke of sailing to a red light in damp

spoke of sailing to a red light in damp

conditions“with no more than a prayer

conditions“with no more than a prayer to

pull you up.”And that was with only 83bhp.

pull you up.”And that was with only 83bhp.
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“The bike’s got a 

turbo but 1977 brakes 

– it’s pretty scary…”



Reader restoration

Norwegian fettlers aren’t afraid to 

use their bikes – here’s the proof
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“Oh yeah, that’s true – it doesn’t like rain,” 

concedes Erling. “If it’s under 10 degrees 

outside then the bike really is terrifying. But 

under normal circumstances it’s a lot of fun, 

despite the scariness.” I’m surprised he hasn’t 

kept the original tyres just to retain that sense 

of having no grip or control whatsoever. “No, 

I have new tyres – I’m not completely crazy 

you know,” he laughs. “Actually, it had old 

tyres on it when I first rode it after the engine 

had been done and it was wheelspinning in 

every gear – there was absolutely no grip. 

That was way too scary, even for me.” 

Rewind six years and Erling was on his way 

to collect the bike, having heard about a guy 

selling it not far away from him. “I turned up 

to his house and he took me into his garage 

to see it,” recalls Erling. “It was in such a 

terrible state that he’d never even ridden it in 

the two years he’d owned it. It had a turbo with 

it but he hadn’t fitted it; he’d bought the bike 

off a guy 1500 miles away in the north of 

Norway who said he hadn’t put the turbo on 

either. No one knows how the bike originally 

became turbo’d. It’s a complete mystery.”

Erling reckons the old turbo that was on it 

when he bought it places the bike’s dramatic 

engine mod somewhere in the mid-’80s, but 

either way what Erling had just bought was 

basically a bit of a shed with one decent 

modification. “The first thing that had to be 

done was a complete strip-down,” he says. 

“The frame and loads of other bits had been 

chromed but they were not in a good way. 

Once I had it in pieces in my garage I could 

see that it was the basis of a really good 

project, but one that would take a lot of time. 

And money.”

The main aim of the build was to go a bit 

out-there with the engine, which was possible 

thanks to the transfer of some cash into the 

coffers of a few tasty bike part specialists in 

America. ATP Turbo in California were the 

first port of call, providing Erling with the 

shiny and sizeable Rajay turbo that replaced 

the mysterious old one and is now the bike’s 

performance centrepiece. Next he turned his 

attentions to the East Coast and Pit Stop 

Performance in Florida, who specialise in Z1s, 

KZ900s and Z1000s despite being in the land 

of the Harley-Davidson; they sorted Erling 

with the 1200cc Wiseco pistons that would 

provide low compression for the turbo, and 

also an undercut gearbox. 

“America is a pretty popular place to find 

parts when you’re doing a ’70s Kawasaki,” 

says Erling. “Obviously there’s a lot of stuff 

over there, and with shipping being so quick 

nowadays you can have the part here in 

Norway within a week. There are a lot of 

people in the Z1 Owners’ Club of Norway 

who’ll help you out with things as well, so 

overall it wasn’t a struggle to find anything 

for the bike.” 

Meanwhile, a machine shop in Norway 

bored the engine out to 1200cc. “I wanted 

it bigger because... well, why not? Once 

the engine was finished I sent a list of the 

upgrades I’d done to a place called Mr Turbo rades I’d done to a place called MrTurbor

ERLING’S GARAGE

1978

Kawasaki Z1-R

“This 1978 Z1-R was just a 

box with some parts in it when 

I bought it. It took two years to 

make, and a lot of that was down to 

finding parts. It’s an incredibly hard 

bike to find stuff for nowadays – try 

finding original footpegs – and when 

you do they’re astronomically 

expensive. I found most things 

either in America or the 

UK.”

Kawasaki

KZ900

“This 1976 model is a 

pretty classic restoration 

– the main thing I did was 

rebuild the engine but I also 

did the paint. The bike I’d really 

like is a 1973 Z1, but they’re 

unbelievably expensive. 

They’re about £13,000 

at least over here.”

KZ1000 LTD

“Unlike my other 

KZ1000, this 1977 one 

is pretty standard. To be 

honest this is more or less how 

I bought it – it’s a great machine 

that only has 20,000 miles on 

the clock. It might look black, 

but that colour is called 

midnight blue.”

3

2

1

1

2

Seriously large man caveSeriously large man ca

stocked with PS-eraPS-eraPS

goodies. Not that goodies. No

we’re jealous, OK?

240kg of Kwak hitsg o

tarmac as Erling tarmac as Erling

lands a wheelie
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“Mixing 30-year-

old stoppers with 

1200cc pistons and 

a turbo makes you 

want to show Erling 

a 2017 Brembo 

catalogue”

Kawasaki

Z1000

“This red and gold bike 

is a ’77 Z1000 – I’m trying to 

make something with it using 

all the spare Kawasaki parts I’ve 

collected over the years. It was 

just a frame when I bought it, 

so it’s making progress. It’s 

going to be more of a 

special than a straight 

restoration.”

Kawasaki

Suzuki special

“This is a bit of a Suzuki/

Kawasaki mix. A friend of mine 

crashed his 2001 Suzuki GSX-R750 

and gave me the swingarm, wheels, 

brakes and loads of stuff, which I’ve 

fitted to this Kawasaki KZ1000 LTD. If 

I did it again I’d use a different model 

than a 2001 GSX-R – I wanted the 

bike to look low but I think these 

forks are a bit too short. Going 

over speed bumps is a 

challenge.”

4

5

5

4

3

Stock 1977 suspension keeps77 suspension keeps

the standard brakes company

An absolute essential

on any blown engine



For sales and technical enquiries, call 01993 849449 or email sales@nitron.co.uk

From only
£439.00

including VAT

NOW CHOOSE THE COLOUR
Whether you ride on the track or road, don’t just

follow others. Get better handing, better performance

and a better ride. Choose Nitron and fit the best.

YOU HAVE CHOSEN THEYOU HAVE CHOSEN THE

BEST SHOCK YOU CAN BUY...

STANDARD
NITRON BLUE

SPRINGSPRING

OPTIONALOPTIONAL
TITANIUM BLACKTITANIUM BLACK

SPRINGSPRING

Check out our full range of shocks onCheck out our full range of shocks on nitron.co.uk
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Happy 40th birthday,Happy 40th birthday,

standard brakes

Turbo gauge from a localurbo gauge fr

hardware store cost £3

All covers finned to

help dissipate heat

in Houston,Texas, and asked what they

thought the power might be.They said

probably 200bhp at the back wheel.”

Sticking to the over-arching plan of keeping

the bike looking standard while making the

engine ballistic, a friend of Erling’s called Erik

Jaabaek then painted the frame and body

(“Everybody over here seems to know

someone who’s a good painter”) after Erling

had initially stripped the bike down and seen

the shocking state of the chrome.“By the

time the bodywork came back I’d got hold of

some original indicators but with clear lights,

plus a different taillight – I’ve no idea what

bike it’s from. The exhaust system is a

simpler replica of the first-generation system

– which in 1977 you could buy from a

Kawasaki dealer. It looks great, but gets really

hot. It was on the bike when I bought it but

the amount of hours it took to polish...”

The final touch was the turbo gauge on the

makeshift bracket – given the exotic nature of

the aftermarket engine components, surely

this was an ultra-rare, period-correct gauge

or an expensively acquired part from some

fancyAmerican purveyors of modification

pleasantness?“Well actually, I just bought

it from my local hardware store,” deadpans

Erling.“The guy behind the counter said it

was quite popular for all sort of industrial

machinery.” Given the thousands he’d

lavished on the engine, it must’ve been nice

for Erling to buy a part that could be paid for

with the loose change in his pocket.

After a fair amount of time admiring the

bike stationary, it’s time to see a bike that’s

famous throughout Norway on the road.“Can

we take some pictures of you riding it then?”

we ask. Given all the talk there’s been of how

scary the bike is it seems remiss not to ask

Erling to climb on and show us what it can do.

He has that trademark, steely, Scandinavian

poker face about him and simply says“sure”,

before putting on his helmet and leading us a

“The exhaust 

system looks 

great, although 

it gets really hot. 

You wouldn’t 

believe how many 

hours it took  

to polish...”

Reader restoration

Heavy blue-ing shows 
how hot headers get



Reader restoration

few minutes down the road to a series of 

brilliant corners next to a river. 

Pulling over, photographer Jason explains 

that we’re going to take some cornering shots 

and that Erling should just go as fast as he 

feels comfortable with. Having spoken to a 

few of Erling’s mates during our time in 

Norway, we should’ve realised that this 

would not entail him doing some meagre 

crawl at 20mph. “The guy is crazy,” said one, 

while another gave this succinct assessment: 

“He owns a turbo’d Z1000 with standard 

brakes – what do you think he rides like?”

Staring icily at the bends ahead, Erling 

waits for Jason to crouch by the roadside to 

get set up. About two seconds after Jason’s 

thumb has been waved in the air to signal 

that he’s ready, Erling is performing a monster 

wheelie that lasts about 50 metres before he 

finally plonks about 240kg of 30-year-old 

Kawasaki back onto the tarmac and 

disappears up the road, engine screaming to 

denote a rider who is most definitely giving it 

some beans. He passes us several times, 

doing at least 60mph around tightish corners; 

Jason, a man who has photographed 

hundreds of bikes for PS, fires me a surprised 

look. “He’s not hanging about is he?” 

SPECIFICATION

1977 Kawasaki Z1000 
A1 Turbo
ENGINE

Type air-cooled, dohc, 8v inline-four, 

Rajay turbocharger

Capacity 1197cc (Wiseco pistons)

Bore and stroke 76 x 66mm

Compression ratio 8.5:1

Ignition Points, battery and coil

Carburation 1 x 38mm Mikuni

TRANSMISSION

Primary/final drive gear/chain/chain/

Clutch wet, multiplate

Gearbox undercut, 5-speed

CHASSIS

Frame Double tubular steel cradle

Front suspension 36mm non-adjustable forks

Rear suspension twinshock

Front brake  brake br 2 x 295mm discs, 2 x single-

piston calipers

Rear brakes 1 x 295mm disc, single-piston 

caliper

Wheels wire-spoked

Front tyre 3.25 x 19in

Rear tyre 4.00 x 18in

DIMENSIONS

Dry weight 240kg (5291lb)

Wheelbase 1505mm (59.3in)

Seat height 813mm (32in)

Fuel capacity 16.7 litres (4.4gal)

PERFORMANCE

Claimed top speed 165mph (est)

Claimed power 200bhp

Claimed torque n/a

Fuel consumption not really very good at all

Erling reckons the stock
suspension is still decent

We put this to Erling when he pulls up in a 

few minutes’ time. “Well, it’s a great bike,” he 

says, standing by the Zed.“ The handling is 

actually really good considering it’s a pretty 

heavy machine. All my bikes are from the 

’70s – I don’t have anything new. I’m not 

really interested. The thing about the old 

technology is that it’s still brilliant. I take my 

bikes all around Norway and on trips to 

Germany, and I’ve never had any problems.”

Except for stopping, obviously. 

“So your bike only does two“So y e only does tw

and a half miles an hour?”

“That’s the boost gauge sonny.”
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“He owns a turbo’d Z1000 with

standard brakes – what do you

think he rides like?”

Sizeable Rajay blower meanseable Rajay blo

this Zed can seriously shift
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FAMOUS race bikeS

that languished in 

bits in a garage for 

25 years is now set 

to be restored to its former 

glory. But exactly which former 

glory is still unsure.

One of the late Andy 

McGladdery’s famous line of 

‘Growlers’, this one a GSX-R750 

Suzuki, is about to undergo 

restoration by Des Lindsey 

who’d known about the bike for 

30 years. “It was bought by 

Robin Dawson in 1989 who 

took it to the TT and crashed it 

– slowly thank goodness – for 

him and the bike. He then sold 

it my mate Gerry Marsh who I 

Growler to bark
Ex-Andy McGladdery machine ready for resto after 25 long years

EXCLUSIVE

used to race LCs with. We both 

rode it on and off for a few 

years until Gerry stopped in 

1993 and put it away in his 

garage. And it’s been there ever 

since. He stripped it completely 

and looked after it. And I’ve 

been saying to him for years to 

sell it to me.

“Andy’s brother Geoff 

McGladdery came round and 

verified the bike was one of the 

Growlers and now it’s a 

question of which of its liveries 

we restore it in. It sometimes 

had a bare alloy tank, 

sometimes painted and there’s 

bodywork in various paint 

schemes with it.”

Fortunately Des works at 

McLaren (in their road car 

division) so skills and necessary 

machinery are not in short 

supply. And it looks like the 

frame will need some attention 

for a start. “The lower engine 

mount crosstube is banana’d, 

so there’s a bit of cutting and 

welding needed there, but we 

can jig it all up electronically 

now, where they literally drew 

the frame dimensions on a wall 

and then started cutting and 

bending tube.

“Luckily we had the Astralite 

wheels rebuilt before the 

service stopped last year so we 

can keep it as original as it 

EDITED BY JIM MOORE & MARK GRAHAM

A
deserves to be. The RG500 

forks will be taken care of by 

Keith Reed, an ex-Schwantz 

crew man who happens to 

work at McLaren too.”

Des and Gerry came to an 

agreement where Des will carry 

out the restoration work for a 

share in the bike so it’ll be back 

to the old times in the early 

’90s where they both had 

outings on the bike.

“It’ll be a great bike again 

when it’s done,” said Des. 

Things like the RG500 front 

brakes are such quality items 

with single pin fixings to let you 

whip them off in seconds. The 

details make it special.”  

All there and waitingaiting

for the green light

Purposeful puppyp ppy
the Growler

BY JIM MOORE & MARK GRAHAM
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News

NEW KIT

If you like that ’60s cafe racer style of leather 

jacket but don’t want a ridiculous beard and a full 

sleeve tattoo, then this is for you. Kushitani’s new 

Steam jacket is made of super-soft leather, with soft pad 

protection in the elbows and a belt loop 

at the back. S, M, L and XL sizes 

mean it’s not for the, er, larger 

gentleman, and at £549 it’s 

not cheap, but you get 

what you pay for. In this 

case, one of the best 

jackets we’ve seen 

for a while. 

kushitani-uk.

co.uk

eBaywatch
It’s hard not to like a 1970s 

Kawasaki trail bike and 

this ’76 KE175B is about 

as good as they get. It 

was a US import on for 

£1000 with just 1767 miles 

showing and it ran (not 

always the case with old 

imports). It’s at £1000 as 

we go to press. There’s a 

real steal of a wheel deal 

there for someone.

We would say this...
Bike launches aren’t what 

they used to be. Kawasaki 

recently invited the world’s 

press to Spain to sample 

the new Z650. The launch 

of the original Z650 in 

sunny Scotland looked 

much more inviting.

The blast resort 
This large floor standing 

grit-blasting cabinet (the 

SB30) from Clarke, is big 

enough to tackle even 

crankcases with its 100psi 

min flow. Fully sealed and 

with a 12v internal light, it 

costs £358.80.

At: machinemart.co.uk

THIS RATHER magnificent R

GSX-R1100 ’fighter has been 

stolen from PS reader AndyPS

Coghlan’s Liverpool garage. 

Light-fingered cretins had the 

Suzuki special away from the 

L23 Great Crosby area of the 

city in the early hours of 5 

December.

“I’m gutted,” Andy told PS. 

“I’ve had the bike for 23 years 

and in that time we’ve been 

through a few rebuilds 

together. After smashing my 

truck window and moving it 

back they totally destroyed 

my wooden garage doors – 

FOLLOWING LAST month’sT

Yamaha V-Max splurge we 

would say this: anyone with awould say this: anyone with a

V-Max not already dealingV-Max not already dealing

with H at Exactrep wouldwith H at Exactrep would

HAD 1982 GP500 champ2

Franco Uncini accidently placed 

his RG500 in a hot wash it 

would have looked like this. 

New Racing Monkey in Japan 

are responsible for this frankly 

brilliant monkey-based GP rep, 

as well as Spencer’s ’83 NS500 

and Lawson’s YZR500 of the 

same year. Wouldn’t want to 

draught a truck on one though.

We want it back

Monkey 
business

To the Max

how nothing was heard is 

unbelievable. The bike’s got lots 

of one-off parts on it, and it 

holds a lot of memories me.”

do well to make his 

acquaintance. H is a former 

patternmaker who startedpatternmaker who started

actrep in 1986 in Coventry Exactrep in 1986 in Coventry

and now runs one of the and now runs one of the

If you know of the bike’s 

whereabouts, or are offered 

any suspicious parts get in 

touch with Andy at 

andrewcog@hotmail.co.uk. 

There’s a £500 reward for info 

leading to the bike’s recovery.

biggest V-Max specialist parts 

services in the world. Not the 

West Midlands – the world.

From everyday service 

items to special swingarms, 

single seats, frame braces, 

tuning parts… you name it. If 

you’re a V-Max fan unfamiliar 

with his bits (as it were) then 

type your way to exactrep.

com and have a butcher’s.

For what it’s worth H has 

also drag raced a 1985 V-Max 

to the extent of posting a 

10.99s quarter mile with a 

terminal speed of 121mph. If 

you can’t access the 

worldwide web bell him on 

0247 6442054. 

Kushitani jacket

Parts galore to trickarts galor

up your Max

Gone after 23 years
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News

THERE WILL be a thumpingL

great bike show in London’s 

ExCel Centre 17-19 February 

and we’ll be there with our 

own PS stand. If you want to PS

see our latest project bikes – 

Lightweight TDR and X7 

Gamma – in all their glory, 

plus our ugly mugs, come 

over to our stand for a 

chinwag. We’d love to see 

you all.

There’s loads more to see 

at the MCN London Show 

besides. You’ll be able to peruse 

the stands of all the major 

manufacturers and reinforce 

your love of old bikes. Plus you 

can watch past and present 

racing stars from BSB, WSB 

and the TT including Troy 

Corser, John McPint, Chris 

Walker and Neil Hodgson 

arse about on paddock bikes. 

If you book tickets 

beforehand you’ll save 

yourself a few quid, too. 

Advance adults tickets are 

£17 (£21 on day), senior 

citizen advance £15 (£18 on 

day), and kids 15 years and 

under go free. 

 mcnmotorcycleshow.com mcnmot

It’s a London thing

LOOKING FOR a way to R

brighten up your garage 

walls? How about a 

beautiful print of Kevin 

Schwantz keeping front tyre 

wear to a minimum aboard 

his RGV? Or a Honda 

CBX1000 motor stripped 

and photographed in all its 

glory? Choose those or 

more in sizes from A5 to A1, 

prices ranging from a tenner 

to £55. You can even 

choose any pic from PS, orPS, or

have your fave image 

printed on a mug.

From greatprints.co.uk

NEVER BE too swift to E

dismiss the majestic 

Honda Gold Wing as 

some sort of 

motorhome minus a 

few wheels for those 

of advanced years. Take 

half a minute to view this 

supercharged version on a 

brief shakedown test. This 

RC-003 Kompressor was built 

by Randall Washington 

proprietor of Randakk’s Cycle 

Shakk in Tampa, Florida, USA. 

The bike now belongs to a 

Midwinter bike show set to lighten the gloom

Screamin’ Wing

Take your pic
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get this, Randakk’s 

have a complete 

bolt-on system for 

sale at $4900 US, 

that’s £3869 at an 

average recent US 

exchange rate.

Go to the You Tube and type 

in Supercharged ’75 Honda 

GL1000 or dial in this https://

www.youtube.com/

watch?v=DmCnS69QdDw. And 

turn the volume up to 11 (or 

maybe more).

Alan resplendent inesplendent in

buff cotton drill

Shriekin’ freakin’
nutcase machine

It’s Kevin doing a bit of revvin’. 
It’s what he does best
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website today 

for the
full range
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25 years of
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• Powder Coatings 
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John McGuinness
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Motorcycle insurance specialist

Excellent customer service
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Tailor-made insurance packages
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Expert 24-hour claims helpline

Up to 90 days EU cover

We were there too
Trusted by riders for over 85 years
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Bennetts
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Bolognese sauce
Fool friends and relatives 

into thinking you own 

a Ducati by reminding 

them how useful your AA 

membership has been, 

and wearing this devilishly 

stylish T-shirt. Emblazoned 

with the late-’70s – early-

’80s Ducati logo, it comes 

in red or black and in 

sizes S-XXXL. Deception 

complete for just £16.90.

http://shop.ducati.com/

Stars at Carnaby
If you’re easily distracted 

you’ll love this – a You 

Tube clip of the British 

TT-F1 race from long since 

defunct Yorkshire track 

Carnaby in 1988. We were 

glued to stars like Foggy, 

Whitham, Phil Mellor, 

Roger Hurst and Darren 

Dixon on everything from 

RC30s to RG500s. Brilliant.

https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=_jaas1hYNig

Feeling the heat
Have you got a TS50ER 

exhaust heat shield going 

spare? If so, Jim’s on the 

hunt for one. If you can 

help... contact him at jim.

moore@bauermedia.co.uk 

or on 01733 468192. Cash 

money waiting.

CANADIAN CUSTOM Honda 

builder Darren Begg has just 

finished building what we 

think is his best special yet. 

Inspired by the work of 

Japanese gurus AC 

Sanctuary, Darren has 

transformed a run-of-the-mill 

’83 CB1100F into this 

stunning CB1100RD. 

And what a job he’s done. 

This build, done for one very 

lucky customer in New 

Zealand, had us fooled – we 

fell hook, line and sinker for 

the 1100R ruse until we 

investigated further. But as 

Darren says, tongue firmly in 

cheek, “No CB1100R was 

harmed in the making of this 

resto-mod. The motor is stock 

1100F with degreed cams, 

and the bodywork, with the 

exception of the tank that 

started out with several 

dents, is aftermarket.”

The spec is positively 

pornographic and includes 

Öhlins teles and shocks, 

Sculpture yokes, Keihin 

39mm flatslides, Oz wheels, 

Brembo discs and calipers, 

Jaygui Racing pipe, plus 

Nitro Racing rearsets. We’ll 

get a bigger feature on the 

bike in a future issue.

Thing that makes you go “R”

CB1100R will fool 

you at first glance

EVERYONE appreciates a E

skilled operator, especially if 

the job’s done in double 

quick time. If your resto’s 

stalled because you can’t 

find anyone to rebuild your 

pressed up crankshaft, it 

might pay to send it way out 

Far East. This man will turn 

the job around in three 

minutes twenty seconds. 

https://www.youtube.

com/watch?v=r8lCGTltAm4

or go to the You Tube and 

bang in fastest crank rebuild. 

Yeah mate, 
he’ll be three 
minutes… SOMETIMES BIKES for sale 

come to our attention that 

require the closest of scrutiny. 

Anyone familiar with the Honda 

CB250G5 (1974-’76) will know 

that aside from the vile CJ250T, 

which followed it, the G5 was 

abhorrent in every way. These 

two shonkers made a 

Superdream feel like an RC30.

Up for sale is what the vendor 

describes as a “brat style” 

custom built G5. Whatever is 

meant by brat style we cannot 

fathom. Brat Style is a Tokyo 

custom shop run by Go 

Takamine and this bike is from 

Prague, so work that one out if 

you can. G5s are worth no 

more than a drink, not even a 

good drink, just a pint. A cheap 

keg bitter. Somehow they 

reckon this is worth £5000. Are 

we playing Monopoly? Really.

Are you serious?

Worst of the worst
made even worse



Come and
see us at

Bristol and West Show 4th/5th Feb and the
MCN London

Motorcycle Show
17th/19th Feb

VENHILL.CO.UK CALL 01306 885111

VISIT OUR WEBSITE OR

MARINE GRADE 
STAINLESS STEEL 

HOSES TUV AND
DOT APPROVED

HOSES FACTORY 
TESTED TO 1500PSI 

HEAT RESISTANT
PTFE LINER 
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ARE YOUR 
CABLES

AND HOSES 
TESTED AND 

APPROVED?      
CONFIDENCE IN
THE ROAD AHEAD?
TRUST VENHILL 
CABLES AND HOSES

ENTER YOUR BIKE FOR VENHILL’S PROJECT BIKE OF THE 

YEAR AND WIN A TREASURE CHEST OF QUALITY KIT!

        FIND US ON FACEBOOK TO DISCOVER MORE                    

@VENHILLENGINEERINGLTD

REDCAR MOTORCYCLES
THE UK’S NUMBER 1 FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE
MIDLANDS LARGEST SUZUKI PARTS STOCKIST

NEED PARTS FOR 
YOUR MODERN OR 
VINTAGE SUZUKI?

CALL OR EMAIL US WITH YOUR ENQUIRY
DISCOUNTS AND FREE POSTAGE OFFERS 

AVAILABLE ON LARGER ORDERS

01162 661637 
sales@suzuki-spares.co.uk

www.suzuki-spares.co.uk 
Redcar Motorcycles
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IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Is your latest project a 
stunning example of 
engineering genius? If 
so, you could be in with 
a chance of winning our 
Venhill Special Build of 
the Year competition 
– and walking off with 
£1000 in cash

2017201720172017
F RESTORATIONS are theF RESTORATIONS

backbone of PS, then trick,

one-off, home-brewed specials

are its beating heart.A great

special encapsulates everything that makes

the modern classics world so, er, special:

engineering nous, craftsmanship and a

can-do attitude laced with lashings

of ingenuity, character and a

fastidious eye for detail. Last

year we launched our

Special Build of theYear

competition to uncover

the best builds in the

WIN
£1000
CASH

land and you did yourselves, and us, proud.

You entered home-brewed brilliance in all

shapes, sizes and styles, from amazing race

reps like Gary Parker’s Suzuki RGV500 (the

eventual runner-up), super cool motards like

MattWhitall’s stripped down Honda NX650

StreetTracker, bonkers budget builds like

Andy Jones’s Suzuki GT750

Kettle, and engineering

tours-de-force such as your

eventual winner – George

Molyneux’s simply

stunning Norton Rotary

Cafe Racer.
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Last year’s winnery

George Molyneux

Gary Parker andy
Revvin’ Kevin rep

Now it’s time to do it all again, and there’s

another £1000 cash prize up for grabs,

thanks to SBOTY 2017 sponsor and

hydraulic hose expertsVenhill Engineering

(venhill.co.uk).

The rules are simple. Firstly, for bikes to be

eligible they must be based around a frame,

engine or both from the 1970s, ’80s or ’90s,

and the majority has to have been built by

the owner – projects that have been farmed

out to pros with the only owner participation

being opening a wallet is not what SBOTY is

about.Any capacity of bike from 50cc

upwards is welcome.

Entrants must be UK-based and the bike

MUST also be finished, road legal, MoT’d

and available for us to ride should your

creation be voted the winner. Oh, and it has

to be available to come to Peterborough,

Cambridgeshire, for a photoshoot, and also

be displayed at the 2017 MCN Festival ofMCN

Motorcycling in Peterborough on 13/14 May.

All entries for the 2017Venhill Special

Build of theYear must be received by us no

later than 1 March 2017 – you can send your

pics and details to us by email at

psportsbikes@bauermedia.co.uk, or by post

to SBOTY 2017, Practical Sportsbikes, Bauer

Media, Media House, LynchWood,

Peterborough, PE2 6EA.

The final 10 bikes that will go on to appear

in the mag and at the Festival will be chosen

by the PS team but the winner will be chosenPS team but the winner will be chosenteam but the winner will be chosenPS

by you, dear readers, and those who attend

the MCN Festival of Motorcycling 2017.MCN Festival of Motorcycling 2017.Festival of Motorcycling 2017.MCN

Good luck – we can’t wait to see what

you’ve built.

WIN
£1000
CASH

Immaculate 

in every way

And this was ‘only’only’

runner-up

IN ASSOCIATION WITH
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Bright lights, applause, bigBright lights, applause, big

money, this could be you...

We’re looking for the UK’s 10 best home-built 
specials made in 2016. Here’s what we’re after:

• Must be based on a frame, 

engine or both from the 

1970s, ’80s or ’90s

• Can be any capacity from 

50cc upwards

• Majority must be built by the 

owner – shop-built specials 

are not eligible

• Must be finished, road legal, 

MoT’d and available for us to 

ride should the machine be 

voted the winner

• Must be available to come 

to Peterborough for a 

photoshoot, and also available 

for display at the 2017 MCN

Festival of Motorcycling in 

Peterborough on 13-14 May

We are looking for the most ingenious, trick, mind-blowing 

specials, engineering excellence plus cunning, unique design 

and jaw-dropping finish – we’re looking for the very best 

specials in the UK.

All entries for the Venhill Special Build of the Year must be 

received by us no later than 1 March 2017. The 10 finalists will 

be decided by PS staff, then the winner of the competitionPS

and a £1000 prize will be decided by PS readers and visitors PS

to the MCN Festival, and announced at the MCN Festival on 14 MCN

May. Competition is open to UK entrants only.

SPECIAL BUILD OF THE YEAR ENTRY FORM
Please complete using block capitals

Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Telephone (home)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Telephone (mobile) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Email address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Bike model . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . YearYearY . . . . . . . . . . . .

Which of the following did you do yourself? 

Engine/gearbox overhaul

Chassis overhaul

Paintwork

Rewiring/electrics

How long have you owned the bike? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .? .

When was the project: Started? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ed? . . . . . . . . . . . .

Completed? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ed? .

Has the bike ever been shown?? Yes No

If so, where and when? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Has the bike ever won any awards? Yes No

Give date/venue details . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Send extra details if you wish, but no more than a page of A4.

Please send completed entry forms and photographs to:

Special Build of the Year,Year,Y Practical SportsbikesPractical SportsbikesPr , Media House, LynchLynchL

Wood, Peterborough PE2 6EA. Photocopied forms accepted

Terms and conditions: 1. Entries close on 1 March. A winner will be picked by PS

readers (email votes and at MCN Festival) and the winner announced on 14 May at
the Festival.  2. This competition is open to all entrants aged 16 or over and resident
in the UK. 3. The prize is £1000. 4. No purchase is necessary. sary.sary ToToT enter send your
completed form to Special Build of the YearYearY 2017, Practical SportsbikesPractical SportsbikesPr , Media House,
Lynch Wood,Wood,W Peterborough, PE2 6EA. 5. By entering this competition you are giving
permission to Bauer Media Group (the publisher) to keep you up to date by email
with offers and promotions. YouYouY may unsubscribe at any time. Our full Privacy Policy
can be found at bauerdatapromise.co.uk. 6. Full terms and conditions can be found
at bauerlegal.co.uk/competition-termsuk/competition-termsuk/ .html
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Part way through a restoration? Just completed a 
nut-and-bolt rebuild? Send us your pics, and details

Somewhere in among thee in among the

pots and pans is an SRAD

Happy to take any flak forHappy t y flak f

something looking this good

Looks in great shape too.s in gr t shape t

Good work Frederic 

Suzuki GSX-R750 SRAD, Alan Beresford, Swadlincote, Derbys

From road to track and back
 This is my  T 1998 Suzuki 

GSX-R750 SRAD that I raced 

for seven years. I bought it 

nearly new in ’98, raced it up 

and down the country, 

smashed it up a bit, rebuilt it 

and then put it back on the 

road. It now makes more power 

than it ever did as a race bike 

with a blue-printed and gas 

flowed engine. Along with an 

airbox mod and perfectly set 

up Power Commander 3 

courtesy of Daz Morris’s Dyno 

at Melted Sliders, it now makes 

130bhp at the back wheel. I 

regret selling the Dymags 

though. I also have a ’97 

GSX-R600 SRAD that’s been 

rescued and fully restored to 

standard. I’m now looking for a 

Hayabusa for the collection.

Let PS take the blame

Refreshed Interceptor

 This  T 1987 Kawasaki 

GPZ900R A4 has been mine 

since 2011. It was a spur of the 

moment buy (that I firmly 

blame on PS) from a dealer 

who’d taken it as a part 

exchange. It ran well but the 

standard pipes were rotted 

and the bodywork, although 

tatty, was all there.

When I got her home I fitted 

new seals all round, replaced 

 I’ve had a passion for V4s  I’v

ever since Honda came out 

with the first VFs in 1983. As 

well as several VFR800s I also 

own this ’86 VF500. This is my 

second one. I rebuilt one back 

to original, sold it, then  

stumbled across another one, 

and went for it, figuring this 

time I’d try to improve it.

I refreshed every component. 

Not an easy job, as parts are 

scarce in North America. Put it 

this way – I scored the last set 

of piston rings in Canada.

Kawasaki GPZ900R A4
Sean Chancellor, Bad Fallingbostel, Germany

Honda VF500, Frederic Marchal, Ontario, Canada

the water pump and re-set 

the valve clearances. I got 

lucky sourcing an immaculate 

pair of A8 pipes. And hours of 

T-Cut work got the bodywork 

looking acceptable.

Cylinder number two lost 

compression so I had the 

bores rehoned and replaced 

all the rings. She now runs 

flawlessly for a 30-year-old 

bike showing 48,000 miles.

I refreshed the engine: the 

bottom end was good, but the 

top end needed work, and 

installed a set of 32mm carbs 

with a Dynojet kit. 

I rebuilt the forks with 

Racetech gold valves and 

springs, with a Bitubo shock at 

the rear. Running CBR 

Hurricane wheels with BT45s 

for now, some radials soon. 

Handling and power are 

incredible for a 30-year-old 

bike. I sneak up on the younger 

guys on their ‘modern’ toys.
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Three bikes and plenty ofes and plenty o

good reasons to own them 

Kawasaki ZL650, Suzuki GSX-R750 SRAD & Honda VFR750F, Mark Metcalfe, Chester, Cheshire

Dream garage now a reality
I’ve just managed to get I’v

together my all time favourite

garage of bikes. First up is a

1997 Suzuki GSX-R750 SRAD. I

bought this for a grand as the

previous owner had dropped it

and it had been stored in a

house so needed re-

commissioning. Turns out it’s a

German import so a little bit of German import so a little bit of

tape over the headlight is 

required at MoT time and I had 

to swap the clock face for an 

MPH unit – it had only 6250 

miles on it when I got it. I’m up

to about 8k now but it really is

a lesson in how this bike must

have blown the lid off the

sportsbike class back in ’96.

The ’97 Honda VFR750F-V is’97 Honda VFR750F-V

my daily hack. It was bought

for £750 and now I’ve replaced

the VFR Achilles heel electrics

with a MOSFET regulator and with a MOSFET regulator and

rewired the stator pick-ups it’s a 

joy. It’s chalk and cheese 

compared to the GSX-R. It’s 

true what they say, if you could 

only have one bike, make it the

VFR. This is actually my fifth

VFR and probably the best yet.

My old one got to 130,000

miles before I sold it, still

running like a watch, to a very

happy chap who was going to

ride it to Italy. This one’s barely

run in at 43,000m.

LasLast up is my wee cruiser, the t up is my wee cruiser, the

little known Kawasaki ZL600 

Eliminator. This I swapped for a 

£650 winter hack ZX-6R I had 

going spare. The previous 

owner had bought it, fully

restored, to commute to work

on after passing his test as he

thought it looked really

comfortable. He was wrong

and is now happily clocking up

50 comfortable miles a day on

a ZX-6R. It really has been

restored to a high level and

although it’s not all original, all although it’s not all original, all

mods are for the better. I use it 

in the summer to take my 

daughter pillion, she loves it 

and would never let me sell.

Then two come along
 After seeing what you came A

up with last issue (Jan – JM) I 

thought I’d better send in a 

couple of photos of my Suzuki

GSX-R750LE. The pics are from 

last summer – she is now 

bagged up for winter. I bought 

the bike in autumn 2015, literally 

in boxes, after it was stripped 

several years earlier. 

Luckily the previous owner 

had very carefully labeled 

everything. It has all of the 

original items, even the 

standard exhaust. Everything 

on the rebuild was done by me 

including the paint, decals, etc. 

The bike draws crowds 

everywhere it goes and looks 

stunning in the flesh.

Suzuki GSX-R750LE, Tony Lee, Hayle, Cornwall

Original exhaust ag
rarity these days

Makes you wish they madees y y made

few more of these (300 only)
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Practical Sportsbikes staff members’ bikes enjoy and 
endure the same highs and lows as your machines 

ALSO IN THE PRACTICAL SPORTSBIKES SHED

Jim Moore 1983 Suzuki TS50ER
Now down to the bones, it looks like a full resto is the only way forward

1993 Ducati 900SS
Alan Seeley

1989 Honda VFR400R NC30
Austin Smith

1975 Moto Morini 3
Alan Seeley

1983 Suzuki GSX1100 Katana
Gary Hurd

1988 Yamaha TDR250
Alan Seeley

OW THAT my ZX-6R has gonemy ZX-6R has gone

to a new home, I’m now down to 

five bikes. But the Moore family 

garage is currently in a sorry 

state, having become cluttered with all 

kinds of detritus and junk. I knew that 

somewhere beneath the mountain of tents, 

cycle racks, lawnmowers, buckets and 

gardening implements (unused, naturally…) 

was at least one of my bikes, and it was 

about time I dug it out.

Once I’d moved most of the old tat onto 

another equally unpleasant pile outside the 

garage I got a glimpse of my TS50ER’s 

yellow front mudguard for the first time in 

months. Clear from clutter the TS  looked 

like it’d been savaged by a dangerous dog. 

Gary cleverly makesary cle erly mak

Jim work through the filth

N
Indeed it had (sort of), and I was that 

beast. Its half built motor is currently 

residing on my work bench, its missing 

back end has been painted and is patiently 

awaiting refitment, and the tank and 

sidepanels are on the shelf having 

responded well to a dose of T-Cut and 

elbow grease. Yes, hands-up, 

progress on this project has 

been pathetically slow but, 

inspired by recent rides 

on several small 

capacity trailies, and 

the positive response 

to the New Moped 

Army feature in the 

December issue, I’m 

determined the TS won’t slip into the sort 

of glacially slow progress afflicting Austin’s 

NC30.

So with my garage currently too 

cluttered to work in, the TS (or what was 

left of it) was unceremoniously thrown in 

the back of a van and driven to The 

Motorcycle Works in Peterborough. 

Gaffer Pete O’Dell kindly let 

Big G and me stick the ER 

on one of his 

workbenches (a much 

warmer, lighter and 

more pleasant 

environment to work 

in than my dimly-lit 

garage) – in exchange 

for us making him a 

cup of tea every now 

and again. A fair (ish) 

bloke is Pete.

I’d never intended to strip 

the TS down to its bare bones, 

but with the crankcases now blasted to an 

as-new finish, the swingarm wearing a new 

coat of gleaming silver two-pack (thanks 

goes to our fenland Kajagoogoo fanatic 

Gary Haythorn for that), and a new set of 

rear shocks acquired off eBay for £35, I felt 

the blistered and rusting finish of the frame 

would let the side down. As it’s already 

stripped, why not go the whole hog?

The more the bike came apart, the more I 

thought, “I’ll do this, I’ll do that.” I definitely 

wasn’t going to get the nuts, bolts and 

fixings reanodised or zinced, but now I 

definitely will – as much as anything else 

I’m keen to see what kind of results can be 

achieved with the manky fasteners I’ve 

taken off the bike.

So the frame will go off for powdercoating 

(I toyed with Suzuki blue, as used on the 

later TS50X, but have since scrapped that 

idea in favour of sticking with original satin 

black). The TS’s wheels are in reasonable 
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Gary with manky frame... no,ary with manky fr ,

it’s Jim. Hard to tell those bigse big

old boys apart these days

shape – the chrome has lasted well on the 

rims, but the spokes have rusted so, again, 

I’m now thinking about a job that I 

previously hadn’t intended on doing. I’m 

already on the look out for a spoke kit; Alan 

is keen to teach me the art of 

wheelbuilding…

I’m pleased the loom is off the bike, too. 

It’s in a grubby state and given the average 

performance of the stock 6v electrics, I’m 

keen to inspect and improve the condition 

of the wiring before it goes back on. Or, if 

possible, maybe even upgrade them to 12v 

as per the TS50X.

Stripping what was left of the TS wasn’t 

the ball ache dismantling some old crocks 

can be. Only a couple of bolts refused to 

budge, and snapped, leaving their remains 

to be extracted with the help of an oxy/

acetyline torch.

With the Suzuki now in bits it’s time to 

think about finally turning my garage into 

an environment worth working in. I can see 

it now underfloor heating, built-in tool 

racks, automatic door, surround sound 

system etc… 

Contacts
• The Motorcycle Works,

themotorcycleworks.co.uk, 10733 578883

No need for a tax-in-post-disc-in-po

holder these days
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It’s not easy being Austin Smith

(for many reasons). This one

being the dim view he gets

Austin’s rucksack of tricks
I always carry a V2 Sponge to clean my 

visor with (visorvision.co.uk)

Clean rag, again handy for cleaning 

headlights and indicators; it’s amazing 

how much a dirty light can cut the 

projection of the beam on the road 

Head torch. With five months of dark 

commuting, this is essential in case 

anything goes wrong. I also keep a few 

zip ties in the tool kit – you never know…

and service. The lower pistons weren’t that 

happy to pop out, or even go back in 

without a struggle despite being cleaned 

up, so I think a new set of pistons and seals 

would be a good move before they decide 

to bind in situ. I’ve recently noticed that 

the top of the fork stanchions are starting 

to pit. It’s not within the swept area so 

there’s no risk of popping a seal, but I need 

to get on top of it before it gets worse or 

spreads further.

I’m really pleased that I fitted the 

Metzeler Roadtech tyres back in the 

autumn. It instantly felt ‘right’ and that 

level of confidence is something I took 

with me into the darker, wetter end of the

year. The rear was just starting to square

off at 3000 miles, then I got a flat. I’m

going to have that tyre plugged as a spare,

but I’ve fitted a fresh Roadtech so I’ve got

maximum grip for the rest of winter.

Another thing that’s helped this winter is

the removal of the protective plastic guards

from the headlamps. Taking them off has

made a discernable difference to the spread

and penetration of the light beam, so I

won’t be fitting them back on in a hurry.

I reckon we’ll get a cold snap before it

warms up again, so I’m preparing for the

onslaught of salt. A thorough wash and a

protective cover of lube on the exposed

metal areas should be enough to keep the

old girl looking her best for when spring

finally arrives. That’s when the real fun

starts. Can’t wait…

Contacts
• Metzeler metzeler.com

• Nevis Marketing (Shark)

nevis.uk.com

• Oxford Products (Backpack, heated

vest) oxprod.com

• Weise (Gloves) thekeycollection.co.uk

RIDE my VFR all year round, 

and currently I’m having to use 

it through the dark, wet filth of 

winter. This winter’s been really 

mild so far. That sounds great, but it’s 

actually bad because it’s been damp to 

– that’s meant mud all over the roads. By 

the end of some weeks my Honda’s so 

dirty that I’m left wondering what colour it 

actually is.

Yet despite all the crud, I still find myself 

grinning inside my helmet on my way too 

and from work. The VFR is, in my opinion, 

the ultimate day-to-day sportsbike. It’s 

comfy and competent enough to just do 

its thing when I need it to, and yet it’ll lift 

its skirt and show its teeth when I want. 

The GSX-R750L I had a couple of years 

ago wasn’t that versatile.

Using a bike so often is much better for it 

than leaving it standing. It keeps the fuel 

system flushed, the oil gets run through 

regular heat cycles and it keeps corrosion 

at bay – at least it should do if you’re 

washing and maintaining it properly. 

But it also means jobs come up more 

often as the mileage climbs. I’m thinking 

the front calipers are due for another strip 

I

Austin Smith 1997 Honda VFR750F-V
The reality of life on the dark side as Austin chugs away through winter
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These are his trusted all-year-round recommendationsThese are his trusted all-year-round recommendations

Austin’s winter wonderland

Shark Pulse Skwal 

£199.99 shark-helmets.com

The main thing I ask of a winter 

helmet is that it keeps draughts 

out. This Shark has such a plush 

interior, as well as a narrow gap 

between the cheek pads, that 

cold air just can’t get in. Result. 

It’s also got integrated LED 

lights (two at the front and two 

at the back) that give five hours 

of continuous operation, or 10 

while flashing. It charges via a 

usb cable, but it could do with 

a light to indicate when it’s fully 

charged. I like the flip-down sun 

visor, too, that keeps the low 

winter sun out of the my eyes. 

So far, I’m impressed.

Oxford Aqua V 20 Backpack 

£49.99oxprod.com

I love these rucksacks. Yes, a 

lack of pockets can make it 

fiddly with everything in one 

compartment. but packed with 

consideration, they’re great. 

Being totally waterproof you’re 

guranteed dry kit all winter, 

and that’s priceless to me. The 

pack itself is wipe clean, and the 

reflective detailing does its bit 

for extra visibility.

Oxford Hotvest 12V Bike 

Powered Heated Vest

£149.99oxprod.com

Choosing to stick with a 

standard screen means a lot of 

wind chill blast at the core of the 

body, so this convienent heated 

jacket is again priceless on those 

days where temperatures are 

below freezing. The HotVest 

uses 4 x INOX heat pads to keep 

the chest and back warm, and 

comes with 4 heat settings to 

ensure accurate temperature 

control. Wiring the leads to the 

battery is a simple job. To help 

not drain the battery, I make sure 

the lights are turned off before 

firing the starter button.

Weise Montana Element Glove

£199.99 thekeycollection.co.uk

Made of Full grain leather and 

polyester, these Wireless heated 

gloves are superb. They just 

about keep your hands warm, 

when temparaturews are close 

to minus four. You get to heat 

settings to play with, but I usually 

just have it full on. The Hipora 

Waterproof, windproof and 

breathable inner liner has a really 

plush feel to it, giving a nice snug 

feel, and to top it off there is an 

adjustable pull cord at the cuff to 

stop draughts getting through.stop draughts getting through.



Got something to say? This is the place to say 
it and you might even win a lid. Write on...
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STAR LETTER

Rider not resto advice

Send us your pics, and story to jim.moore@bauermedia.co.uk or by post to .uk Practical Sportsbikes, Bauer Media, Media House, es, Bauer Media, Media House,

Lynch Wood, Peterborough, PE2 6EA. join us on Facebook. www.facebook.com/groups/practicalsportsbikes

Maximum memories
Great piece on the Yamaha 

V-Max (PS, Jan). Back in thePS, Jan). Back in the

mid-’90s I bought a full-power 

import on a whim. I had a 

GSX-R750J at the time, which I 

traded-in against the Max, so it 

really was a step into the 

unknown for me. I’d always had 

pure sports bikes until that 

point, but I’d read about the 

V-Max and was really curious 

about its performance – nothing 

else had that kind of power at 

the time, so I though ‘why not?’

I’m so glad I did. I didn’t stop 

laughing for weeks. Instead of 

riding my favourite twisties as I 

had been on my GSX-R, I was 

actively hunting out traffic lights 

or anywhere I could go for 

maximum acceleration. That 

first rear tyre was toast inside a 

fortnight…

I took it to the TT and had a 

blast at the Ramsey Sprint (my 

best run was a high 10s, which 

really miffed my mate on his 

GSX-R1100K), and I really got 

the bug for sprint racing. I 

eventually sold the Max in 2002 

and bought a Harley V-Rod. 

What a disappointment. I only 

had the H-D for a month before 

moving it on and getting 

another Max!

Family commitments meant I 

had to let that one go after a 

year. Reading Phil West’s article 

reminded me why loved mine 

so much, and I’ve managed to 

talk the wife into letting me get 

another. I can’t wait.

Trevor Short, Bristol

Unconvinced by Max
Is the V-Max really a sportsbike? 

Surely a sportsbike is built to 

slice through corners with the 

minimum of fuss. I’m not sure I’d 

like to try that on a V-Max, or a 

Z1300 for that matter – also 

featured in the Jan issue. If 

those machines are classed as 

sportsbikes, then what else falls 

under that description? Pan 

European? Gold Wing? Harley 

Fat Boy?

While I’m sure the V-Max is 

fun to ride, and can beat most 

sportsbikes of their era away 

from the line, I’m still not 

convinced.

Nathan Stiles, email

If NVT had hung on... 
I found the NVT175 restoration 

story (PS, Dec) really interesting.PS, Dec) really interesting.

I must admit that I’d never heard 

of the bike before I read the 

piece. It was a real eye-opener 

to learn that Yamaha sold them 

engines, but a real shame that 

the company folded. I’d always 

judged the British bike industry 

of that time against the Triumph 

CAN I START by saying brilliant mag,CAN I START by saying brilliant mag,by saying brilliant mag,CAN I START

I look forward to it dropping through

the door every month. My story

began when I sold my 2014 GSX-R1000. Ever

done something that seems like a good idea

at the time? Well, this is one of those times.

I’ve been dead-set for a while on finding a

600cc-plus machine to restore (your mag is

part of the reason for this madness). I found a

Kawasaki ZX-7R that’s been down the road

for £700. Me and my good lady wife had to

travel 280 miles to fetch it.

After a week of it sitting in my shed I

stripped it down. There’s loads of stuff that

needs replacing, the parts bill keeps going up!

I want it on the road late spring, but it’s not

going to be a complete restoration, just put

back together to be ridden. I’ve had a 7R

before. Good bike. Any tips on what to check

for? It’s a 2000 bike with 27,500 mile on it.

Andy Grady, NorwichAndy Grady, Norwich, NorwichAndy Grady

Check carb needles for wear, make sure Check carb needles f

it’s straight (no crash damge) otherwise

these are strong bikes – JM

Couldn’t choose a better

bike for a daily rider

Highly entertaining, yes.Highly entertaining, y

But is it a sportsbike?

FOR BACK 
ISSUES OF PS
CALL COLLEEN 
ON 01733 468099

BACK
ISSUES
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EXCLUSIVE SUBSCRIPTION OFFER

Bonnevilles and Norton 

Commandos, and thought their 

demise was as much to do with 

outdated products as it was 

about poor management. But 

the Rambler has really opened 

my eyes.

It’s such a shame that NVT 

folded. Had they hung on and 

had some proper management I 

reckon they really could have 

taken on the Japanese in the 

1980s. Makes you wonder what 

could have been.

Phil Lawton, Lowestoft, Suffolk

600s for sod-all
Having read the head-to-head 

feature with the Honda 

CBR600F and Kawasaki 

ZZ-R600 in the last issue (PS, PS,

Jan) I had a trawl through the 

free ads and the ’net to see 

what 600s were out there. 

Frankly I’m staggered at how 

cheaply a decent ’90s 600 can 

be had for. Given that this class 

of bike was so popular during 

that period, are the current 

cheap-as-chips prices simply 

reflective of the fact there’s still 

a glut of them for sale? At this 

rate, I might buy two…

Adam Westerly, email

A tearaway Ténéré 
Loving that FZ250 Ténéré in 

last month’s mag. Any more 

details? I’d like to build my own 

with a 750 lump, or perhaps an 

FZR1000 Genesis motor... 

Ben Stygers, Pembroke, Wales

 That would be hilarious;  Tha

150mph on knobblies… – JM

Swarfega to please
I’m curious. Did Big G get into 

trouble with his wife for his filthy 

hands, or did the bottle of 

absinthe smooth the waters? 

You’d best get the old boy a tub 

of Swarfega for next time.

Toby George, email

 Jacki definitely prefers  Jacki definit

absinthe to Swarfega – JM

Noted by his absinthe 
I’ve told Gary that I’ll stop 

baking him chocolate chip 

cookies if he comes home again 

with his hands in that terrible 

state. And by the way that 

bottle of absinthe came in very 

handy for unblocking the 

downstairs toilet sink. 

Mrs Gary Hurd, Peterborough, 

Cambs

Letters

Have a word with

yourself please Gal

NVT Rambler doing itsNVT Rambler doing its
thing – rambling

More major seizures
As the feature said (Free seized 

fasteners, PS Jan 2017), I canPS

assure you that I have to put up 

with far worse.

Mrs Alan Seeley, Huntingdon, 

Cambs

 So glad we’ve cleared all that  So glad w

up then – JM

Biscuit tin botherers
I’ve been enjoying the 

Lightweight TDR feature, and it 

seems like you’re making good 

progress. One thing that struck 

me is that all the effort you guys 

are clearly putting into shifting 

weight from the bike could be 

cancelled out in one swoop if 

you don’t follow the same 

rigorous diet plan with the rider. 

The combined weight of a bike 

and rider can have a huge effect 

on performance. Having seen all 

you guys in the mag, and not 

wishing to suggest ideas out of 

3 ISSUES 
OF PS FOR

ONLY £5

place, but I think you should put 

Gary and Jim on the subs 

bench. They both look like they 

bother biscuit tins regularly.

I on the other hand have 

always been of slight build – I’m 

under 11 stone in my riding gear 

so if it’s not to bold, I’d like to 

offer my services as rider. I’ll 

certainly be cheaper to run that 

Big G fella.

Wayne Thrapsom, email

Corking good idea
A wee tip for all the rattle can 

users. In winter those touch-up 

jobs, or full resprays can have 

problems in the cold. To get 

around this I break out the red 

wine microwave warmer 

available at most supermarkets 

and, put it in the microwave for 

two minutes, then place it 

around the can for 5 minutes. 

The paint finish is much 

improved, and it dries much 

quicker too

Hugh McNeil, email

Small feature? No
Regarding the ‘what unlikely 

sportsbikes ring our bell’ I was 

intrested to read Simon 

Hargreaves’ comment about the 

old TDM850.

I’ve always liked this bike and 

have been a little bemused at 

the lambasting it receives in 

your pages given that it has a 

sportsbike (TRX) engine and all 

round practicality.

Perhaps a small feature is 

finally in order...?

Will, email

TURN TO 
PAGE 34
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Life is all about the taking part. Go get involved

21 JAN
Kempton Park Jumble
A biggie in jumble terms and, 

because of its location, one that 

attracts traders from over the 

channel, too. Always draws a 

good crowd, so get there early 

before all the rich pickings have 

been snapped up; it’s an extra 

£4 entry to get in before 

7.45am – small beer if it means 

you find the part you’re looking 

for. You can be there earlier still, 

if you take a stand (they start 

from £28) and you’ll get a 

chance to make a few quid too. 

Where: Kempton Park 

Racecourse, Sunbury on 

Thames

How much: £6 adults, £5 senior 

citizens, under 12s free

Contact:

kemptonparkautojumble.co.uk

17-19 FEB
MCN London Show
The biggest show in the south 

of England is on again, and as 

always we’ll be there with our 

own stand and a selection of 

bikes ready to chew the fat 

with you, dear readers. There 

will be a live show in the central 

arena, pitting racing 

heavyweights from road racing, 

BSB and WSB, including John 

McGuinness, Neil Hodgson and 

fans’ favourite Chris Walker. 

Fingers crossed we may even 

have our projects – X7 Gamma 

and Lightweight TDR – ready! 

Where: ExCel, Docklands, 

London

How much: £21 adults, £18 

senior citizens, under 15s free

Contact: mcnmotorcycleshow.

com, 0844 873 7346

19-21 FEB
Minus Two-Stroke 
Rally
The self-proclaimed chilliest 

two-stroke rally of the year, so 

take your thermal 

undercrackers. It’s three days of 

blue smoke and hilarity for 

hardcore stroker fans, with 

entertainment on Saturday 

night, beer and top quality 

nosebag. There will be prizes 

for the best bikes (judged on 

Sunday). Onsite camping, too. 

Numb-tastic way to kick off the 

biking year.

Where: Squires Cafe, South 

Milford, nr Sherburn in Elmet, 

W Yorks 

How much: entry to Squires is 

free

Contact: squires-cafe.co.uk, 

Totally 2 Stroke FB page

29 JAN

Newark Jumble

Where: Newark & Notts 

Showground

How much: £10 adults 

before 10am, £7 thereafter, 

under-12s free

Contact: newarkautojumble.

co.uk

4-5 FEB

Bristol Classic Show

Where: Bath & West 

Showground, Shepton 

Mallet, Somerset

How much: £13 adults, £11 

senior citizens, £4 under-12s

Contact: classicbikeshows.

com

5 FEB

Bike Day

Where: Ace Cafe, London 

(from 9am)

How much: free entry

Contact: ace-cafe-london.

com, 0208 961 1000

AT A GLANCE

“Numb-tastic way to 
kick off the year”

A staple of the classic scene in the southern

hemisphere, and one that always delivers

spectacular, wheel-to-wheel action. The UK

team, spearheaded by former MotoGP stalwart

Jeremy McWilliams, will be looking to make it

back-to-back wins, but after being beaten last

year the Aussies are likely to field the strongest

team they can muster. If you’re in Australia and

within striking distance, we’re not jealous at all…

Where: Phillip Island, Australia

How much: A$80 for three days

Contact: phillipislandcircuit.com.au

27-29 JAN

International Island Classic

Conor Cummins leads Ryan Farquharonor Cummins leads Ry

and John McGuinness
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READER RESTORATION

Two red bikes: one that refuses to

misbehave. Another that loves it

Honda’s CBR400RR Gull-Arm is a diamond of a 
bike. If its lines and details don’t seduce you, then 
the soundtrack certainly will as Matt Earl discovered 

I love the noise. 
It howls. That’s 
what attracted 
me to it’’

‘‘



Reader restoration

and Matt’s other bike....
A Cagiva Mito that likes to go 

bang with monotonous regularity



Getting stuck right in 
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T’S GOOD TO dream. For 

17-year-old Matthew Earl that 

meant getting his hands on a 

Honda CBR400RR Gull-Arm by 

the time he was 19. And not just because the 

NC29 is a jewel-like delight. The Cagiva Mito 

he was using at the time had the habit of 

blowing itself to atoms with tedious regularity. 

“The first time the Mito went bang it 

sheared the conrod, twisted it through 90 

degrees and tore a huge chunk out of the 

bottom of the barrel,” explains Matt of the 

fragile Italian. “How it didn’t smash through 

the cases I’ll never know.”

His temperamental Latin 

learner has since lunched itself 

two more times, the most 

recent mechanical meltdown 

being main bearing failure. “I 

felt it going and was able to 

whip the clutch in just in time, 

but it’s still a mess in there,” he 

says pointing at the part-

stripped motor on the bench.

Despite this Matt, an 

apprentice engineer, still has a soft spot for 

Italian bikes. He’s keeping the Cagiva and will 

use it again once he’s rebuilt the motor: “It’s 

my first bike, so I don’t want to sell it then end 

up regretting it.” 

On the other side of the Earl family garage is 

the machine that started it all for Matt – his 

dad’s Ducati 750SS. The pair restored the 

Duke from sorry-looking dog back to Latin 

lovely, a process from which the youngster’s 

love of bikes and repairing them was born. 

Perfect grounding for Cagiva ownership…

While his contemporaries were glued to 

smartphones and seeking constant 

reassurance through social media, Matt was 

trawling the classifieds for a 400. He’d 

narrowed his prey down to a GSX-R400 

GK76 or a CBR. Geography ended up playing 

a crucial part in the outcome.

“There were plenty of bikes for sale, but 

most were miles away and I didn’t want to 

end up travelling all over the country looking 

at ropey old dogs. Then a Gull-Arm popped 

up on Gumtree. It was only up the road so I 

had to have a look.”

The bike had potential. And 

it had history; bought from 

local dealers Flitwick 

Motorcycles in 2005, it’d been 

in the same family for a decade 

– the seller having purchased it 

off his brother, then left it idle 

in a dusty shed for seven years. 

Old MoT certificates 

confirmed the Honda had only 

covered 86kms in five years. It 

was ripe for restoration. 

MAR ’16 – GREAT PYRAMID
Matt prepped all the plastics before sending 

them off to JC Paintwork for a rich coating 

of MV red. The neat single seat is courtesy 

of Pyramid Plastics In Gainsborough. Matt 

has since removed the pillion ’pegs.

OCT ’15 – OCT ’15 MANKY 
MOTOR OUT
The finest 400cc inline-

four-cylinder motor ever 

made, but in this case the 

carbs are gummed up 

so badly the slides won’t 

return… 

OCT ’15 – APART 
IN UNDER 24 HRS

Matt’s had the bike less 

than a day and he’s pulled 

it apart. It’s going to take 

more than a minor service 

to get it back on the road. 

APR ’16 – TRICK STICKERS 
Awesome graphics created the stickers to 

Matt’s specific colour requirements.

APR ’16 – TTLE AND ROLLRATTLE AND ROLL
Several coats of Halford’s silver gave new 

life to the previously pitted fork legs.

6
5 7

1

2

AS BOUGHT

I

In a family for 10 years,y y

then a shed for seven
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Reader restoration

“He said it only needed a service and a 

battery, but I could see the tyres were ancient 

and when I twisted the throttle it wouldn’t 

return because the slides were gummed solid 

with old fuel. It was all there though and the 

overall condition was better than expected 

after being left in a shed, so I took a punt.”

The seller popped round to Matt’s the 

following day with a spare pair of tyres for the 

bike, and was astonished to see the CBR 

already in bits all over the garage floor. Keen 

to crack on with refurbishment, Matt had 

grabbed his spanners the minute he’d got it 

home. Nothing like youthful enthusiasm…

“As I stripped the bike I made a list of jobs 

that needed doing. The brakes were seized, the 

fork seals were weeping, the shock had seen 

better days and the paint had begun to chip 

off and craze around the fastener holes.”

There was evidence of several spills, too. 

Both levers and ’bar ends were chamfered, as 

was the silencer and crankcase end covers.

Having bought the bike in October 2015, 

Matt’s self imposed deadline of his 19th 

birthday for having the CBR up, running and 

MoT’d gave him just eight months to get the 

job done. Starting with the mechanicals he 

sought the advise of West Yorkshire based 

NC29 experts GF Racing. What Graeme 

France, the man behind GF Racing, doesn’t 

know about these mini inline-fours truly isn’t 

worth knowing.

“Graeme’s an HRC trained mechanic, and 

he’s well known in 400 supersport racing 

circles. His help and advice in this build has 

been invaluable. He supplied me with a kit for 

the forks that’s set to my weight. It’s got 

tailored springs, heavier oil and came with 

seals – the lot. I fitted it myself, then made a 

couple of adaptors on the lathe at work for the 

fork tops so I could fit billet adjusters.”

The chassis itself was filthy and took several 

evenings of heavy-duty degreasing to reveal 

all of its metal surfaces to the light once again. 

“I was out in the garden doing that for hours,” 

grins Matt.

Years in the shed had allowed light 

corrosion to establish a hold on the frame 

spars and swingarm. Matt carefully dressed 

the aluminium with 3000 grit paper and 

Autosol. It’s a delicate job working on a 

component as visible as a frame – following 

the grain of the metal is key. He’s done a 

superb job. 

An examination of the head and swingarm 

bearings by St Neots Motorcycles revealed the 

steering variety to be notchy, but those for the 

swingarm to be good. As well as rebuilding the 

forks with GF Racing’s bespoke internals, 

Matt spruced up the legs with a couple of cans 

of Halford’s wheel silver.

“I’m not a huge fan of powdercoat,” says 

Matt. “It just doesn’t suit some applications, so 

I only got subframe assemblies and stuff like 

that coated in black. The wheels have been 

two-packed white – it retains the detail better, 

even if it’s not quite as resilient as 

powdercoat.”

DEC ’15 – DEC ’15 MAN BEHIND THE MASKING
Brackets and sub-assemblies back from the powdercoaters, wheels 

wearing a fresh coat of white two-pack and the disc carriers 

gleaming gold once again after Matt’s meticulous masking-off.

JAN ’16 – OFF-THE-PEG ’PEGS OFF THE WEB
Matt wasn’t keen on the clunky looking standard rearsets, so got 

these more business-like race ’pegs off the web. “I wasn’t sure it’d 

pass an MoT with solid ’pegs, but modern BMWs get away with it.”

APR ’16 – LATE 
SHOCK CHOICE
The hard work’s done. 

Fitting the saucy Nitron 

shock required the 

assistance of four helpers 

to support the bike. “I 

only decided to go for the 

Nitron late in the build.”

AUG ’16 – SWEET
PIPED MUSIC

Bespoke, hand-formed 

exhaust sorted the bike’s 

lumpy midrange caused 

by the previous low-rent 

system. It sounds a treat, 

too. Note the balance 

pipes. Nice work. 
9

8

3 4

“CBR was soon 
in bits. Nothing 
like youthful 
enthusiasm...”
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When it came to the brakes, the discs were 

still good. Matt just cleaned up the rotors, then 

resprayed the carriers in light gold. ÒIt took 

ages to mask them offÉÓ The calipers, 

however, were a mess, requiring a complete 

strip and rebuild. GF Racing once again came 

good with parts. Matt chose Wezmoto lines on 

recommendation from his uncle.

A change of rear shock wasnÕt originally 

part of the brief, but having fully refreshed 

and improved the front end, it seemed folly to 

reinstate the rather tired OE shock. 

ÒGraeme sourced me a Nitron shock,Ó says 

Matt. ÒLike the fork springs itÕs set to my 

weight and riding style. The only problem was 

that I didnÕt decide to go for the shock until IÕd 

built most of the bike back up. It ended up 

being the hardest part of the build because I 

had to get the help of my dad, sister and my 

girlfriendÕs brother to support the bike while I 

removed the old one and fitted the Nitron.Ó

As Matt suspected right from the start, the 

CBRÕs carbs were in a shocking state. Just 

stripping them proved problematic. One of the 

float needles was held in so tight by the old 

fuel residue that it snapped when Matt tried to 

get it out.

ÒI had to soak it overnight in WD40, then 

knock a grove into it with a punch before I 

could get it to move.Ó

Fortunately his workplace has an ultrasonic 

cleaner. The 32mm Keihins got a thorough 

blasting in the tank so it was somewhat 

disappointing to discover the bike carburated 

appallingly when they were reinstated.

ÒI then changed the HT leads and coils and 

checked for air leaks. That made no difference, 

so Graeme suggested changing the plugs, as 

they could have been damaged by a faulty 

coil. No difference, it could only be the carbs.

ÒEverything looked clear when I took it 

apart, but when my dad ran a strand of wire 

through the main jets a couple of them 

produced tiny specs of gunk. It was a small 

amount of residue that the ultrasonic didnÕt 

shift. When I refitted the carbs it ran perfectly.Ó

Although the exhaust system looked 

original, the downpipes were in fact cheap 

aftermarket replacements for the long since 

rotted mild steel originals.

ÒThey were kinked and tapered to allow 

Top of the tops
Matthew machined up some

adaptors at work to accomodate

these big red anodised knobs for

suspension adjustment. Beats

nerfing around with screwdrivers.

Almost obligatoryt obliga ory

span-adjustable levers
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Pretty looks aren’t all
Pipes routed to provide access to

the spin-on oil filter, which leads to

a crater-sized hole in the midrange

because of the kinks. No header

link pipes either. Replaced by GF

Racing system.



easier access to the oil filter, but that affected

gas flow and put a huge hole in the midrange.

GF Racing make a thin stainless system that’s

based on the Japanese BEET pipe. It’s light,

works, looks great and sounds a treat.”

Matt had a clear plan as to bodywork

colour. He’d seen a pic of a Gull-Arm sprayed

in red with white number boards, and wanted

his own to look just so. Having prepped all the

panels himself, including a neat single seat

sourced from Pyramid Plastics, he then

enlisted JC Paintwork in Bedford to apply his

chosen red – an MVAgusta colour, no less.

“John repaired all the cracks and dings, then

finished it off in a lacquer with 20 per cent

more elasticity than normal to prevent it

cracking in the future.Awesome Graphics did

all the stickers. I’m pleased with the result.”

Now,A2 licence passed, and still not yet 20,

Matt is able to realise that dream he first had

aged 17. Is it everything he hoped it’d be?

“It was weird going out on it for the first

time because being an inline four-stroke it’s so

different to the two-stroke single I’m used to. I

love the noise – it howls – and that’s part of

what attracted me to it in the first place. I was

surprised how quickly it picks up revs, too.”

If that’s the case, we’d best find out for

ourselves. Keys, please, Matt…

The ride
HONDA 400s. So well engineered, perfectly

balanced and capable that their mere cubic

capacity is something of an irrelevance.And of

Honda’s manyV4 and inline offerings, the

CBR Gull-Arm is the one that really twangs

my nodule. NC30s are fabulous, that goes

without saying. But, for me, the slightly more

spacious NC29 with its timeless styling and

HRC finish is the most appealing of the bunch.

Just look at it. 26 years old yet its lines could

have been penned yesterday. Its components

and cycle parts – check out that multi-beam

frame and exquisite swingarm that wouldn’t

look out of place in a MotoGP paddock – are

of a quality that puts modern lightweights to

utter shame.This thing’s tricker than a ’Blade.

It’s more spacious than an NC30, too. I

don’t feel at all cramped as we slink through

the Bedfordshire traffic in search of a quiet

photo location; theVFR I recently rode was

much less accommodating.

The engine matches the ergonomics.You’d

think a highly-strung 400 with a 14,500rpm

redline would flatly refuse to get off its

backside until spinning in the very upper

reaches of its potential. But no. Matt’s CBR is

happy to respond to whatever my right wrist

commands, even at modest rpm.

Ironing out the midrange trough caused by

Rearsets straight off aight o
good old eBay and nogood old eBay and no

worse for that

Simple prep andSimple prep and
respray transformsespr y tr
entire front end 

Nitron shock looks and
plays the part

Specification | 1990 Honda CBR400RR NC29 Gullarm
ENGINE Type liquid-cooled, dohc, 16v inline-four Capacity 399ccCapacity 399cc399ccCapacity Bore x stroke 55 x 42mm Compression ratio 11.5:1 Carburation 4 x 32mm VP01A Keihin Ignition digital

transistorised TRANSMISSION Clutch wet, multiplate Gearbox 6-speedGearbox 6-speed6-speedGearbox Primary/final drive gear/chain CHASSIS Frame cast aluminium beam Front suspension 40mm Showa

teles, adj preload, compression Rear suspension Showa monoshock, adj preload, compression Front brake 2 x 275mm discs, 4-piston sliding calipers Rear brake 1 x 220mm

disc, 2-piston caliper Tyres 120/60 R17, 150/60 R17 DIMENSIONS Dry weight 182kg (401lb) Wheelbase 1376mm (54.1in) Seat height 750mm (29.5in) Fuel capacity 15 litres (3.3Fuel capacity 15 litres (3.315 litres (3.3Fuel capacity

gals) PERFORMANCE Top speed 132mph Power (claimed) 59bhp@13,000rpmPower (claimed) 59bhp@13,000rpm(claimed) 59bhp@13,000rpmPower Torque (claimed) 29lb.ft@10,000rpm Fuel consumption 46mpg Price new ¥699,000Price new ¥699,000¥699,000Price new
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1983-’85

CBR400F

399cc air-cooled, dohc, 16v 

inline-four with VVT

The first 400, and indeed 

machine, to wear the CBR 

moniker. Air-cooled motor 

featured another first – VVT 

(Variable Valve Timing). 

Box-section double-cradle 

frame. Updates for ’85 include 

a complete stainless exhaust 

system and a change from 

Comstar wheels to three-

spoke cast alloy, plus a wider 

rear tyre (120 up from 110).

1984-’85 

CBR400F Endurance

399cc air-cooled, dohc, 16v 

inline-four with VVT

As per the 400F, but with 

twin-headlamp half fairing 

and bellypan. Exhaust and 

wheel updates as per the 

naked model.

1984-’86

CBR400F-3

399cc air-cooled, dohc, 16v 

inline-four with VVT

Fully faired variant of the VVT 

400. The 1986 model, still 

sold alongside the all-new 

CBR400R, lost the full fairing 

in favour of a half fairing, 

stainless pipes, a racing-style 

solo seat and NS400R type 

fork shrouds. White painted 

frame, too.

1986-’87

CBR400R Aero

399cc liquid-cooled, dohc, 

16v inline-four

First liquid-cooled CBR400, 

launched alongside the original 

600 and 1000F, but for the 

Japanese home market only. 

Unlike the export CBR models 

the Aero, styled similarly to the 

600, uses an aluminium beam 

frame and swingarm, and 

gear-driven cams.

1988-’89 

CBR400RR Tri-Arm

399cc liquid-cooled, dohc, 

16v inline-four

A pure race replica of the 

exotic TT-F3 machines raced 

in Japan. Huge aluminium 

beam frame and heavily 

braced swingarm (hence the 

Tri-Arm name). Engine 

pinched from the Aero – both 

bikes share NC23 codename. 

1990-’93

CBR400RR Gull-Arm

399cc liquid-cooled, dohc, 

16v inline-four

Best of the CBR400 line. All 

new beam frame – part 

fabricated, part cast, with 

GP-inspired Gull-Arm. Fatter 

wheels (rear now 17in for 

more tyre choice). The most 

flexible of all Japan’s inline 

400cc engines. Codenamed 

NC29. Only colour changes 

and minor updates 

throughout production run.

CBR400 History
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the previous downpipes was a priority, and 

Matt’s got the crisp fuelling spot-on. From mid 

revs it shrieks its way around the dial in a 

seemingly never-ending crescendo of 

mechanical fury. On a dyno I doubt this 

Honda would register more than 60bhp at the 

rear wheel, but it squeezes every last drop out 

of every one of those ponies right through the 

range. There’s potentially 15bhp more to 

come, with an HRC ignition box and top end 

mods. Matt’s already thinking ahead…

Despite the gloomy skies and damp roads, 

it’s the chassis that really shines. Matt’s a good 

couple of decades away from developing a 

middle-age spread like mine yet the CBR’s 

suspension – set for several stone less than my 

mass – simply glides over bumps and ruts in 

the road. That Nitron was one of the build’s 

most expensive inclusions, but the quality of 

its damping more than justifies the price. 

That exquisite level of control extends to the 

brakes, too. Aided by Michelin Pilot Road 

rubber (a PS ber (a favourite, especially for cold, 

damp conditions) I’m able to smear the front 

end into the wet road in total confidence with 

just one digit on the stubby lever. For a new 

rider like Matt, this CBR is the perfect 

introduction to sportsbike riding such is the 

level of feedback from the chassis. 

Only the mirrors irritate – aftermarket 

fittings that, no matter how hard I tried, 

couldn’t be adjusted to a position that offered 

anything other than a view of my knees. 

But that’s being picky. Matt’s made a great 

bike even finer than it was in the first place. 

You’d have to say, that’s a dream come true.

Thanks to
• GF Racing UK (Graeme France & Dan GF Racing UK

Marsden), for help, advice and parts: 

gfracinguk.com, 07778 628448

• JC Paintwork, bodywork repair and paint: 

jcpaintwork.co.uk, 01234 303258

• St Neots Motorcycles (Andy & Eric), for 

help and advice: stneotsmotorcycles.com, 

01480 212024

All smiles (even Jim).All smiles ( en Jim).

Sign of a decent bike
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1How important correctly

set up suspension is.

Rebuilding the forks gave

me a better understanding

of how they work. That’s

helped me understand

how to adjust them for me.

2Ultrasonic cleaners are

great, but sometimes even

they can’t get the results

you’re after. If you’re

cleaning stuff like carbs,

always thoroughly inspect

them before refitting.

3 I know my Mito inside

out, so it was quite

different working on an

inline-four – there are so

many more parts. It’s been

a great learning

experience for me though.

Reader restoration

“Despite the gloomy skies 
and damp roads, it’s the 

chassis that really shines”

What I’ve learnt
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Email vjmcmembershipuk@gmail.com 

Phone 01454 501 310 Monday-Thursday 1000-1600

THE HOME OF THE JAPANESE CLASSIC

www.classic-coatings.co.uk
Lincolnshire ✆ 01476 576087

“the perfect finish”

Classic Coatings Ltd

• Powder Coating

• Motorcycle &

Automotive

• Special Engineered

Components

• Alloy Wheel

Refurbishment & Repair

• Vapour & Bead Blasting

• Tyre Supply & Fitting

07791 021675 / 01905 384266

www.midlifeclassics.co.uk tim@midlifeclassics.co.uk

Midlife Classics

• Classic Bike Gear

• Clothing

• Classic Oils

• Helmets

• Mugs

• T-Shirts

Full range of

Mash Motorcycles available

for immediate delivery!

Jets manufactured in UK with Special Prices offered for dealers and shops

Buy at www.kmtproducts.co.uk
Email: info kmtproducts.co.uk
Telephone:0208 0900573

Main and Pilot OEM Replacement  Jets for 
Dellorto, Keihin & Mikuni Carburettors

Address: 2nd Floor, 2 Woodberry Grove, London, N12 0DR
                  Comp Reg No: 09500776/ VAT Reg No: GB211387924

‘Have You Thought About Being a Track Marshal, at 
some of the best circuits in the UK?’
For further details visit our website  

www.crmc.co.uk 

2017
PROVISIONAL  

DATES 

Snetterton (200 Circuit)  
March 18th/19th 

Pembrey (Easter)  
April 15th/16th 

Mallory Park  
May 20th/21st 

Cadwell Park  
June 10th/11th 

Croft  
July 8th /9th 

Donington Park  
August 4th- 6th 

Anglesey  
          September 9th /10th 

Brands Hatch  
October 7th /8th 

Donington  
Endurance  

May 6th/7th 
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N  MARCH 18-19 battle will 

commence in this year’s Classic 

Racing Motorcycle Club’s 

prestigious Superstock 

Championship. A grid of lightly tickled 

first-generation Honda VFR750s, Yamaha 

FZ750s, Suzuki GSX-R750s and Kawasaki 

GPX750s will charge around Norfolk’s 

notoriously quick Snetterton 200 circuit 

hoping to take first blood in a season-long 

battle to be crowned Superstock champion.

As highly delighted media partner to the 

series, we’ll be lining up alongside (or more 

realistically tagging on somewhere near the 

back…) of this throng of ’80s Stockers on our 

very own VFR750. We can’t wait.

So why not join us? As racing goes, the 

Superstock class is cheap as chips to compete 

in and ultra-competitive too – because tuning 

is banned and the machines must be 

essentially standard bar a few safety based 

Rockin’ Stockers 
A mainstay of 1980s racing returns in force this year. Get ready for 

VFR, FZ, GSX-R and GPX mayhem as Supertsock rides again 
WORDS MARK GRAHAM & JIM MOORE   PHOTOGRAPHY STUART COLLINS & PAUL BRYANT

SUPERSTOCK PREVIEW

O

How much more 1980s

do you want?

concessions for racing. We reckon it’s possible 

to get a VFR, FZ, GPX or GSX-R on the grid 

for less than two grand – a quick eBay search 

brought up three GPXs that could be had for 

barely more than a round of drinks…

The series has already attracted a broad 

pool of talent, from seasoned club racers to 

first timers, so there’ll be battles to be had 

right through the field.

There are eight rounds in all, starting at 

Snett in March and concluding at Brands 

Hatch, Kent – scene of one of the most 

memorable battles aboard these bikes 

between GSX-R-mounted Kevin Schwantz 

and VFR-equipped Wayne Rainey in ’87. 

Along the way Superstock will visit the best 

tracks in the UK, including Cadwell Park in 

June, Donington Park in August and the 

breath-taking Anglesey in September. 

There’s still time to snap-up and prep a 

Stocker for the season ahead (you’re not 

obliged to compete in every round, so you 

can join in any time). We’ve met up with four 

guys who are already champing at the bit to 

go, to whet your appetite for what’ll be a year 

of memorable racing for them, us and 

hopefully you. Just flick the page.

 For full info on the race eligibility and F F

club membership go to the CRMC website 

at www.crmc.co.uk 

Paul woods and VFR

in 2016 action
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T’S A no-brainer. Like ’80s tackle? A

Want to go racing? Can’t spend a 

fortune? “Stock engines means it’s 

not going to be about how big your wallet is,” 

said Slabber GSX-R rider Derek Cripps. 

“That’s a big part of the attraction here. Yes, 

you can spend a bit of money on suspension, 

but throwing huge cash at engine work is out, 

so it’s going to be really interesting.”

He’s not alone in wondering just how 

interesting it’s all going to be. As riders bolt 

together their budget bikes for the first 

season all bets are off as to who and what is 

going to be making the running.

“We had 90bhp at the rear wheel of ours on 

the dyno,” he said. “You know that the VFRs 

are making mid-eighties, the best ones near 

90 and in the Snett 6-hour last year there was 

nothing between my GSX-R and the VFRs. 

The FZs will be up there and although it 

doesn’t seem there will be that many GPXs, 

they’ll be quick too. You know that in the dry 

these will be very hard-fought races.”

Which is another healthy attraction besides 

the budget element. As far as Derek’s budget 

goes, he’s splashed out on what he sees as 

essentials for staying in the hunt.

“The bike’s a rescued streetfighter, which is 

the only way to get hold of a reasonably-

priced GSX-R these days – mine was £280. It 

was scrap, apart from the engine, then that 

threw a rod at the Snetterton 6-hour. Just 

about everything came off eBay except for 

the rear shock which is a Mike Capon Shock 

Factory item at £300 and the Andrini 

cartridges for the forks which were £600. The 

whole thing including the 1100 front discs 

and four-pot Nissins with adapters and all the 

other stuff is two-and-a-bit-grand.”

That is good value racing. Assuming it all 

hangs together with no nasty surprises. With 

the regs allowing changes to wheels and 

suspension, Derek’s gone for later Slingshot 

wheels (not fitted yet) which should give him 

a fighting chance of getting all that GSX-R 

top-end onto the asphalt on corner exits. 

His Slabber will be competitive, just how 

competitive only race one will tell. “I don’t 

know what to expect,” he said. “What I do 

know is that interest is big now and if 

everyone who said ‘Yeah, I’m gonna build a 

Superstocker’ actually builds one we’ll have a 

full grid.” 

1985 Suzuki GSX-R750F Derek Cripps

I

“All bets are off 
as to who or what 
will be making the 

running”

The best £300 yout £300 y

could spend

Andrini cartridges inAndrini cartridges in

forks were a big spend
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T WASN’T a difficult decision for 

Paul Wood. “I’d always loved 

Vee-fours and VFRs and always 

wanted one as a kid, but couldn’t afford one,” 

he said. “Seeing Ron Haslam on one in the 

Transatlantic and following Superstock in the 

1980s, even though I was mainly a Kenny 

Irons fan and he rode an FZ, it was always the 

bike I wanted. So when the club said they 

were OK for Superstock it didn’t take me 

long to make my mind up.”

Paul has already had qualified success on 

one. Qualified because he and co-rider Dave 

Langley had a possible win snatched from 

their grasp at the Snetterton 6-hour last year 

when leading with 20 minutes to go. “We 

were doing OK, more than OK, when the 

regulator/rectifier failed and boiled the 

battery. We lost seven laps and finished sixth.” 

That’s a hard way to learn about one of the 

VFR’s notorious weak spots.

Yet, aside from charging system woes, it’s a 

strong beast. “The only thing we did to it was 

chuck a Hagon rear shock in it. We bought it 

for £550 and the shock was £300. Then some 

clip-ons and rearsets and that was it. And it 

only took six weeks. So I’m building a second 

one for this season but with Firestorm wheels 

and brakes so we can run 17-inch rubber 

instead of the 16/18-inchers we had last 

season. We ran Avon AM22/23s which were 

OK for shorter races and fine in the wet, but 

struggled over longer races.

Paul knows he’ll be down on power to the 

Kawasaki GPXs, Suzuki GSX-Rs and Yamaha 

FZs but it doesn’t faze him. “People say the 

VFRs are underpowered and yes, they 

produce less power than the others, but it’s 

very useable power and being able to run on 

17-inch wheels evens things up quite a bit.

“We’ll have to wait and see what the 

opposition is like but I like to think we’ll be 

somewhere up there from time to time. We’ll 

have to see who’s out there first – and there’s 

been so much interest in this that it wouldn’t 

surprise me if some of the old first time 

around Superstock riders don’t come out of 

the woodwork. A top 10 overall in the 

championship would be the aim. 

“And with the rules limiting tuning that 

might suit us. It’ll certainly lessen the risk of 

us blowing up.” 

1986 Honda VFR750F Paul Wood

I

“It’s very useable power 
and being able to run on 
17-inch wheels evens it up”

You’ll be relieved to know Paul

reverse parked the VFR

Pipe not pretty butPipe not pretty but

well tucked-up

CRMC superstock
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CRMC superstock

1985 Yamaha FZ750 1FN Danny Imberg
ANNY IMBERG already has a game G

plan for the 2017 season. “Ride it 

like I stole it,” he chuckles. “And if it 

proves to be a bit of beast through the turns, 

I’ll just have to grab it by the scruff of the 

neck and hustle it.”

If you saw Danny blasting his FZ600 

around the UK’s tracks last year to second 

overall in the Junior Production Cup you’ll 

know he means what he says. Perhaps even 

more than scoring high in the Superstock 

series, Danny has his sights set on using his 

FZ750 to take a few scalps in each meeting’s 

open race, too.

“If I get a few top sixes ahead of TZ350s in 

the open race I’ll be very happy,” he says.

And Danny’s FZ is no stranger to the 

Supertock class. It was campagined strongly 

last year by Simon Walsh, who then sold it on 

to Mr Imberg.

“It’s a really well put together bike, and I 

saw that it was competitive last year so I did 

the deal with Simon half way through the 

season. He had it on a dyno and it made 

95bhp. It’s a carefully built stock motor with 

FZR1000 EXUP pipes – they give a bit more 

flow and power. I might swap the heavy 

Micron end can for a lighter Akrapovic before 

the season. The motor is the FZ’s real strong 

point, and I think the competition is going to 

come more from the VFRs than GSX-Rs.

“I want to get the best from the chassis as 

well, so I’ve got a Thunderace front wheel 

and a 17in rear wheel from a CBR600 to go 

in. That way I can run really sticky rubber like 

Pirelli Supercorsas.”

Danny’s also got a mod to dramatically 

improve the braking, picked up from the 

YPVS runners in YPM. “Triumph T595 

four-pots go straight on, all I need to do is fit a  

small spacer.”

Having taken possession of the bike last 

October, Danny will have had his first run 

out on it by the time you read this. “I’m 

booked to go out at Mallory on the 2 Jan. I 

want to get a feel for the bike, so that way I’ll 

have a better understanding of how well the 

mods I make work. I’d like to lighten it where 

possible. As for the racing, I can’t wait. I think 

the season will start strong and get stronger 

as it goes on.”

D

He looks like he means

business this man

Tidy and tough idy and tough

pair of rearsets

Spedo hole makes aSpedo hole mak

handy drinks holder 

“I think the competition is 
going to come more from 

the VFRs than GSX-Rs”
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HE GSX-R750 was an easy choice 0

really. I had one when I was 18 and 

the Slabber’s lighter than the rest of 

the bikes in the class. I need a light bike 

because I’m 15-stone and I need every 

advantage I can in the bike,” said Liam. And 

although he describes himself as mainly a 

Yamaha man, he, like most people has a huge 

soft spot for a Slabbie.

“I know them pretty well to the extent that 

I can do all that needs doing to them,” he 

said. “I got this one for £1200 up in Liverpool 

and it was a bit of a minger, but complete. I 

rebuilt it last year with new pistons, new 

valves, new clutch, the lot. The crank was in 

good shape and the gearbox was like new so 

that made things easier and cheaper. I spent 

£700 on parts and they’re all readily available 

– mainly because the engine shares a lot of 

similarities with the Bandit and GSX-F 

engines and also because of the Suzuki 

Vintage Parts scheme. So you can get 

virtually everything new. If you’re running a 

racebike that’s a big advantage.”

And Liam’s GSX-R is a very competitive 

racebike. “I had a few second places on it last 

season when we were running in the same 

class as the Superbike 2s because we didn’t 

have our own championship. So we were up 

against Z1100s, GS1000s and XR69s – all 

around the 150bhp mark. Mine makes 96bhp 

at the back wheel, which is pretty good, but 

don’t forget it’s a completely fresh engine

“Mine handles well with Maxton fork 

internals and a fully adjustable Wilbers shock 

at the back and I’m still on 18-inch rims 

running the usual Avon AM22/23 tyre 

combo. I have got some 17-inch rims to try 

for this season, but I’ll do a few trackdays on 

them first to see if they’re that much of an 

improvement. I know some people have tried 

them and found cornering clearance to be a 

problem. They might be good at some tracks 

and less good at others. I’ll have to see.

“I only managed three meetings last year 

after a highside at Croft. I did a collarbone 

and some ribs, but the bike wasn’t too bad. 

I’ve got to be looking for wins if I can this 

year and then see if I can keep a whole 

season together and see what happens. 

1985 Suzuki GSX-R750F Liam McCarter

T

Supertsock means justSupertsock means jus

that – stock

Fresh and rarin’ to goo go

– the two of them 

“I’ve got to be 
looking for wins this 

year and then see 
what happens”

2017 CALENDAR
18-19 Mar Snetterton 200, Norfolk

15-16 Apr Pembrey, South Wales

20-21 May Mallory Park, Leics

10-11 June Cadwell Park, Lincs

8-9 July Croft, N. Yorkshire

4-6 Aug Donington Park, Leics

9-10 Sept Anglesey

7-8 Oct Brand Hatch, Kent
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ZZ-R wears it well. Hard to 

know it’s a 27-year-old design
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AWASAKI NEED no introduction when it

comes to ultimate speed.The Japanese

manufacturer has, after all, a long history

of setting out to produce the fastest, most

powerful bikes in motorcycling. Ever

since the original Z1 in 1972, followed by machines

like the GPz1100 and today’s ZZ-R1400, more often

than not it’s been a Kawasaki that’s been the

undisputed king of speed.

But it’s possibly one of the less celebrated of these,

the ZZ-R1100 as first introduced in 1990, that was

the most successful of all.That first big ZZ-R might

not have had classic cachet of the Zed, the bristly

style of 1981’s GPz or the sophisticated aplomb of

the latest 14, but it reigned the longest as top dog,

proved a truly great all-rounder beloved of thousands

and was so blisteringly quick it inspired the creation

of a whole new motorcycling term: the hyperbike.

It didn’t end there, either.The ZZ-R’s was so

successful its reign was only halted (in 1996 after six

years on top) when Honda launched a machine, the

Super Blackbird, specifically created to usurp its

Kawasaki rival. Praise doesn’t get any higher.

And yet the ZZ-R’s creation was also fairly

unspectacular. Born out of 1988’s ZX-10 which in

turn had been spawned from 1985’s GPZ1000RX,

the ZZ-R was a triumph of evolution rather than

revolution, Kawasaki’s engineers finally, with the help

of pioneering ram air and aerodynamic

developments, managing to wrest every potential

bhp from its proven 16v four and every mile per hour

from slippery aero.

Best of all, though, was how solid and effective the

ZZ-R proved. Ballistically thrilling it was, but it was

also a great, durable sports-tourer.

Though now aging, the big Kawasaki remains so

today yet without the over-inflated prices so many

‘hyperbikes’ suffer from. Here’s why it was – and still

is, if you find a good one – one of the ‘greats’.

Once the world’s fastest motorcycle (176mph), 
still a mighty convincing sports tourer, and 

always one of Kawasaki’s powerhouse legends 
WORDS PHIL WEST   PHOTOGRAPHY JASON CRITCHELL

K
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Evolution of the fastest
NO STORY OF the ZZ-R11 is completeNO STORY OF the ZZ-R11 is completethe ZZ-R11 is completeNO STORY OF

without an understanding that its launch

onto the world in 1990 was the final

culmination of a journey to class-dominating

speed that actually began in 1985.

That year, 24 months after the launch of

the original GPZ900R superbike,‘Special K’

launched that bike’s bigger brother: the

GPZ1000RX and, with a claimed 125bhp

and capable of more than 160mph, a perhaps

over-confident Kawasaki said at the time that

it would never build a faster machine.

How wrong it would be.

By 1988, with the arrival of bikes like

Yamaha’s FZR1000 Genesis and Suzuki’s

GSX-R1100, Kawasaki had been forced to

eat its words and updated the RX to create

the new ZX-10, a bike which, although not

improving on its predecessor’s 162mph top

speed, was lighter and generally sportier than

the RX.Yet it was quickly clear that even that

wasn’t enough. Next time, more power and

more speed would be required.

The machine Kawasaki’s engineers set out

to create this time would again be based on

its predecessor (although in reality virtually

no parts were interchangeable with the

ZX-10). But it would no longer pull any

punches. Gaining a new designation, ZZ-R,

the newcomer was designed specifically to

blow away all opposition.And, through the

application of two key design features – ram

air induction and class-leading aerodynamics

– the new ZZ-R did exactly that.

And although the ZZ-R looked new, it was

an evolution of the ZX-10.The ZZ-R’s 16v

four-cylinder engine, for example, was a close

relative: the bore was 2mm larger to take

capacity to 1052cc (from 997cc); there were

larger valves, new cams and lightened

pistons, a new, curved radiator and a new and

more efficient twin silencer exhaust system.

So was the ZZ-R’s twin spar chassis.

Although it resembled that of the ZX-10 it

was actually stronger by virtue of its spars

being slightly thicker and stiffer and its

geometry actually being sharper. (The ZZ-R’s

wheelbase was 10mm shorter than the

ZX-10 while the steering geometry was

steeper to increase its sportiness.)

While finally, the newcomer’s cycle parts

were evolutions as well.The ZZ-R’s

conventional front forks were stronger and

thicker in being enlarged to a diameter of

43mm and were now also, like the rear

shock, adjustable for both rebound damping

as well as preload.

On the dyno, the consequence of all those

revisions was an easy 127bhp.With the ram

air effect taken into account that was boosted

by 10per cent more.And in 1990, 147-odd

bhp, when the best that rivals likeYamaha’s

EXUP could muster was nearly 20bhp less,

was simply revolutionary.

What that meant on the timing strip was

instant deification. Over the quarter, a

well-ridden ZZ-R11 could blast through the

Ram Air

Inspired by F1 Grand Prix cars it comprised a sealed induction 

system with an oversize air box force fed with from a single 

intake (twin on D-model) underneath the headlamp. At 

speed an ever-increasing quality of cold air is forced 

through the big carbs and valves boosting peak power.

125bhp restriction?

The EC wanted a blanket 100bhp limit on all 

machines sold in the EU. Some manufacturers 

restricted larger machines to 125bhp – the early 

C1 and C2 ZZ-R11s suffering. Shallower carb tops 

were fitted so the slides couldn’t extend fully. 

The standard ‘fix’ was to fit ZXR750 carb tops. 

French machines, meanwhile, where a 100bhp 

limit was in place, were restricted by rubber 

mesh across the inlet rubbers. Some made it to 

the UK as grey imports and were derestricted by 

cutting away the mesh. By the time of the late C2/

early C3 models, this threat had been lifted so the 

ZZ-R reverted to its full power form.
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ZZ-R1100

lights like nothing else, slipping under 11lights like nothing else, slipping under 11

seconds – the first production bike to do so –seconds – the first production bike to do so –

on a good day. In top speed runs, thanks to itson a good day. In top speed runs, thanks to its

power and slipperiness, 170+ was routine.power and slipperiness, 170+ was routine.

Nothing, quite literally, came close.Nothing, quite literally, came close.

Nor was the big Kawasaki just about speed.

That powerplant was gorgeously tractableThat powerplant was gorgeously tractable

and flexible; its ergonomics nowhere near asand flexible; its ergonomics nowhere near as

extreme as later hyperbikes like the ‘Busa orextreme as later hyperbikes like the ‘Busa or

ZZ-R14. Best of all, though, just as the bigZZ-R14. Best of all, though, just as the big

Kawasaki started to lose its lustre, it gotKawasaki started to lose its lustre, it got

better yet. Revamped thoroughly into ‘D’better yet. Revamped thoroughly into ‘D’

guise in 1993, the ZZ-R was improved inguise in 1993, the ZZ-R was improved in

virtually every respect.virtually every respect.

The biggest changes were ‘twin’ ram air,

along with a new, stronger and longer framealong with a new, stronger and longer frame

(for increased stability), plus a bigger tank,(for increased stability), plus a bigger tank,

fatter rear tyre and 10mm larger front discs.fatter rear tyre and 10mm larger front discs.

The enlarged induction system boosted

ram air effect by 33 per cent into an evenram air effect by 33 per cent into an even

bigger airbox.This, in addition to larger mainbigger airbox.This, in addition to larger main

jets inside the 40mm carbs, helped cramjets inside the 40mm carbs, helped cram

more air into and thus get more power out ofmore air into and thus get more power out of

the 1052cc engine, before exiting thoughthe 1052cc engine, before exiting though

bigger capacity exhausts.bigger capacity exhausts.

However, due to the larger, more protective

fairing (both taller and wider) and added

weight (5kg), performance wasn’t actually

improved (although it didn’t suffer either).

What had improved, however, was the big

ZZ-R’s peerless status in the early to

mid-1990s as the king of superbikes.The D,

thanks partly to production shifting to

Kawasaki’s Lincoln, Nebraska plant, was

significantly improved, finishes and detailing

glossier and crisper. Its ‘speed king’ crown

was retained, its all-round appeal enhanced.

The ZZ-R11 wasn’t just fast, it was a great

bike, period.The fact it took all of Honda’s

might to usurp it underlines that very point.

Today, though admittedly aging slightly, the

ZZ-R remains so.The passage of time may

dull the Kawasaki’s sheen and render some

of its features quaint – the twin dials for

example – but it’s always been durable and

that kind of performance never goes out of

fashion.What’s more, with decent ones still to

be had for less than £3K, it’s now something

of a bargain, too.World-beating speed has

never been so cheap.

Frame
Although the new ZZ-R’s twin spar 

aluminium frame resembled that of 

the preceding ZX-10 it was all-new. 

Thicker frame spars, a slightly shorter 

wheelbase and sharper steering 

geometry quickened up its handling.

Engine
Although appearing outwardly identical to the 

preceding ZX-10 16v transverse four, no parts 

were interchangeable. Bore was up by 2mm to 

raise capacity to 1052cc (from the ZX-10’s 

997cc), ports and valves were larger, there were 

different cams and lighter pistons and the crank 

pins beefed up. The result was a 12 per cent 

increase in power from a mere 6 per cent 

increase in capacity but, thanks to the stronger 

crank and bottom end, no loss in reliability.

Clocks/instruments
Lavish console comprised a fascia containing two, 

large analogue dials, tachometer and speedometer, 

the first in the UK to read up to 200mph. Alongside 

was a smaller analogue temperature gauge with two 

strips of warning lights on two sides of the unit. These 

were uprated on the D model to also include an 

analogue fuel gauge.

1993 ‘D’ model changes
Enlarged ram air system (twin nose ducts and larger 

airbox); larger volume exhaust; stronger and longer 

frame with more relaxed geometry; 3-litre larger fuel 

tank; slightly less aerodynamic fairing, with better 

weather protection; a larger 180 rear tyre (from 170) 

and 10mm bigger front discs. Weight up by 5kg, build 

quality improved throughout.

Bodywork 
Drawn from experience gained from the 

KR500 GP racer during the early ‘80s. The 

result was not just the slipperiest shape in 

superbikes but also pioneering features 

such as integrated indicators.

Exhaust
In their quest for more power one of the areas looked at was the big 

Kawasaki’s exhaust. Unable to incorporate an exhaust valve due to Yamaha’s 

EXUP patents, KHI engineers instead developed a novel 4-1-2 system that 

fooled the engine into thinking it was driving into a load at low revs and yet, 

still provided the capacity to shift the gas flow high up in the range. 
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Chassis number C1 

ZXT10C-000001-onwards

Chassis number C2 

ZXT10C-013001-onwards

Colours: black/blue, red/olours:

silver

• Ballistic super-tourer 

with a claimed 125bhp and 

forced-air induction (single-

opening beneath and to 

the left of the headlamp). 

Class-crushing 170mph 

performance, all-day 

comfort and competent 

enough handling to boogie 

in the twisties too. 

Chassis number C3 

ZXT1-C-024001-onwards

Colours: black, red/black

• Minor detail changes 

including a colour change 

from silver to black for the 

frame and fittings.

Chassis number D1 

ZXT10D-000001-onwards

Chassis number D2 

ZXT10D-020001-onwards

Colours: black/grey, candy olours:

red, teal green/blue

• Heavily revised model. 

New frame with exposed 

subframe casting. Updated 

ram-air system now with 

twin intakes below the 

headlamp. Reworked 

bodywork, fuel gauge 

added to clocks, larger 

silencers, increased fuel 

capacity (up three litres to 

24L), claimed power now a 

hulking 145bhp.

Chassis number D3 

ZXT10D-032001-onwards

Chassis number D4

ZXT10D-039001-onwards

Colours: purple black, two-

tone wine red, red, green

• Digital clock added to D3. 

ZZ-R logos on fairing now a 

brush stroke design.

Chassis number D5 

ZXT10D-045001-onwards

Chassis number D6

ZXT10D-050001-onwards

Chassis number D7 

ZXT10D-058001-onwards

Chassis number D9 

ZXT10D-059000-onwards

Colours: grey, red, black/olours:

grey, red/grey

• Minor power increase, 

Dunlop D207 tyres as 

standard fitment from D5. 

Alarm and immobilizer 

fitted as standard from the 

D7 model. Colours changes 

only thereafter.

1990-’91 

ZZ-R1100 C1/C2
1992 

ZZ-R1100 C3
1993-’94 

ZZ-R1100 D1/D2
1995-’96 

ZZ-R1100 D3/D4
1997-’01 

ZZ-R1100 D5/D6
/D7/D9

The later the better
Which model?

Know what you’re buying. Early Cs were Kno

restricted (although most will be derestricted

by now) while most consider the D a better

all-round machine with improved build

quality the cherry on top. Do your research.

Engine
The big 16v four is, on the whole, reliable

and unburstable.That said, it sometimes

doesn’t seem so. On cold start up it’s normal

for the ZZ-R to sound like a bag of nails

while a slight fluffiness between 3 and

4000rpm is usual, too, (although correctable

with a Dynojet kit). Once warmed, though, a

loud ticking or rattling can indicate the cam

chain is on its way out.

Gearbox
There have been a few reported incidences

of gearbox snatchiness and of jumping out of

second gear when pushed hard on early, high

mileage examples, although this was virtually

eradicated with the introduction of the D

model in 1993. So, if you’re looking at a high

mileage C model and the gearbox is OK you

should have nothing to worry about.

Camshafts
Again there are some reported incidents of

camshaft problems; pitted lobes, on some

early examples of the D model being the

main issue-. However this can largely be

attributed to owners setting a high idle and

leaving the bike on the sidestand to warm up

starving the right side of the head of oil due

to the lean.

Spares prices
1991 Kawasaki ZZ-R1100C2

All from cmsnl.com exc *from wemoto.com

GENUINE PARTS

Fuel tank £657.237.237

Front disc £261.29

L/H mirror £98.15

Oil filter £5.45

Air filter £34.81

L/H silencer £659.72

Clutch lever £35.23

Speedometer) £106.09

R/H front footrest £57.4557.4557

LH indicator £38.16

Instrument assembly £1171.31

Instruments upper case £66.68

Front wheel £618.46

Spark plugs per set £29.04*

(NGK DPR8EA-9)

T I M E L I N E

Brakes
Another highly likely area of excessive

wear.The ZZ-R’s power and weight means

the brakes inevitably lead a hard life and year

round use exacerbates this. Seized calipers are

common as are warped or excessively worn

discs, particularly if non-OE pads are used.

Caliper seals and pistons should be changed

every few years, steel lines are a must.

Exhaust 
The standard item works well and there’s

no real performance advantage to an

aftermarket system.Yet many will have been

replaced by now due to exhaust rot or other

damage combined with the expense of the

original.The left hand can, in particular, is

extortionate – it’s a part of the collector box

attached to the four header pipes.

Carbs
Kawasakis of this era were prone to Ka

excessive carburettor wear. Mileage is the key

indicator.Any machine showing over

30,000miles might have carburettor

problems and if more than 50K then it’s a

virtual certainty.

Rear wheel
The cush drive in the rear wheel will

probably need replacing on high mileage

examples (although some have been known

to collapse in less than 10,000 miles). Other

likely victims of the ZZ-R’s immense

performance are, inevitably, the rear tyre,

chain and sprockets – inspect closely.

Chassis
Again, fundamentally sound, but due to the

ZZ-R’s performance, weight and likely high

mileage you should check both for worn

steering head bearings (they’ll be notchy if

worn when you turn the ’bars past centre)

and for wear in the rear shock linkage (any

slack or movement when on the centre

stand). Earlier bikes didn’t have grease

nipples on the linkage.

Cosmetics
The later D is known to have a far superior

build and finish than the original C with

much better paint and more sumptuous

detailing but it’s still important to check

carefully.The instrument panel bracket, in

particular, is vulnerable to cracks and is

expensive to replace.
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Honda CBR1000F 1987-1999
998cc, 16v, dohc inline four

Launched alongside

the first CBR600F in

1987 it evolved more

into a sports-tourer.

Facelifted second gen bike from 1989

was a smooth, classy (if heavy)

performer, although its 132bhp couldn’t

match the ZZ-R for excitement.

Usurped by potent Super Blackbird.

Value now: £1400-£3000

Suzuki GSX1100F 1987-1994
1127cc, 16v, dohc inline four

GSX-R1100-derived

sports tourer boasted

136bhp and novel

electrically-adjustable

screen but also suffered from dubious

looks and 16-in wheels. As a cheap,

straightline blaster it lived on until 1994.

Value now: £1200-£2400

Yamaha FJ1200 1986-1997
1188cc, 16v, dohc inline-four

Another brute

originally launched as

a sportster. The big,

aircooled Yam fared

much better as a grunty, smooth,

fine-handling and solid sports-tourer,

so much so that it became the class

benchmark for the next decade and

even retains a strong following to this

day. Finally replaced by the all-new

FJR1300 in 2001.

Value now: £1000-£2500

The competition

Useful contacts

• cmsnl.com

• zx11.info

• zzr-international.co.uk

• zzrbikes.com

Pre-mobile phone erae-mobile phone er

cubby hole. Handy

Classic clock layouty

still cuts it for style

Fuel tap a generouslyFuel tap a generously

proportioned device

Fold-out bungee hooksold-out bungee hook

still a good idea

Values
Mint: £2500-£3000 Clean: £1800-

£2250 Tatty: £900-£1750

Hound: £600-£850
Note: These are a very rough guide. Buyer/seller
desperation, condition and spec means a definite value is
hard to pin down. Watch the market closely, speak with
owners. Prices assume the bike is largely complete.

1188cc, 16v, dohc inline-four
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“No hyperbike since 
has managed the 
same blend of poise 
and purpose”
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ZZ-R1100

Still a real contender
I’D FORGOTTEN the ZZ-R1100 was one of 

my oldest friends. Shortly after my privileged 

baptism into the crazy world of bike 

journalism one of my first big ‘jobs’ (it’s not 

really work, let’s face it) was the press launch 

for the original ZZ-R in 1990 in the South of 

France. That blur of Côte d’Azure glamour and 

potty Autoroute and N-road speed is one of 

my fondest magazine memories. 

But the ZZ-R11’s longevity means it isn’t 

the only one: a two-bike duel with an EXUP 

up to North Yorkshire is another; a Team Bike 

Tours trip to Northern France, popping power 

Kawa wheelies past the Circuit de Reims-

Gueux grandstand (before they idiotically 

‘restored’ it) a third. And sprinkled across 

those years, innumerable, heart-in-mouth 

speed tests at Bruntingthorpe where the big 

ZZ-R was always king. One 174mph run 

remains my best to this day.

But this ride, today, is much, much more 

than a mere nostalgia trip: it’s a reintroduction 

to one of motorcycling’s greats – and this one’s 

a great example, too. 

As an M-reg-er, the two-tone teal and blue 

machine dates from 1994 but its condition 

makes a mockery of those 23 years. Showing 

just 34,000 miles it’s stock right down to its 

’bar grips with barely a scuff or taint of 

corrosion to be seen. But best of all, by my 

reckoning at least, is that it’s the better-

equipped, more refined, twin ram air ‘D’ 

model. For me, this second generation, 

American-built version was always the 

classiest of the pair and, as I cast my eye over 

its flanks, it still is today: flip-out bungee 

hooks, twin span-adjustable levers, lavishly 

chromed cans and proper centrestand handle 

all emphasize that.

But there’s more than that, too. In the flesh, 

the handsome ZZ-R11 retains a certain brutal 

beauty: big, hefty, dense and masculine, yet 

still seductively curvaceous, with its faired-in 

indicators and speed-slanted screen. I’d 

forgotten how much I liked them – although if 

it was me it’d have to be in plain, gloss black. 

On board it gets better: classy, proper, twin 

analogue dials with the one on the left topping 

out at 200mph (and who can’t resist a little 

The big fella comfy,

relaxed and loving it

inward smile at that?) plus more neat touches 

like the useful, lockable, inner fairing cubby 

hole and two big, streamlined mirrors 

reflecting an almost perfect rear view.

By this point things are already looking 

good and I’ve yet to thumb the starter. But, 

fuel ‘On’, a touch of ’bar-mounted choke 

followed by a prod and the big, aging beast 

awakes easily, briskly before settling into a 

gruff but steady idle. Boy I miss carbs…

I get my initial acclimatization over with on 

the gentle trundle out of PS’s corporate car 

park. But, legend and looks apart, there’s not 

really anything to be intimidated by. Though 

there’s no getting away from the fact the ZZ-R 

is big and heavy, all the weight is in the right 

place, its slightly canted riding position is 

perfect making it easy to manage. And on the 

move that bulk simply disappears.

Though grunty and smooth, the 

carburation’s a little fluffy below four thou’ 

(not unusual on the ZZ-R) and the Tokico 

brakes a tad dull, but I can’t criticize much 

else. Through the roundabouts the treacly, easy 

traction is a joy and, as I open it up on the dual 

carriageways above five-six-seven thousand 

rpm an increasingly menacing but exciting and 

ever-accelerating drive is unleashed. This is the 

ZZ-R I remember.

I’ve hinted at it already but it’s worth 

repeating: the ergonomics of the 11 are just 

brilliant – certainly for my 6’ 3”. A slight cant 

forward with hands and feet naturally finding 

their rests, a perfect view ahead over those 

classy clocks and no compromise on comfort 

whatsoever. I don’t honestly think any 

hyperbike since has managed the same blend 

of poise and purpose.

That natural but purposeful riding position is 

part of the reason the big ZZ-R is so easy and 

unintimidating to ride. Its ultra-progressive 

power delivery is another. By just rolling 

around in the meaty midrange and lower 

reaches I could happily ride the big Kawasaki 

all day. But that’d be missing the best bit: the 

pure warp drive above seven.

Snick through the slick gearbox up to fourth 

or so, point the big 11 at a wide, straight and 

preferably empty stretch of blacktop, wind 

A little light scuffingA little light scuffing

to be expected

Late models had twin

air-duct intakes
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D I M E N S I O N S & S P E C I F I C AT I O N S

Overall length 2165mm (84.4in)

Overal width 730mm (28.5in)

Seat height
780mm (30.4in)

Dry weight
233kg (513lb)

Fuel capacity
24 litres (5.3 gal)

Overall height
1205mm (47in)

Wheelbase 1495mm (58.3in)

Ground clearance
110mm (4.33in)

that throttle on and revel in an ever-building, 

ever-noisier, ever-more-exciting belt of 

acceleration that is one of the biggest thrills in 

motorcycling and, still to this day, with very 

few equals. Way-heyyyyy! Illegal speeds come 

in barely a blink, thoroughly illegal ones even 

sooner after. Is this really nearly 30 years old?

So I did it again. And again. And then I 

remembered fully what the ZZ-R1100’s 

experience is all about. 

But what I think is astonishing – still – about 

the big Kawasaki is not the big speed numbers 

it’s capable of – those were inevitably matched 

or bettered long ago. Instead it’s all about the 

WAY it delivers them. The relentlessly smooth 

yet accelerating drive is one thing. That is 

simply immense, intoxicating and addictive in 

itself. But it’s the combination of that with an 

all-round package of natural, comfortable 

ergonomics, decent enough handling (for a big 

old bus of a bike), true mile-eating ability for 

two AND more than a few quality, luxurious 

touches that put the ZZ-R1100 well and truly 

at the very top of the tree.

To put that another way: yes, the ZZ-R11 is 

extreme. Its performance can’t be described as 

anything else. But it’s also intuitive, easy, 

practical and classy. Its performance alone was 

enough to make me feel like the boss once 

again. With all those other things combined it 

was like I was king for a day. And you can still 

get a minter for under £3000? Forget 

hyperbike. That makes it a hyper bargain. 

Thanks to reader Matt Horler for the loan ofo

his immaculate, M-reg,  ZZ-R1100.

Specification | 1993 Kawasaki ZZ-R1100D1
ENGINE Type liquid-cooled, dohc, 16v, inline four Capacity 1052cc y Bore x stroke 76 x 58mm Compression ratio 11.0:1 Ignition CDI Carburation 4 x Keihin CVKD40 

carburettors TRANSMISSION Primary/final drive gear/chain Clutch wet-multiplate Gearbox six-speed x CHASSIS Frame pressed aluminium beam, box section 

aluminium swingarm Front suspension 43mm telescopic forks, preload and rebound adjust  Rear suspension monoshock, preload, compression and rebound damping 

adjust Front brake 2 x 320mm discs, four-piston calipers Rear brake 1 x 240mm disc, single-piston caliper Wheels three-spoke cast aluminium Front tyre 120/70 x 17in 

Rear tyre 180/55 x 17in PERFORMANCE Top speed 176mph Power 147bhp@10,500rpm Torque 81lb.ft@8500rpm Fuel consumption 44mpg Price new £8695w

You have to admire

his restraint here
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“Its ever-building, ever-
noisier, ever-more-exciting
belt of acceleration is one

of the biggest thrills in
motorcycling”

Letting the good times

roll. What a bike still



IN THE 1980s, young 

riders who wanted 

two-wheeled thrills 

on any terrain had 

their fair share of options. 

Yamaha’s class-leading 

DT125LC broke cover in ’82, 

and was joined halfway through 

the decade by Kawasaki’s 

hardcore KMX125; both also 

had bigger and torquier 200cc 

versions aimed at clubman 

enduro racers which required a 

full licence. Sandwiched 

between the two, Honda’s 

dual-purpose MTX125/200R 

offerings were released in 1983. 

The usual Honda hallmarks of 

decent build quality and some 

pleasing additions to the spec 

ensured that the MTX125R was 

a popular bike (PS’s editor Jim PS’s editor Jim

was one of many who passed his 

test on one). Both were powered 

by a liquid-cooled, single-

cylinder, two-stroke engine, with 

the smaller model pegged to 

12bhp while the 200 with 

working ATAC produced 16 

horses more. Both got Honda’s 

famous Pro-Link suspension. At 

101kg dry, the bigger 200R was 

also only 2kg heftier than its 

little brother. 

Honda
MTX125 200R
Decent build quality is a plus, hard 

to source cycle parts a minus, but 

all-in-all an MTX resto adds up
WORDS HANS SEEBERG

 1986 MTX125R
Jake Thompson, 
Llanrhaeadr, North 
Wales

“I’M 18 and this is only my8

third resto, so I have to confess 

I didn’t know much about the 

Honda MTX before I stumbled 

upon this one. I knew I wanted 

an old two-stroke as a project 

because I really like the 

character of old bikes – new 

ones are a bit sterile. 

“I found this MTX125R up for 

sale on Facebook and was 

lucky to see it within a few 

hours of it being posted – 

£400 and a few hours later it 

was mine. At the time I didn’t 

really realise how rare MTXs 

are, or the subtle differences 

between the different models. 

“As you’d expect for £400, 

the bike was knackered – the 

engine didn’t run, the 

crankshaft bearings had gone 

and it needed a rebore. The 

panels weren’t actually that 

bad, though, and although the 

seat was a bit tired at least 

everything was there. 

“The main thing I’ve 

concentrated on with this 

resto is the engine. The 

previous owner told me that it 

only needed a new piston...

I’ve replaced the main 

bearings, had the crankshaft 

reconditioned, fitted a new 

piston and rings, got new 

clutchplates and springs, and 

fitted a new oil pump and 

water pump.

“I got the original piston 

from my local dealer but the 

rest of it I had to find online, 

I

Coastal frolics on the

‘big’ and feisty 200

Surprisingly good low-speed 

acceleration, great handling and 

an engine that could withstand 

the relentless gusto of excitable 

teenage riders were the keys to 

the Honda’s success, and are also 

what make it a great resto 

candidate.

With the 200R’s lifespan only 

lasting until 1985 while the 125 

hung on for another decade, the 

larger model is the rarer version 

to choose, though that’s not to 

say that restoring the 125 isn’t 

without its challenges. To say that 

the majority of these bikes had a 

hard life is rather like suggesting 

that Donald Trump is prone to 

the odd bad-hair day, so don’t 

expect gleaming bodywork 

when you see one for sale on 

eBay. In some cases, don’t expect 

any bodywork at all. 

Yet their robustness means it’s 

not uncommon to revive an 

MTX that’s been standing for 

years with relatively little 

mechanical TLC. They’re easy to 

work on and David Silver still 

carries a fair few parts for them. 

Both sizes of the Honda MTX 

represent an affordable resto 

project that’s still rare enough to 

turn heads. Just ask these four…

Jake put his energies intoe put his energies int

building a solid engine
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Restoration revealed

“I make sure this one gets 
a thrashing at least once a 
week. It’s a right laugh”

“I never found a number 
plate bracket and don’t get 
me started on indicators”

 1987 MTX125R 
Curtis Bowden, Redruth, 
Cornwall

“I LOVE older bikes – theE

quality is so much better. I 

stumbled upon this one in a 

barn when I went to buy some 

parts for another project – it 

was sitting there in the corner 

buried under some sheets. I 

thought, ‘I’ll have that.’ 

Although I’m only 18 I’d owned 

an MTX125R before, so I had a 

good idea what I was letting 

myself in for. 

“At some stage in its life this 

bike had had some money 

spent on it but it had been 

ridden hard on a farm for a few 

years and then been stuffed in 

a garage every night while it 

was still wet. As you can 

imagine, there was rust 

everywhere. The good news 

was that all the parts were 

more or less there, so it was a 

good starting point. 

“My dad’s always had bikes, 

so we restored this one 

together and it was a really 

good bonding experience – he 

taught me loads. I’d worked at 

Tesco to save up the money to 

be able to tackle the project so 

we got to work straight away.

“The first thing we did was 

check that it ran and then took 

all the panels off to have a look 

at the frame. We rubbed the 

frame down, had it dipped in 

acid and then sent it off for 

powdercoating. The engine got 

stripped down and inspected, 

before we put it back together. 

We made a bit of a boob, 

though, because we didn’t 

change the main bearings. I 

took it out and it seized. We 

had to take it apart, and this 

time the bearings were sorted. 

“I really lucked in with the 

body panels. This old guy on 

eBay had a complete set of 

NOS bodywork in his attic, 

including the much sought-

after front mudguard. For £100. 

“I’ve never been able to find a 

number plate bracket. And 

don’t get me started on wing 

mirrors and indicators. My 

mirrors are aftermarket but 

they’re pretty close to standard, 

which was the look I was after. 

It’s been a two-year project. It 

still gets plenty of use, though 

– I’ve done 10,000 miles on it 

already. The thing I can’t get 

over is the build quality. 

Everything is so solid and 

chunky – when people see it 

they think it’s a bike from about 

2000, not 1987.  

which took me to all sorts of 

places around the world. I 

found the NOS oil pump from 

an obscure dealer in Taiwan 

and most of the parts have 

come from foreign websites. 

The cylinder head was a 

nightmare to get – the original 

was cracked because a 

previous owner couldn’t get 

the nuts off it so had basically 

just smashed it. Original parts 

can be eye-wateringly 

expensivefor such a small bike. 

An original radiator cap from 

my local dealer was £60. 

“It’s an easy bike to work on 

mechanically – if there’s no 

ATAC powervalve system on it 

there’s not much that can go 

wrong. I think the reason it’s 

such an easy bike to restore is 

down to the build quality.

“I know a lot of people 

restore bikes and don’t use 

them but I make sure this one 

gets a good thrashing at least 

once a week. It handles 

beautifully and still rides as it 

should. My mate’s got a 2001 

Yamaha DT125R with a 

powervalve and when we take 

the two bikes out we’re neck 

and neck. The MTX still has 

quite a bit of power for what it 

is and it’s a right laugh.”

Built to be used, now,
with 10,000 miles on it
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Restoration revealed

“Build quality is incredible, 
the bodywork looks new”

“There’s 
always 
someone 
around to 
offer advice”

“Pretty soon my workshop 

floor was completely covered in 

bits once I’d stripped the bike. I 

took the wiring loom apart and 

sorted that, got the frame and 

swingarm powdercoated and 

serviced and sprayed the forks. 

“I managed to source new 

bodywork from Japan and get 

a new seat cover off eBay – 

they both took ages but I got 

there I the end. The plastics 

were only £90 and the seat 

cover was £70 – pretty good 

value I reckon. The kickstarter 

spring had snapped but I 

managed to get hold of a NOS 

one – again off eBay. I have to 

say that the ‘Honda 

MTX125/200 Owners Page and 

Advice’ group on Facebook has 

been brilliant – people help you 

locate parts and there’s always 

someone around to offer 

advice if you’re stuck. 

“The MTX125R is a 

straightforward bike – I bought 

a Haynes manual to help me 

but only had to refer to it a 

couple of times. One of them 

was when I had to split the 

casings, which I’d never done 

before, but it was fine. The 

thing about this bike is that 

there’s nothing fiddly or electric 

– it’s just carbs and sparkplugs. 

Even the wiring loom is easy 

because it’s all colour-coded. 

“It took me 18 months from 

start to finish but I wasn’t 

rushing – it was a few hours 

here and there. If you had all 

the stuff ready in front of you it 

could go together in a week – it 

really is that simple. Riding it for 

the first time was brilliant; it’s 

really smooth. A guy in his 50s 

came up to me to have a look 

and said it looked even better 

than he remembered in the 

’80s. That was pretty cool.”  

year to persuade him. 

“It’s a really rare bike – I’m 

pretty sure that 1984 was the 

only year they made it with the 

drum brake. I’ve tried to 

research how many of these 

models are registered on the 

road in the UK and haven’t 

been able to find any. This one’s 

only got 2034 miles on the 

clock – pretty amazing seeing 

as many MTXs have had a hard 

life. The toolkit is still in the 

Honda wrapping and it’s still on 

the original Dunlop tyres. 

“It’s only needed some very 

light resto work, although with 

any bike of this age there’s 

always a part that drives you 

round the bend – in this case it’s 

the indicators. A lot of people 

took them off and chucked 

them back in the day, and I 

haven’t been able to find any 

originals. These ones are copies 

from the Far East but I’m always 

 1986 MTX125R
Josh Beddows, 
Birmingham, West 
Midlands

“I REMEMBER my dad havingER

an MTX when I was younger – I 

can still see it now in the 

garden. From that moment I 

always knew I was going to be 

into bikes, especially when I 

ended up being a mechanic. I 

got a DT125 when I was 17 and 

was blown away with how 

brilliant two-stroke engines 

were. A few years later I’d gone 

to do a job for someone and 

when we got chatting about 

bikes they mentioned they had 

an MTX125R in their garden 

that hadn’t run for 10 years. I 

bought it for £600. 

“I’m 26 and this is my first 

proper restoration, but I knew 

straight away that I wanted it to 

be as faithful to standard as I 

could make it – you can’t go 

putting tiny indicators on a bike 

like this. 

 1984 MTX200R 
John Eyre, Berwick-
upon-Tweed, 
Northumberland

“MY FIRST ever bike was anT

MTX50, and straight 

afterwards I got an MTX125. 

After that I was into cars for a 

few years, and when I got 

back into bikes I had things 

like Blackbirds and FJRs. But 

you always have a soft-spot 

for the bikes you first rode.

“This MTX200R has a really 

interesting history. It’s always 

been around the area I live, 

and I knew the guy who 

owned it 15 years ago. He 

kept hold of it for ages, and 

then all of a sudden a mate of 

mine bought it. He just kept it 

in his shed for three years and 

didn’t use it. I kept asking him 

if he’d sell it – it took me a 

Straightforward job. Joshg j
used the manual twice

Still on its originalg
Dunlops – almost mint

keeping my eyes peeled. 

“The build quality of the MTX 

is incredible – the bodywork 

looks brand new. That’s pretty 

impressive for a 32-year-old 

bike. I’ve no idea how much 

it’s worth but I’ll certainly be 

keeping hold of it. Mind you, if 

you’ve got any original 

indicators then let me know…” 
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Rebuildable

Affordable
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TYGA PERFORMANCE BODY WORK AND ACCESSORIES
(AS USED BY THE SAG MOTO 2 TEAM)

BEET RACING PERFORMANCE EXHAUSTS AND ACCESSORIES

SILHOUETTE BODY WORK

● TYGA standard and GP replica body kits for these models Honda NC30/35 
CBR400 NC23/29 NSR250 MC18/21/28

RGV 250 VJ21/22 CBR250
MC22 ZXR250 Aprilia RS250

Carbon Parts

● Yamaha R1 from £45.00
● Yamaha R6 from £54.00  ● Yamaha V-Max from £79.00

● Honda CBR600RR From £45.00  ● Honda CBR1000RR from £79.00
● GSXR 600 / 700 from £45.00  ● GSXR 1000 K5 onwards from £45.00

● Kawasaki ER6 from £89.00 ● Kawasaki ZX6R from £89.00 ZX10R from £89.00
● BMW S1000RR from £89.00 ● Aprilia RSV4 from £89.00

Many other models also available NC35, NC30, NC29, NSR250, RGV250, RS250 etc

Two Stroke Exhausts

Aprilia RS125 from £199.00 with can Aprilia RS250 from £430.00 with cans Suzuki RGV250 
VJ22 from £430.00 with cans Honda NSR250 MC21/28 from £430.00 with cans Honda 

NSR125/150 from £189.00 with can two stroke end cans from £45.00 - £110.00
other models available please contact us for more info

Four Stroke Exhausts

Honda NC30/35 full race systems from £650.00 Honda CBR125 from £179.00
Kawasaki ZX250R Ninja from £275.00 Kawasaki ER6 from £249.00

other models available please contact us for more info

Many other models catered for, please see our website

for more models and our package details

Call Gavin on tel: 01616 136600

Mob: 07919 404 734

email: gavin@jap4performance.com

ORDER ONLINE, OR CALL:01728 833020
www.davidsilverspares.co.uk
sales@davidsilverspares.co.uk

ntage Honda parts specialVintage Honda parts specialistVintage Honda parts specialistVintage Honda parts specialistsince 1986

Where would these bikes be without our parts service?

David Silver Honda Museum

with over 150 models from 

1950’s - 1990’s. 
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HEAD-TO-HEAD

Stroker
genius

Yamaha’s seminal RD350LC 

and RD350F YPVS need no 

introduction. But when it comes 

to giving you that essential LC 

vibe – which one delivers? 
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WORDS SIMON HARGREAVES PHOTOGRAPHY STUART COLLINS

The debate goes on,

and on, and on. And on

LC vs YPVS
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T STARTS WITH the noise; a 

mischievous, ticklish rattle like a 

cackling midwinter witch gargling 

synthetic two-stroke into the 

damp, misty December gloom. The tone 

sharpens into a rasping yelp as she clears her 

throat, the sound nagging at the corners of 

your memory; a long ago feeling, of 

something gained then lost down the years, 

something learned and then forgotten. ItÕs at 

once familiar as yesterday and as missed as 

an old friend: the smell (once of Castrol R 

but now a milder synthetic blend), the blue 

smoke, the long-lost race paddocks with rows 

of stinkwheel club-racers lined up for 

scrutineering, all lads and Õtaches, crusty old 

FM lids and scuffed-up Crowtrees still good 

for a season yet. 

Or maybe itÕs all mixed up with Embassy 

No1s, lager and cheap perfume, of disco 

nights and schoolies. Either way, itÕs exciting 

and thrilling, the sense of a future of 

possibilities where speed and motorbikes and 

adolescence are all jumbled up with girls and, 

well, more girls. 

Blimey, two-strokes, eh? Time machines for 

the middle-aged; find me a Tardis and take 

me anywhere between, say, 1982 and 1985. 

Ah, here are two. They look perfect. 

The blue Yamaha RD350LC and red/white 

faired RD350F, from 1982 and 1985 

respectively, are perched on their sidestands 

in an early morning hotel car park, 

somewhere in an anonymous East Anglian 

town. The LC is a minter, spotless, clearly 

restored back to within an inch of its original 

glory, cables and bolts, screws and plated 

metal all gleamingly fresh. The Candy Blue 

paint looks less the deepest indigo of a 

summer evening than I remember Ð I had a

1982 RD125LC Mark 1 in the same colour 

Ð so either itÕs faded a little over the 

intervening 35 years (havenÕt we all?) or itÕs a 

nearly-but-not-quite re-spray. But, either way, 

in essence this bike is a genuine, kid-gloves 

classic; a grand master due fullest respect and 

deepest reverence. 

The red and white 350F (or Stormy Red 

and Silky White, for the full title) is a good 

condition, but unrestored, bike Ð it bears theit bears theit bear

badges of battle well, but up close the 

cockpit, yokes, fasteners and fittings all carry 

the years in specks, spots and stickers, and 

the creeping saltiness of corrosion. In a way 

itÕs heartening: this is no museum-piece but a 

working, breathing, living machine; a 

two-stroke as daily transport. The slap-

headed grips bear testament to the effort; 

theyÕre bald as coots from the Õbar ends to 

the buttons.

Today, Jimmy and I are ganging up around 

town. ItÕs an LCÕs natural environment as the 

ultimate Õ80s urban disturbers. But things 

arenÕt starting out too well Ð literally; a few literally; a fewliter

months ago I got in a tizz trying to kickstart a 

DT200LC; this month, itÕs a 350 YPVS that 

wonÕt play Ð the blue LC kicked over and 

fired up first time, but the younger bike is a 

bastard, not even partially firing. A couple of 

bumps around the car park has Jimmy and I 

blowing like good Õuns, steaming gently into 

the chilly mist. The air turns Yamaha Candy 

“Where speed and 
bikes are jumbled 
up with girls. And, 
well, more girls”

I
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SPECIFICATION

1982 Yamaha RD350LC 4LO
ENGINE Type liquid-cooled, reed-valve, parallel twin

Capacity 347cc Capacity Compression ratio 6.2:1 

Carburation 2 x 26mm Mikuni VM26SS

TRANSMISSION Clutch/gearbox wet, multiplate/6-x

speed CHASSIS Frame steel tube cradle 

Front suspension 32mm teles, 140mm travel 

Rear suspension Monocross monoshock, adjustable 

preload, 95mm travel Front brake 2 x 267mm discs, 

1-piston sliding calipers Rear brake 1 x 180mm drum

Wheels cast aluminium Tyres 90/90 18, 110/90 18

DIMENSIONS Dry weight 143kg 

Wheelbase 1365mm Fuel capacity 16.5 litresFuel capacity

PERFORMANCEPERFORMANCE Top speed 114mph 

Power 46bhp@8500rpm r Torque 30lbft@8000rpm

How can anyone noty

want one of these?

Italic spoke patternItalic spoke pa

never gets old

Run either of these hard and

you’ll be doing a lot of this

Looks like a TZ but

shares little

Riding modes? OnlyRiding modes? Only

one – flat out

Classic clocks. Timeless (ifs (if

clocks can be timeless)
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LC vs YPVS

1981 Yamaha RZ350
34,084 miles, 

unregistered, £4999

Classic Bike Imports, 

01905 620127, 

classicbikeimports.co.uk

We say: unregistered Canadian import,y:

kph speedo, bit scruffy but ready to 

restore. Price a bit high 

1980 Yamaha RD350LC 4L0
28,636 miles, W-plate, 

£4250 GP Motorcycles, 

01443 480777, 

gp-motorcycles.co.uk

We say: looks clean, including inside tank. 

Shop says logbook numbers don’t match 

bike so something’s amiss. Makes that 

price tag look a bit steep.  

1986 Yamaha RD350 F1 YPVS
38,786 miles, D-plate, 

£4999 Classic Bike 

Imports, 01905 620127, 

classicbikeimports.co.uk

We say: fully restored 10 years ago, looks 

mint, new Bridgestone BT45 tyres. 

Probably too good to ride, but then why 

pay money for an ornament?

1984 Yamaha RD350LC2 31K
7680 miles, H-plate, 

£5999 Fast Line, 

01772 902600, 

fastline.co.uk

We say: featured in PS (Feb, 2012), a 

modified LC2 with RGV forks and 

swingarm, Renthals, Arrow, etc. Not a bad 

price for a very well-sorted special. 

Smoking area LCs and Valves for sale out there

Blue. Eventually, after extended prodding at 

the kickstart like trying to stamp out a 

recalcitrant fag, the YPVS slowly gurgles into 

life, four-stroking like mad. “It sounds like a 

kid’s toy machine gun,” says Jimmy, 

chuckling.

The 350LC was the first to wake up, so I 

give it first dibs. It’s clearly a generation older 

than the 350F – with one foot in an even with one foot in an evenwith one f

earlier age, of handlebars, round headlights, 

massively chunky footpegs and My First 

Indicators. But even so, it’s a startlingly 

beautiful creation to behold – Yamaha 

basically nailed the look of the LC first time 

out. The tank, side panels and tail unit are 

perfectly proportioned and blend naturally, 

narrowing from the tank cutaways into the 

panels, then tapering to a point at the seat 

lock before meeting the sleek curves of the 

tail unit. This stuff doesn’t happen by chance; 

it’s art, is what it is. 

Sit on the flat seat and grab the bullock by 

the horns. By the time the ’bars have jinked 

into the grips they’re almost as low as the 

clip-ons of the 350F, so it’s easy to understand 

how sporty and radical the LC must’ve felt in 

the early ’80s. It’s still an exciting riding 

position now, raising an ageing heartbeat in 

anticipation. Clocks are simple, old-fashioned, 

speedo and tacho, the all-critical temp gauge, 

row of idiot lights. Fuel tap to on, button 

choke out, fold up right foot-peg, and swing/

throttle and the LC fires up, clichéd clouds of 

smoke and a crackling chatter the length of 

the expansion chambers. Flick the lights on, 

kerplunk into first, and the LC slides out into 

the traffic smoothly and easily, engine 

chuckling at the leash. A few fistfuls of gas 

clear the air, and then ah... it all comes 

rushing back. It’s over a decade since I rode 

an LC but the love never goes away, it just 

gets put aside for a while. There’s nothing like 

that parallel twin-pot stroker; it’s as distinctive 

a motor as a V-twin Ducati or a V4 Honda. It’s 

resonant with fizz, a pair of power strokes 

every revolution, rumbling and chuntering on 

its 180 degree crankshaft, the hogged-out 

barrels upsized from the 250LC. 

The LC motor is famously, component-

crackingly vibey, numbing fingers at cruising 

speeds. But even though you can forget the 

teenage fantasy of LCs tearing your arms off 

– this is 45bhp, after all, and the engine 

bubbles into its powerband more steadily 

than crazier, later strokers like the whip-

smart KR-1S or the fly-weight RGV250 – the

LC still zips into action as the needle rises 

beyond 6000rpm, and truly lights up 

between 6500rpm and 8000rpm, like a pair 

of chainsaws digging into a tasty tree stump. 

With an objective head on, it’s about as fast a 

In contrast, surprisingly, it’s the 350F that 

feels less confident. With only three years 

between them, the YPVS showcases the 

extraordinary pace of development back in 

the ’80s. It’s a huge leap in design; the 

motor’s bottom end stays much the same but 

the top-end gets larger reed valves and  YPVS 

to widen the powerband, and provide more 

top-end.  The frame is still steel tube but 

wider and beefier, and with uprated 

suspension; a rising rate linkage, revised 

shock and damping and adjustment in the 

forks. The swingarm is box steel, not skinny 

tubes, braking is improved with a disc at the 

back and opposed piston calipers, the 

handlebar becomes a pair of clip-ons, clocks 

get the proper ’80s styling, the fuel tank goes 

up to 20 litres, and a full fairing lands on the 

bike’s nose. Weight, power and performance 

all increase.

And so the YPVS should be a better bike – 

and, technically, it is. It accelerates more 

briskly, cruises at motorway speeds more 

comfortably, does it for longer, the suspension 

is higher quality... and the brakes are – well, 

they ought to be better but this bike’s 

stoppers are lacking in nip despite the 

braided hoses. 

The 350F’s riding position is a more 

modern, sports touring stance than the LC’s 

classic sit-up; clip-ons are a hint lower, but the 

stretch across the long tank and higher, 

rear-set ’pegs make it the sportier of the pair. 

Chasing LC-mounted Jimmy around town 

and up and down dual carriageways is a 

heart-warming privilege, but the YPVS 

always has the older Yam in its sights (except 

when it comes to stopping, when the two 

nearly collide a few times). It definitely has 

the legs in a straight line, and pulls hardest 

away from traffic lights. 

And yet there’s a rawness missing – as is so 

often the case – the original concept of a bike 

is the one that might have a few flaws, might 

be the least impressive on paper after the 

next generation update is released... but 

there’s something elemental about it that the 

new bike fails to completely capture, or is 

somehow masked by development. With 

these two, at the time it went unnoticed 

because all that mattered was which went 

faster and handled better – and in that 

respect the YPVS is still the winner. But 

approaching the two LCs from a distance of 

30 plus years, different criteria apply; it’s as 

much about feeling as absolutes. 

Jimmy and I park up for a chat and a 

refuel. Jimmy is loving the LC: “I rode one 

years ago, and knew all about its reputation 

as a bit wayward from back in the day... so I 

approached it with some caution. Then I 

discovered there was nothing alarming about 

it at all so I was a bit deflated, like, “What’s all 

the fuss about?” 

“But this bike has got something special 

about it; it feels crisp and edgy, while the 

YPVS is less engaging.” Would it be different 

if the 350F was restored to the same level 

Honda CB500. But it’s about a thousand 

times more fun. 

Acceleration extends the skinny 32mm 

fork legs like a pair of trombones, the rear 

Avon Roadrider, running around 18psi, 

squashes into the road as the LC rips about in 

the oily morning air. It handles refreshingly 

well on the greasy roads, cornering with 

more confidence than it looks like it 

should. Last time I rode a 350LC I rememberLast time I rode a 350LC I rememberLast time I r

thinking how much like a bicycle with an 

engine it felt, all skin and bones, teeteringall skin and bones,

and tottering on high heels. But this chap is 

more solid, lower, compact, with better 

feedback. It’s proper fun, not rose-tinted at 

this time of year, and in summer it would be 

a joy. Thirty-five years old and still making 

absolute sense. 

“Ripping around 
in the oily morning 
air it handles 
refreshingly well”



Only thing missing is old bill in aOnly thing missing is old bill in a

Rover SD1 parked up behind   

What finer sight couldt finer sight c

you hope for in a mirror?
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SPECIFICATION

1985 Yamaha RD350 YPVS
ENGINE Type liquid-cooled, reed-valve, parallel twin 

with YPVS Capacity 347cc Capacity Compression ratio 6.0:1 

Carburation 2 x 26mm Mikuni VM26SS

TRANSMISSION  Clutch/gearbox wet, multiplate/6-x

speed CHASSIS Frame steel tube cradle 

Front suspension 35mm teles, air-assisted preload, 

variable damping, 140mm travel

Rear suspension Monocross monoshock, adjustable 

preload, 100mm travel Front brake 2 x 267mm discs, 

2-piston caliper Rear brake 1 x 267mm disc, 2-piston 

caliper Wheels cast aluminium  Tyres 90/90 18, 110/80 18 

DIMENSIONS Dry weight 165kg 

Wheelbase 1385mm Fuel capacity 20 litresFuel capacity

PERFORMANCE Top speed 118mph 

Power 58bhp@9000rpm r Torque 35lbft@8500rpm

YPVS brakes better on

paper. Not these though

More (fairing and all) ise (fairing and all) is

somehow less

Exhaust power valvest po

were effective

As tidy as a Zed’sAs tidy as a Z

ducktail. Class

Even on these greasy roadsen on these gr y r

you know he’s having fun

And your point is?And your point is

LC is the purer animal
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“Legends don’t 

come along very 

often and when 

they do, you 

gotta seize the 

moment! That’s ‘seize’ as in 

‘grab’. Two fingers on the 

clutch and all that. But we 

needn’t have worried; both 

LCs behave perfectly – 

apart from pushing the 

YPVS around to get it 

going. I’m sure I did more 

pushing than Simon. 

“The LC is the bike – it’s a 

bit before my time, but I 

grew up with the stories 

and the reputation; which 

is why I was a bit deflated 

the first time I got to ride 

one. It wasn’t the harum-

scarum stinkwheel I’d been 

led to believe and the 

performance was 

underwhelming. But now, 

with more years between 

two-strokes being an 

everyday experience and 

being something you don’t 

get to ride very often, I 

appreciate the LC much 

more. It’s light, chuckable, 

simple, and actually easy 

to ride – but still great, 

great fun. It’s such a 

different kind of riding; 

two-strokes, at least at this 

level, aren’t built with a 

straight face and it’s hard 

to ride them with one. The 

LC’s motor is naturally 

chirpy and reminds me of 

more modern Yamahas – 

there’s a line of DNA 

stretching from RDs 

through FZRs to YZFs and 

it’s always about sheer 

riding pleasure. 

“Although having said 

that, the 350F is an 

example of Yamaha 

getting more serious. It’s 

still a riot, but all the rough 

edges are smoothed and 

the bike a) works better 

but (b) feels less lovable 

for it. There’s not a lot in it 

of course – and in isolation 

you’d be just as manic on a 

YPVS. This one needs a bit 

of TLC to be honest; it’s 

not hanging, but it’s well 

used. The motor feels like 

it needs a de-coke, the 

suspension a refresh and 

the brakes need an 

overhaul. You can feel the 

competence of the bike 

trying to get out, rather 

than any inherent mischief.

“So, I’d take the original 

LC every time. You don’t 

have to have ridden it first 

time round to get what this 

bike’s all about.”

as the LC? “I don’t think it would,” he says, 

munching on a service station sandwich. 

“Yes, it would feel nicer, but just still not 

quite as special.”

We move on, heading back into town. The 

light is already fading on the shortest day of 

the year, but the LC continues to shine 

brightly. Through traffic it’s nimbler than the 

heavier 350F, scuttling round cars and vans 

with deft precision. The gearbox is slicker than 

the younger bike’s, and chasing the revs gives 

it an added sense of naughtiness. 

By the time the descending gloom makes 

riding with tinted visors a bad idea, we call it a s a bad idea,

day. Both bikes pull plenty of attention and I 

can see heads turning as we ride up the high 

street. It’s not a sound you hear often on the 

roads these days, that snap, crackle and pop. 

And for that it’s the original and best LC that 

serves up the crispest experience. 

Thanks
•To Andy Bacon for the loan of his 

immaculate RD350LC

•And to Martin Short for the original and 

unrestored RD350  YPVS

SECOND OPINION James Doherty

LC vs YPVS



* T&C’s apply. £30 per person for group booking of 4 adults or more. Standard camping £35 per person

BAG A BARGAIN

With a massive retail zone you’ll be able 
to finish that project and get a deal on 

new riding kit.

AUTO JUMBLE

Loads of great motorcycling finds and 
bargains on offer.

HIT THE OPEN ROAD

 Take test rides on  
spanking new 2017 bikes. 

Massive test fleets available 
from major manufacturers.

 STUNT ACTION

Watch the world’s best stunt trials rider 
Steve Colley performing jaw dropping, 

gravity defying tricks and stunts!

BRING YOUR EARPLUGS

See and hear motorcycling’s iconic 
machines as they fire up.

All this for £15.00

CAMPING 
AVAILABLE
FROM ONLY £30

SAVE £££s

ONLY £15
IN ADVANCE

PETERBOROUGH ARENA

May 13-14 2017

www.mcnfestival.com

DROOL AT THE METAL

The world’s most important and influential motorcycles will be displayed 

Tel: 024 7644 2054 WWW.EXACTREP.CO.UK
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+4-1’s ROAD, RACE, CUSTOM, ENDURO, CLASSIC & REPLACEMENT+4-1’s ROAD, RACE, CUSTOM, ENDURO, CLASSIC & REPLACEMENT
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For most ‘Z’, ‘GPZ’, ‘GS’, ‘GSX’, ‘XJ’ and ‘CB’ SeriesFor most ‘Z’, ‘GPZ’, ‘GS’, ‘GSX’, ‘XJ’ and ‘CB’ Series

AroundAround

£300 inc.£300 inc.

UK motorcycle collection
and delivery service

Full goods in transport insurance

call 07813029875
www.alienmotorcycles.co.uk

speedfreak0900@yahoo.co.uk

Vehicle

Wiring

ProductsProductsProducts

We supply a 
comprehensive 
range of wiring 
products for repair, 
modifi cation or 
complete rewire to 
your classic bike

Visit our website, phone or email for a 

free catalogue

www.vehicleproducts.co.uk

Tel: 0115 9305454  Email: sales@vehicleproducts.co.uk

Vehicle Wiring Products, 9 Buxton Court, Manners Ind.Est.,
Ilkeston, Derbyshire DE7 8EF

FREE
CATALOGUE



YOUR BIKES, YOUR WAY

Suzuki Yoshimura
1200 Bandit

Being first with fresh ideas is important to Richard Stevens. So 

important he’ll go to almost ridiculous lengths to avoid the obvious
WORDS HANS SEEBERG PHOTOGRAPHY JASON CRITCHELL

Those classy Yoshimuray Y

colours – plus 143bhp
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ADMIRE PEOPLE who do nut ’n’E

bolt restos, but I just can’t bring 

myself to do them,” says Richard 

Stevens. It’s slightly ironic, then, 

that his Yoshimura Bandit – the result of a 

five-year build process – is so brilliantly done 

that he freely admits people often walk past 

it at shows without giving it a second glance. 

“It can get ignored – I’m not sure whether it’s 

a compliment or an insult,” laughs Richard. 

“I’ve got mates who have heavily modified 

bikes with paintjobs that look like an ’80s 

shellsuit – they’re the kind of bikes that get 

attention. People are visual, and they tend to 

notice a paintjob rather than engineering.”

Make no mistake, though, this is a bike that 

keeps revealing its secrets the more time you 

spend with it. Have a look at the fuel tank – 

are you sure that’s standard Bandit? The seat 

unit looks great... but what bike is it from?  

What on earth is that nose fairing? All of 

these questions don’t immediately come into 

your head, such is the deftness with which a 

range of complex and fiddly modifications 

have been carried out. “Making the bike 

unique was a key part of the project,” states 

Richard. “The idea behind it was to make 

the bike look like a factory special that had 

escaped from Japan.”

That noble ambition seemed like a tall 

order five years ago, when Richard was 

standing in his garage staring at “a £900 shed 

of a Bandit 1200.” Various pieces of cutting 

equipment meant it didn’t stay that way for 

long, with the first modification being a set 

of upside-down forks from a 1990 Suzuki 

GSX-R750 Slingshot. Then it was time for 

some swingarm modification. “I cut the brace 

off a 1998 GSX-R750 and had it welded to 

the Bandit ’arm,” says Richard. “I’ve got a 

good mate who’s a spot-on welder, so I had it 

powdercoated, sold the bits I didn’t need 

Special brew ENGINE

Richard’s Bandit 

has been in constant 

evolution, but until a few months 

ago the engine was largely stock with 

black powdercoating. “Then I added a 

few goodies,” smiles Richard. “1216mm 

high-compression Wiseco pistons, heavily 

ported and flowed head, 1989 GSX-R1100 

cams, heavy duty springs and retainers – 

the lot. The rest of the bike had changed 

so much, I thought it would be a shame 

for the engine not to follow suit. 

The Yoshi parts are a bit of 

a homage to XR69s.”

AKRAMURA EXHAUST

Despite the logo on the can, this is a full 

Akrapovic system with a custom link 

pipe. “I got the Yoshi can recently,” says 

Richard. “It sounds extremely fruity...”

I



PAINT

“There are a lot of 

Bandits with Heron paint 

schemes but I haven’t seen any 

Yoshimura Bandits, so I made sure 

I swiped the idea before anyone else 

thought of it,” laughs Richard. “The first 

thing I did was paint the generic mid-’90s 

Slingshot front mudguard and post it on 

a Bandit forum to stake my claim. At 

the top you can also see the Slingshot 

top yoke, with GSX-R1000 clamps 

welded to it for some extra 

length in the forks if I 

need it.”

SEAT

Getting the 

Laverda 668 seat unit on 

was an interesting experience, 

to say the least. “The seat was 

exactly the shape I was after but the 

build quality was absolutely shocking,” 

says Richard. “I had to reconfigure the 

subframe to match the Bandit frame. So 

we lopped it off, blanked off all the holes, 

welded on new tabs and it all now bolts 

on as normal. It was a bit of a pain, but 

the great thing is that the shape of 

the seat unit just works – and no 

one else has one fitted to  

a Bandit.”
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and ended up with a properly braced 

swingarm for only £42.” 

At the heart of this project is an unerring 

desire to make a bike that is a complete 

one-off, meaning Richard was determined 

not to follow the host of Bandits that feature 

well-known modifications like R1 seat 

units. “The pursuit of uniqueness is time-

consuming – but it’s really important to me,” 

laughs Richard. “You see quite a few specials 

with seats from an R1, GSX-R or RGV, so 

finding a seat unit that had never been used 

for a Bandit took ages.” Any ideas what this 

one is from? If you guessed a 1997 Laverda 

668, you’d be right. “There’s not another 

Bandit anywhere with this seat unit,” states 

Richard proudly. 

The nose fairing is another one that’ll have 

you scratching your head. “I get asked all 

the time what it’s from – it’s actually off a 

Japanese market Honda CB1000 from the 

late ’90s,” reveals Richard. “If I smash it I’ll 

never find another one, but if I see a part 

that I think might work, I’ll just go for it.” 

Richard’s approach of marrying disparate 

parts from an array of manufacturers to 

create something that’s never been done 

before reached its peak with the fuel tank. 

For a change he actually stuck with Bandit 

parts this time, but took sections from both a 

600 and 1200 tank to create a new one that’s 

exactly the same capacity, but has a different 

shape that works with the bike’s lines. “I cut 

the indents out of a 600 tank a mate gave me, 

swapped them over, turned them up the 

other way and then filled it – this gave a 

smooth shape without the indents. I then 

chopped the back of the 600 tank off, 

reshaped it and put it onto the 1200 tank,” 

says Richard. “It didn’t take too long to do 

once I’d decided to do it. There’s a lot of 

thought and no action sometimes with 

specials. You have to think things through for 

days – sometimes weeks.”

What Richard’s ended up with is a bike 

whose lines work flawlessly. “The tip of the 

seat unit flows through the tank to make one 

line,” says Richard. “If the seat was just an 

inch higher at the back it wouldn’t work. I 

just put it on the bench, offered it up and 

adjusted it – you soon know if it’s going to 

work. I think part of the knack of making a 

good special is recognising if something 

doesn’t look right and moving onto 

something else. I’ve done that loads with this 

bike. Initially I bought a twin-headlight, 

GPZ-style front fairing but it looked rubbish 

– it was back on eBay within 20 minutes.” 

One of the many impressive things about 

Richard’s Bandit is that unlike a lot of 

projects, whether they’re straightforward 

restos or out-there specials, his bike has 

remained on the road throughout most of the 

five-year build process. The only period of 

garage-enforced tarmac avoidance came with 

the engine – an exercise in lavishing the 

Bandit 1200 motor with a series of exotic 

modifications like Wiseco 1216mm pistons, 

 NOSE  FOR A 

BARGAIN

Richard tried a  

few different nose 

fairings but ended 

up with this Honda 

CB1000 one. “I 

was tempted to go 

for a GSX-R-style 

one but this one 

just works.”

ENGINE 1999 Suzuki Bandit 1200, dohc, 16v,ENGINE

inline-four, Wiseco 1216mm pistons, ported and 

flowed head with oversize valves, HD springs 

and retainers, 1989 GSX-R1100 cams, MTC 

spacer plate with FBM lock-up clutch, Mikuni 

RS38 flatslide carbs, Akrapovic conical exhaust 

system with Yoshimura end-can, Dyna coils and 

Taylor leads, HEL oil-cooler and lines, 

Yoshimura engine covers, modified wiring loom

CHASSIS 1999 Suzuki Bandit 1200 frame withSIS

subframe removed and tabs welded on to take 

Laverda 668 subframe, 1990 GSX-R750 forks, 

Bandit 1200 swingarm with GSX-R750 brace 

added, GSX-R Slingshot front mudguard, 

Laverda 668 tail unit, modified Bandit fuel tank, 

Japanese market-only Honda CB1000 nose 

fairing, Pyramid bellypan, Koso RX2N clocks 

and temperature gauge, homemade gear 

indicator, Ducati Monster rear light, Kawasaki 

ZX-7R right-hand switchgear, Technoflex rear 

shock, Yamaha R1 mastercylinder, Kawasaki 

ZX-7R clutch cylinder, modified Suzuki RGV250 

rearsets, SV650 pillion ’pegs

SPECIFICATION

Suzuki Yoshimura Bandit



“This engine goes ballistic at 8000rpm 
and makes 143bhp. Not bad considering 
it only had 100bhp when it left Japan”
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GSX-R1100 cams, Mikuni flatslides and 

an FBM lock-up clutch. Even with that, 

Richard’s still managed to take the bike to the 

TT every year since he’s been building it. 

“This year was a bit touch and go because 

the tank was only finished three days before I 

was due to go – I didn’t even know if it would 

hold fuel,” laughs Richard. “But the thing 

about this bike is that I’ve built it to be used. 

Each TT trip puts about 1000 miles on it but 

I’ve never had any issues  – I just stick a bag 

and a tent on and I’m ready to go.” And go 

the bike most certainly does. “Bandits are 

known for their torque, but since I’ve really 

sorted this engine it pulls from nothing and 

then goes ballistic at 8000rpm,” says Richard. 

“I had it on a dyno the other day and it made 

143bhp. Not bad considering that it only had 

100 brake when it left the factory.”

Richard’s Yoshimura Bandit has so many 

details that it’s hard to cram them all in, but 

suffice to say that with parts from 15 different 

bikes ranging from the Ducati Monster rear 

light to the Yamaha R1 brake mastercylinder, 

it’s about as far from standard as you can get. 

“The only thing that’s been left completely 

untouched and unmodified is the left-hand 

switchgear,” smiles Richard. “At the end of 

the day, quite a fun part about making a 

special is confusing people. The bike 

deliberately doesn’t say the word ‘Bandit’ on 

it anywhere – you can see people getting 

really annoyed with themselves when they 

don’t recognise what it is...” 

 CLOCKING ON

“Keeping the Bandit clocks would 

be a big clue as to what the bike 

is, so I got  Koso digi ones to 

confuse people,” laughs 

Richard. “And then there’s 

my homemade digital 

gear indicator too.”

FEET FIRST 

Loads of parts needed a bit of 

persuasion to fit – like the 

RGV250 rearsets and SV650 

pillion ’pegs.   

SEE THE LIGHT

Rear light is off a mid-’90s Ducati 

Monster. And note how the bike 

doesn’t say ‘Bandit’ anywhere... 

CLEVER TANK

“Welding parts of a 600 and 

1200 Bandit tank together to 

make a new one was a ball ache,” 

admits Richard. 

MIRROR, MIRROR

The ’bar-end mirrors are 

pushbike ones by a company 

called Zefal Dooback. “I’ve used 

them for 15 years and they’re 

great,” says Richard. 
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WORKSHOP RATING
TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY?

Not a very taxing job, but cleanliness, a gentle 

touch and keen eye for the smallest blemish 

are absolute requirements. Here’s how it goes
WORDS JIM MOORE  PHOTOGRAPHY PAUL BRYANT

1 Get hammered
The objective of any job is to make it

as easy as possible. Because of a rear 

caliper’s proximity to road debris, seized 

bolts and bleed nipples are likely. A sharp 

tap with a copper mallet will help break any 

hold corrosion has. You may remember 

Gary’s impressive bracelet from last month.

5 You have to be shellfish
If this caliper were in decent nick it 

would have a dust seal fitted forward of the 

inner seal. It’s either fallen out, or not been 

refitted by a previous owner. Remove the 

seals with a pick. “Imagine you’re removing 

a whelk from its shell,” says Gary. Probably 

best not to dip them in chilli sauce though.

HOW LONG?
Seized components aside, the whole 

job should take no longer than an hour. 

Removal and refitment adds another 

half an hour or so 

COST?
Tin of brake fluid (make sure it’s the 

right spec, usually stamped on the 

mastercylinder reservoir top): £5

Correct seal kit for both caliper and 

mastercylinder (from yambits.co.uk)

Rear mastercylider kit: £19.99

Rear caliper rebuild kit: £19.99

Total: £44.98 

R

Rebuild a rear 
caliper and 
mastercylinder

EAR BRAKES get a raw deal.S

Used less than their more 

effective front counterparts, or 

hardly at all by some riders, the 

back stopper is often as neglected in 

terms of maintenance as it is as a riding 

aid. There are occasions, however, when 

you’ll wish you’d lavished more care and 

attention on that brake at the back. When 

you’re desperately trying to shed that 

unwanted extra 20mph into a damp bend 

on an unfamiliar road is one such instance. 

A rear caliper’s position puts in right in 

the path of the very worst any journey has 

to throw at it: water, salt, grit, crud – all 

performance sapping nasties, so on a 

PS-era machine corrosion and seizure of a 

back caliper is a very real prospect. Poor 

maintenance can easily rob a back brake 

of at least 50 per cent of its potential. And 

even if you stay on top of caliper servicing, 

all that effort can be dissolved in an 

instant if the mastercylinder isn’t up to 

scratch.

Our project Lightweight TDR (see page 

96 for more of the sorry story) is 

equipped with a rear caliper that attracts 

corrosion like Big G to an all-you-can-eat 

buffet. A simple opposed piston set-up, it’s 

certainly no topline Brembo, but it’s not 

going back on our Yamaha until it’s seen a 

hefty dose of workshop attention. Here’s 

how we transplanted its delicate internals 

and put the brakes on any shabby future 

performance.

Tools for the job
Ratchet plus 14 and 18mm sockets. Seal 

pick. Piston removal tool. Lubricant (in this 

case WD-40). Brake cleaner. DOT 4 brake 

fluid. Soft hammer.

HOW TO

The G Unit weighs upeighs up
the job: yes/no? Dunno 
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2
Sensitive internals
This TDR caliper is a two-piece 

opposed-piston type, and its sensitive 

internals can be got at by removing the two 

retaining 8mm bolts. If a sharp tap with a 

hammer doesn’t get them to budge, use 

heat to release their grip. This will lessen the 

chance of them snapping.

6
Gently does it
We want the caliper surgically clean 

before we fit any new parts. Spray brake 

cleaner into the seal grooves; remove any 

debris by gently running the pick around 

the grooves. Don’t be too aggressive, you 

don’t want to gouge the soft aluminium. 

Brass wheels work well for this too.  

9
Sitting comfortably
The caliper’s old pistons are showing 

signs of light scoring, so we’re pleased to 

be fitting new ones. Again, dip the piston in 

fluid before fitting it square to its cylinder. 

Then push it down into place. You’ll feel 

some resistance; if there’s too much you 

may not have seated the seals correctly.  

3
Take your pick
Remove the interference seal that sits 

between the two faces of the caliper. It 

prevents the flow of fluid into the caliper 

halves from escaping. If it’s been in there 

undisturbed for a while you may need to 

use a pick to free it from its recess. Both 

caliper faces should be corrosion free.

7 
Don’t force it
With the caliper’s cylinders clean, it’s 

time to fit fresh seals. Before fitting them, 

soak them in brake fluid (DOT 4 in this 

case). Feed the seals in by hand. Start by 

seating the seal at one edge, then working 

your way around the face. Don’t be 

tempted to force them; they may tear.  

10
Mate without obstruction
Retrieve the inlet seal from the fluid 

you’ve had it resting in and push it into its 

groove on the caliper face. It should push in 

easily and positively. If not, there may be 

debris behind it. Before we close the caliper 

back up, ensure the faces are clean and 

able to mate without obstruction. 

4
Leave moles alone
We’re replacing the pistons in this 

caliper because we’ll then know they’re 

good. Even though the old ones will go in 

the bin it’s good practice to remove them 

with the correct tool. Don’t use molegrips, 

especially if you’re reusing the pistons – 

they’ll score their sealing surfaces.

8
Right way round
Check the seals before fitting. On 

some bikes (common on Kawasakis) caliper 

seals can have an angled edge, and that 

needs to correspond correctly with its 

recess. Fitted incorrectly the seal can sit 

proud of groove, causing stiction on the 

piston. Soak dust seal in fluid before fitting.

11
Last to torque
When you’ve replaced the seals and 

pistons on both sides, bolt the caliper back 

together. Before fitting the bolts, brush 

copper grease on the threads – this will aid 

disassembly next time. There’ll be a torque 

setting for these bolts. Refer to the manual 

and torque when back on the bike. 

TURN OVER
FOR MORE
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REBUILD A REAR CALIPER AND MASTERCYLINDER  
CONTINUED

12
Beyond reclamtion
We doubt this rear mastercylinder 

has ever been apart. Removing the top dust 

cap confirms our suspicions. Over time the 

rubber has deteriorated and let water past. 

Fortunately we’ve got a kit complete with 

all the parts we need. The old stuff is going 

straight in the bin.

15
Cleanliness is godliness
Nothing is going back inside until it’s 

cleaned. Brake cleaner is your friend, or 

indeed a parts washer. A flat ended 

screwdriver will work wonders shifting 

corrosion on the inner lip. Run a rag-

covered screwdriver down the barrel. Use a 

magnifying glass to inspect your work.

18
Work out the easy way
Now the tricky part. Place the new 

pushrod on top of the piston, compressing 

the mechanism with your index finger. We 

now want to fit the new circlip. Gary found 

it easiest to place the circlip over the 

pushrod before compressing it, and then 

lowering the clip into place.

13
Correct purchase
The pushrod is held in place by a 

circlip. Remove with pliers. The circlip is 

hidden beneath a layer of corrosion. Scrape 

this off to allow the pliers purchase. Gary’s 

mother was witness to a similar scene in 

1974 when the local GP had to remove a 

popcorn kernel from our hero’s right lug.

16 
Clean, soak, clean and fit
Soak all new parts in brake fluid 

before fitting. New spring first. It has friction 

fit seals on both ends. Place inside the 

barrel, then push down on the spring; this’ll 

seat the lower seal. Clean, gloved hands are 

best (not above) to avoid contamination. 

Gary’s wife Jacki will be livid. Again.  

19
Sandwiches denied
It’s a bit of a rascal that circlip, but 

perseverance gives us the upper hand. 

Some deft manoeuvres with the pliers have 

the clip held in its groove. Seat it properly 

with a flat-ended screwdriver. Best not tell 

Gary that Susan’s Sandwich Van has just 

pulled up outside. We’re not done yet.

14
Water is the enemy
This pushrod looks more like a 

medieval plank nail brought up with the 

Mary Rose than an effective component 

from a motorcycle braking system. The 

spring and bottom seal are just as risible 

when we pull them out. This is the damage 

water ingress can cause. Bin, please.

17
Piston broke
This is the new piston. The flat end 

goes in first; the other end is recessed to 

accept the domed tip of the pushrod. This 

is the first piston this cylinder has seen in a 

while – the original was missing. The 

previous owner must have wondered why 

the brakes were so shocking…

20
Rubber boot tops the job
Finally we replace the part 

responsible for the shoddy state of the 

TDR’s mastercylinder in the first place. Dab 

the rubber boot in brake fluid, then fit it 

over the top of the pushrod. The boot seats 

inside the inner lip of the cylinder to create 

a watertight seal. We’re good to go. 
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PRIZE PROBLEM
Every month our Prize Problem entrant will receive a complete Motorex 

Premium Care package of products worth £65 to keep their bike(s) looking 

tip-top. The prize haul will include Moto Clean (360°) cleaner, Moto Protect 

maintenance spray, Quick Cleaner (360°), Moto Shine and Helmet Care.

EDITED BY ALAN SEELEY

Bike not running right? Our experts have the answers to the toughest questions

PROBLEM?
WHAT’S THE

If you’ve got a problem with your bike, write to What’s the Problem? Practical Sportsbikes, Bauer Media, Media House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough, PE2 6EA, 

or email Psportsbikes@bauermedia.co.uk. If you have any relevant pictures, be sure to send/attach those too to assist our boffins in their enquiries

OUR EXPERTS
Alan Seeley 

Practical Sportsbikes’ 

Technical Editor, 

and past and 

present owner of countless 

unfinished projects and high-

fashion workshop outfits.

Gary Hurd

PS’s technicalPS’s technicalPS

guru has been in 

the bike trade for 

three decades so it’s safe to 

assume he’s learned a thing 

or two. A big fan of regular 

tea and biscuit breaks.

Ferret

To us mortals 

electrics are an 

arcane mystery 

accessible only by those on 

a higher plane – or folks like 

Ferret of Ferret’s Custom 

Electrickery (07765 832420).

Gary Haythorn

Knows all there 

is to know about 

two-pack. Loves 

paint and painting almost as 

much as 1980’s bubblegum-

synth-pop. And prefers a 

Kajagoogoo compilation 

cassette to money. 

Paul Fairclough

SMD Tyres (01942 

604511, motorcycle-

tyres.co.uk) are one 

of the biggest suppliers of 

rubber in the UK. Paul has 

something to suit every bike, 

so give him a call. 

Send us your pictures
Let us see your bike’s problem 

by supplying us with a picture

ZX-6R

AX-1

Bowl cut

Up the 
pressure

I’m currently riding my 

winter hack, a 1988 

Honda AX1, a lightweight 

Japanese market-only 250cc 

trail bike. When I bought it 

the tyres were the stock 

fitment Bridgestone 

Trailwings. I don’t ride 

off-road so recently replaced 

the tyres with Avon AM26 

Roadriders. 

For the original tyres 

recommended pressures are 

22psi front, 25psi rear. On the 

Avons at above 60mph the 

bike feels decidedly vague 

and unsteady. Any thoughts 

on more appropriate 

pressures for the new tyres? 

Chris Povah, PS Facebook 

Group

Paul Fairclough says:

Those pressures may 

work with the Trailwings but 

they sound too low for a 

modern road tyre. I’d 

recommend going up to 

30psi front and 34psi rear, 

seeing how that feels, and 

perhaps going a little higher if 

it’s still not behaving quite as 

you’d like.

AX1, unsteady on its, y
boots above 60mph

I’ve got a Kawasaki ZX-6R 

J2 that seems to drag, 

has no power above 80mph, 

and doesn’t like dual 

carriageways or motorways. 

It’s not the brakes as they’ve 

had new calipers, and a rebuild. 

Any advice would be very 

much appreciated. 

David Woodford, PS Facebook 

Group

Gary Hurd says: This is quite a 

common problem with these 

Kawasakis. Your bike runs a 

pressurised airbox system, and 

over time as the bike gets older 

the pipes in the pressurised 

system can leak. This in turn 

leaves the float bowls starved 

of fuel, hence the lack of power. 

These Keihin carbs are 

notorious for wearing out, too, 

especially the emulsion tubes.

Also check airbox sealing. If all 

that checks out, suspect coils.
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DT50MX

Line up

Paint me good

 When restoring modern 

classics would you stick 

with old brake lines or swap 

they out for new?

Andi Baker, PS Facebook 

Group

Alan Seeley says: OE lines 

will be baggy by now. 

Braided sharpen stopping. 

Overhaul mastercylinders and 

calipers while you’re at it.

Quick question. I’m 

restoring a Yamaha 

DT50MX tank. Do I really need 

to take this all down to the 

bare metal in order to prime it? 

Decent paint stripper is damn 

near impossible to come by in 

Germany. Next question, if it 

can stay as it is, what primer 

do I need?

Mat Sayer, Germany

Gary Haythorn says:

Good finish depends on 

good prep. Stripper no longer 

has dichloromethane in it, so it 

doesn’t work as well as it did. 

Some enterprising types buy it 

and add it back in. Don’t be too 

shy-shy to try that, but clean 

the tank thoroughly after. Use a 

good etch or 2K primer.

CB900F2C

STORAGE

No charge, Sir

Winter wonderland 

My Honda CB900F2C 

has an electrical issue. It 

abruptly stopped charging 

and the voltmeter dropped 

to 8V. Suspecting the reg/rec 

I replaced it but to no avail. I 

then replaced the stator and 

rotor and the brushes. There 

was also a problem with the 

flasher unit which was solved 

with a new one and after this 

the voltmeter was back up to 

12 again. I put a multi-tester 

across the battery terminals, 

started it and held it at 

5000rpm, but could only get 

battery voltage instead of the 

14V when the reg should kick 

in. When not in use the bike 

is connected to an Optimate.

Mike Dunn, Isle of Man

Ferret says: The only 

thing you haven’t 

changed is the wiring, so 

check that first. Disconnect 

the six-pin reg/rec to 

alternator block connector 

and check the resistance of 

the rotor and brushes 

between the pins. If that’s 

good, start the bike with the 

alternator still 

disconnected. Join 

its black wire to the 

battery positive and 

ground the white 

wire. Be quick, to 

avoid burning out 

the windings. You’re 

looking for 20-30V 

on two of the three 

alternator wires in 

turn. Finally check 

the condition of the 

plug to the starter 

solenoid as it joins 

many components.

What do you 

recommend to lay 

bikes up over winter? Mine 

are all washed, polished, air 

in tyres, tank full of fresh 

fuel with ethanol stabiliser 

in, carbs emptied or run 

dry, and batteries out for 

rotational charging. Then a 

cover to reduce dust. I’m 

now off bikes till April at 

the earliest. Hopefully they 

will all start easy come next 

year. Anything I’ve missed? 

(All stored in the garage or 

heated workshop)...

Peter Eaton, PS Facebook 

Group

Alan Seeley says: 

These aren’t strictly 

necessary in heated garage 

but you could do them too. 

Get tyres off floor on 

paddock stands. Block 

exhaust out and airbox in. 

Teaspoon of oil down each 

bore if you like.

Pretty as a picture,y p

flat as a pancake

Braided lines = better 

braking, end of

“Right, see you “Right, see y

again in spring”

Everything must go
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HANKS TO the efforts ofO

Practical Sportsbikes friend andes

fellow contributor Rupert Paul 

and his mate Toby Snelling last 

month, Project X7 Gamma got to the point 

where the frame, swingarm and wheels 

were ready for finishing.

There was but one destination we had in 

mind for those components – Triple S 

Powder Coating. Proprietor Andy 

Rushworth must think we really have it in 

for him lately. A few weeks back we sent 

him the manky frame from Project 

Lightweight TDR. 

Now we’ve swiftly followed that up with 

something worse in the form of the ratty 

rails of X7 Gamma’s frame. Andy, for the 

second time in as many months, has to 

Finishing lines
Note use of word ‘finishing’ rather than ‘finished’. Completion of our 

Suzuki X7 Gamma hybrid is still some way off but refinishing is in hand

T

WORDS ALAN SEELEY PHOTOGRAPHY PAUL BRYANT

PROJECT X7 GAMMA

For a couple of 

glorious years at the 

end of the 1970s, 

Suzuki’s X7 was the 

king of the 250s and 

the dream machine 

for every learner in Britain. Then

Yamaha stole their thunder with the 

RD250LC. What, we were wondering, 

would a liquid-cooled X7 have been 

like? We’re putting a Mk3 250 Gamma 

motor into an X7 chassis in an attempt 

to find out. Whether it’s genius or utter 

folly remains to be seen.

The Plan

for every learner in Britain. Then

The Plan
gently remind me that for all the 

shortcomings powdercoat can, er, gloss 

over, it’s not a universal cure all.

Then again, for the second time in as 

many months, when the parts come back I 

reckon Andy has sold himself and Triple S 

short. The job is as immaculate as it is 

transformational. If the frame were less 

radically modified, you’d almost think it 

wasn’t the one we’d sent to him. The gloss 

black frame and swingarm positively gleam 

while the satin black of the wheel and 

brake-plate will enhance the “proper-hard” 

stance of X7 Gamma, as first remarked on 

by our own Gary Hurd.

While Triple S were dealing with the 

cosmetic issues of the chassis, back at the 

office Jim and Austin applied their creative 

Taking the wraps offaking the wraps o

the frame and wheels
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SO WHAT DO YOU RECKON? Our finest ?

creative minds – Jim and Austin – made 

use of the wonders of Photoshop to 

mock up some alternate colourschemes 

for Project X7 Gamma. 

Jim wanted something that reflected 

the Mk1 Gamma without completely 

losing the distinctive lines of the X7 tank 

and sidepanels. That meant an available 

palette of the three Suzuki blues and 

white of the first 1983 RG250 Gamma. 

Our creation might lack the aluminium 

frame and race-style fairing of that 

landmark bike but it will have a style all 

of its own. 

Our final design cheekily combines the 

X7 logo and Gamma symbol on the 

sidepanel livery which, believe me, must 

have been a lot easier than mating the 

former’s frame to the latter’s engine.

Project earns its stripes
minds to options for a colourscheme for 

the tank and seat, as you can see in the 

sidebar on this spread.

As this month’s focus for X7 Gamma is on 

making things look better, I thought I’d best 

get in on the act too. 

Repainting the expansion chambers 

kindly donated to the project by reader 

Stephen Desire seemed like a useful thing 

to do. Pete O’Dell of The Motorcycle Works 

in Peterborough has come to trust me 

enough to allow unsupervised access to his 

blasting cabinet. 

Stripping away layers of rust and paint 

with compressed air-propelled grit is about 

as satisfying as resto prep gets. Under a 

thin layer of paint and a light coating of rust 

in spots where that finish has failed, the 

spannies’ steel is hardly less perfect than it 

was when it left Suzuki’s factory. Removing 

Can’t see that mask

doing much to help

A tribute to Gamma

and a nod to X7

Maybe another coatybe ano

or two to finish off

Stamped part number

suggests Mk3 Gamma

OPTION

FINAL DESIGN

OPTION

“The powdercoat 
by Triple S is as 
immaculate as it is 
transformational”

the paint makes the part numbers 

on the chambers even easier 

to read, and if we are 

reading the parts books 

correctly, we certainly 

have a pair of Mk3 

RG250 Gamma 

exhausts to match our 

rebuilt engine.

Following a wipe-down with 

cellulose thinners, a few thinc

coats of high-temperature c

matt black paint applied 

to the spannies 

suspended from thesuspended fr

ceilng gives them a 

new lease of life. 

Final curing of the 

paint will be done by 

the heat from the 

exhaust gas. 

Mighty fine they look 

too and it won’t be long 

before they go back on the 

bike, although some concerns have 

been voiced over ground-clearance issues.

Next month we will get back to work on 

Project X7 Gamma in earnest. 

There’s still much to be done but every 

task is met with its own rewards as the bike 

comes back together. 

Contacts
• Triple S Powder Coating 01274 562474, 

triple-s.co.uk

• The Motorcycle Works 01733 578883, 

themotorcycleworks.co.uk
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NOW
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GSX 1400
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Just Bandits

Tel: 01773 521800

Mobile: 07971 321932

WE SUPPLY C&S KITS
FOR ALL CLASSICS & MODERN BIKES -

AQUAUA BLASTING & SG & SODAODA BLASTING AVAILABLE

RESTORERS AND MODIFIERS OF 
MOTORCYCLES OF THE 70’s, 80’s & 90’s

As featured in the February 2000 issue of CMM

Please visit our new website

Simon Thompson Tel: 07710 148939

Email: email@70s-80srestorations.co.uk

Website: www.70s-80srestorations.co.uk

Traditional aluminium and steel fabricators specializing in chassis 
modifications, bespoke petrol tanks, sub-frames, engine case repair 

work and full suspension services, including bike set-up.

ETTO Motorcycles Tel: 07757529203
www.ettomotorcycles.co.uk Ian.davis@live.co.uk

Based near Nottingham

ETTO MotorCycles
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WORKSHOP RATING
TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY?

Simple in principle, yet a task requiring a firm 

method, plenty of patience and that yields a 

more than merely satisfying result (usually) 
WORDS & PHOTOGRAPHY ALAN SEELEY

1
Under the covers
This seat wrap is well below par, even

if it weren’t cracked at the bottom corner 

where it kicks up towards the tank and the 

seams didn’t leak, the whole thing belongs 

in a forgotten era, or indeed the bin. 

Aftermarket at its period worst.

5
Vinyl solution
The vinyl sheet we purchased is 

helpfully marked with the best lines for the 

maximum stretchability of the material. 

Given the complex shapes and curves of our 

seat we noted the line that would give us the 

best all-way stretch to get over the foam.

HOW LONG?
It took about two hours start to finish to 

do this Yamaha TDR250 seat. A flatter 

unit would probably have taken less 

time as the battle to stretch the vinyl 

over the nose of the seat and rid it of 

creases was a long one.

COST?
There are a number of aftermarket 

vendors offering covers and if there is 

one out there to fit your seat that looks 

half decent then you’re ahead of the 

game. We used an eBay seller we’ve 

bought from before called Lovelife3BAY 

and the vinyl cost us just under £18 

including postage. Spray adhesive is 

around a fiver a can.

Plastic seats: the 
road to recovery

E RECENTLY looked at how 

to fit a tailored cover onto a 

steel-base seat. That 

presented its own challenges 

and rewards, proving that a satisfactory 

job is well within the capabilities of the 

DIY restorer. This month we’re re-covering 

a plastic-base seat, persuading a sheet of 

vinyl to go over the foam and foundations 

of a moulded unit – in this case the perch 

from Project Lightweight TDR.

The cosmetic improvements a properly 

re-covered seat can make to a bike are 

worth far more than the price of the 

materials and even the effort required to 

fit them. A perished and cracked cover 

allows moisture in with the associated rot 

and discomfort and like anything lined 

with age, looks careworn and tired.

Our TDR250 seat had been overhauled 

some time ago with a tailored vinyl cover 

which by now is not only cracked but 

incredibly dated by the sorry blue 

graphics towards the tail. The staples 

holding the cover on are rusty and the 

vinyl is pulling away around them. 

Meanwhile the cover’s plastic is brittle 

having being exposed to the atmosphere 

since the days of Britpop and John Major.

There are tailored replacement covers 

available for seats such as this but none 

look as good as the original seamless vinyl. 

Reproducing factory style is more difficult 

than slipping on and stapling a pre-shaped 

cover but we believe the results can be 

more satisfactory. There will be moments 

when you wonder why you even started 

this task and some correspondingly ripe 

language. But the results and the attendant 

satisfaction will be well worth it.

Tools for the job
Heat source; hot-air gun as here or a 

hairdryer if you prefer the gentler approach. 

Engineer’s pick or very small flat-blade 

screwdriver. Dress-making shears. Adhesive 

spray. Staple gun. Pliers.

BEFORE

W

Don’t staple that expensivetaple tha xpensiv

jumper to the seat Alan
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2
Staple horror show
These rusty little rascals previously

held the old cover on. As you can see, they 

long ago gave up the effort. They need to 

come out and come out clean. Go in with 

the engineer’s pick or small screwdriver. 

Use heatgun and pliers if need be too. 

6
Let us spray
Apply a line of spray adhesive 8-10cm 

wide down the centre of the seat and a 

corresponding swathe on the vinyl. Place 

the seat upside down on the vinyl and 

bring the two together, allowing them to 

tack. Keep adhesive off expensive jumper. 

9
Round up the corners
If your seat had an original cover, you 

would have been able to note its fold 

patterns. We had no such luxury so had to 

work the vinyl for the best results. Heating 

the base with airgun or hairdryer made the 

insertion of staples easier.

3
Get the edge
Even with all the staples out, you 

might find that the old cover is reluctant to 

abandon its former role. A sharp knife 

between the foam and vinyl will help you 

preserve the former while removing the 

latter. Work patiently for best results.

7 
Downward curve
Stretch the vinyl over the base at the 

lowest curve on the seat unit. Bang in a 

couple of staples then stretch the cover 

over to the opposite side and repeat the 

process. Symmetrical working is key to a 

good job on this task.

10
Up front
Having adjudged the hot airgun to be 

a little savage for fine vinyl work, the 

daughter’s hairdryer was deployed to 

soften the vinyl and make it easier to 

stretch over the front point of the seat. 

Again, work symmetrically for best results.

4
Be fluid
The artisan who had fitted the 

previous cover had been generous with the 

glue, to the point where the seat base is 

slick with adhesive. Lighter fluid is the best 

solvent to clear the snot and provide a 

clean take for the edges of the new cover.

8
Duck tail
Get the rear end stapled, stretching 

the vinyl to its full extent. Your heatgun or 

hairdryer will help here. Use the dress-

making shears to remove extraneous 

material which will make the wrestling of 

the rest of it more manageable.

11
Ready to refit
The end result and not a bad job. The 

old foam is a little uneven under the vinyl in 

places but the seat looks a lot better than 

it did back in step one of this how-to. Now 

it’s ready to grace the rear of of Project 

Lightweight TDR. 

TURN TO 
P96 FOR 
PROJECT 
TDR250
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Motorcycle Wiring Specialists

QUALITY WIRING FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE

• Loom Replacement 

• Cable Repairs 

• Low Volume Bike Looms

www.motorcyclewiringspecialists.co.uk

Bringing your bike back to life!

Call Richard on 0771 749 7458 to discuss your project

www.rapierpaintwork.co.uk
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IN ASSOCIATION WITH

THE PLAN
To take Yamaha’s already slender and 

mental TDR250 and make it even 

skinnier and crazier. Starting with a 

£700 wreck, the support of Yambits 

(yambits.co.uk) and a bucketload of 

PS ingenuity, we’ve got our eyes on 

120kg and more than 50 genuine bhp. 

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

N
O TIME TO luxuriate in the sense O

of smug self-satisfaction I felt 

last month when Project 

Lightweight TDR made it onto 

its wheels and attained the status of ‘rolling 

chassis’. Landmark stage it might be but 

there’s still much to be done before the 250 

Yamaha can be described as complete.

Almost overwhelmed by the number of 

tasks ahead, a to-do list seems sensible. 

First up are the carbs. A lengthy soak in the 

ultrasonic bath has them looking and 

definitely smelling better but the pilot jet in 

one of the carbs refuses to budge to the 

point where the slot chews up. I really don’t 

have time for this, so I elect to cobble 

together a set using some spare TZR 

bodies, everything I can salvage from the 

TDR carbs and some new jets, float valves 

Alan looks busy, whiley, while

Ferret is busy…is

Five months after arriving as a thoroughly ruined field bike, PS’s 

project TDR is finally the lightweight weapon we always intended
WORDS ALAN SEELEY & PHOTOGRAPHY STUART COLLINS & PAUL BRYANT

See the light
PROJECT TDR

and seats from Yambits. This means that 

Project Lightweight TDR does without carb 

heaters and the feed and return holes in the 

head will need to be blocked. But that 

facility seems pretty redundant anyway. 

Attaching the airbox fills a major gap in 

the middle of the bike and attention can 

now be turned to the most pressing task of 

all – fitting the electrical components so 

they can be woven together by the master 

of all things electrical, Ferret of Ferret’s 

Custom Elecktrickery. The peripatetic 

wiring practitioner travels the country in an 

ancient van, working his magic wherever 

it’s required. He insists, quite reasonably, 

that wiring should be pretty much the last 

job to be done on a build so that his 

handiwork can be tested and any duff 

components fitted to a bike exposed. 
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There’s nothing good thing good

about this…

Bob Plant about to give o giv

the TDR a whole lotta love

Acewell dash requiredequir

its own sub-loom

It takes a deft hand to

follow complex lines

New loom (bottom) is w loom (bo om) is

simpler, neater, better

Alan gets his grubbyAlan gets his grubb

mitts on the wrap

Mike Slack makes bold

with the graphite vinyl

And that’s a wrap. We’reap

mightily impressed

“I tell you, it’s Led.”ell you, it

“Nope it’s definitely steel”

Unfortunately I’m not quite as far ahead as 

I’d like to be when the hirsute one arrives 

and am just in the middle of bolting on 

some pattern indicators as he ambles into 

the workshop. “They’ll need rewiring 

anyway,” he says, snipping off the under-

size bullets (correct Japanese ones are 

3.9mm) and stripping the insulation away 

to reveal seven meagre strands of copper. 

The original loom is also condemned and 

any thoughts of making good are 

abandoned in favour of a complete new 

loom featuring OE-spec block connectors, 

rather than cheap eBay-sourced knock-offs. 

It will also need wire in all the correct 

colours, right down to dark green and dark 

brown cables unique to Yamaha that can 

only be ordered in huge quantity. That’s the 

Ferret difference – do it right and do it 

once. “By the time I’ve replaced connectors 

and cable, extended wires and generally 

made good, I might as well make a new 

loom,” Ferret says, clearing off a workbench 

and stretching out the old loom so he can 

use it as a pattern to piggyback the new 

wires on top.
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Prior to getting down to that in earnest, 

Ferret first rewires lights, switchgear 

and other components. The ignition 

switch is stripped and cleaned 

and he hands it to me saying: 

“Here, turn the key, it doesn’t 

feel like the barrel’s full of 

chewing gum anymore.” He’s 

also now able to check the 

primary resistances of the 

coils too, ruling out any 

potentially duff components 

at this stage. The reg/rec is also 

tested on the bench. Everything 

passes muster apart from the 

indicator switch, which Ferret will 

rebuild later using internals from spare 

switches from his collection.

There’s a solid two days’ work in the 

wiring job, and that’s with a pro doing it. 

“People spend a fortune on restorations 

but want to scrimp on the wiring,” says 

Ferret. “It’s a false economy because the 

integrity of the wiring and electrical 

components are essential for a reliable and 

therefore rewarding machine.”

Ferret’s final task is to wire up the Acewell 

CA85 speedo from Quadtech. This 

lightweight unit covers all the tasks 

previously handled by the original tank-

mounted rev counter, console mounted 

temperature gauge and warning lights and, 

of course, the old speedo itself – plus a few 

more features besides. All this on an 85mm 

Japanese style dial inset with an LCD 

display. It’s a clever piece of kit alright, with 

a speedo pick-up that screws into the 

original drive and a temp sensor that goes 

straight into the cylinder head. Ferret 

makes a sub-loom for the unit which allows 

it to be plugged in and out should I ever 

decide to return the bike to original 

instrumentation. Unlikely, I reckon.

Once the lightweight lithium ion battery 

is connected, the moment has come to find 

out if everything works. “Time to play 

‘puzzled or smug’,” says Ferret. We turn the 

engine over and see fat sparks. Smug wins. 

While all this is going on, the fuel tank is 

with MKS Customs being vinyl-wrapped. 

Blasting the paint off revealed some old 

filler and some other dents that hadn’t 

been treated to the P38. I thought I’d done 

a pretty reasonable job of filling and flatting 

them prior to priming and cutting back 

with 1200-grit wet-and-dry. As MKS 

Customs’ Mike Slack skillfully applied a 3M 

satin graphite wrap to the top and sides of 

the tank, the shortcomings in my prep 

became evident. As with any type of finish, 

the end result depends on sound 

preparation. “Vinyl is pretty forgiving,” says 

Mike. If you decide to strip it off later and 

make a better job of filling the tank, you 

can – and it will be a lot cheaper to rewrap 

it than it would be if you were redoing a 

wet paintjob.” He’s right. Prices start at £70 

and vinyl is more versatile than paint. You 

unpainted to show off the weave under the 

lacquer. Having made the switch to TZR 

wheels, a Zero Limits mudguard for a 

Suzuki RGV250 VJ21 fits the forks and the 

front wheel beautifully once I’ve made an 

ally bracket to suspend it from.

Zero Limits carbon heatshields continue 

the lightweight theme on the Jim Lomas 

stainless expansion chambers with their 

carbon cans. The system is a whole 8kg 

lighter than the hefty stock and there’s no 

need to change the stock carb jetting. I 

spend far too long admiring their 

serpentine curves before fitting the brake 

calipers.

Blue-spot caliper, lessBlue-spot caliper, les

weight more power

Single-skin Jim Single-skin Jim

Lomas spannies

can change finish style and colours as 

quickly as you change your mind. So 

convincing are the finishes that they could 

be mistaken for paint. Any concerns that 

the convoluted curves of the tank would be 

tough for Mike to follow disappear as the 

vinyl goes on. 

I could have chosen a carbon wrap for 

the tank but Mike advised that it might 

clash with rather than complement the 

Zero Limits carbon fibre bodywork. With 

original panels in good condition becoming 

ever harder to source, the Zero Limits kit is 

a popular alternative and with good reason. 

It’s light, looks great and I’ll be leaving it 

Acewell dash looks,

well... ace



Yambits specialise in supplying replacement and 

performance Yamaha Parts. We offer affordable 

worldwide postage, shipping hundreds of orders 

all over the world every day.

We supply parts for Yamaha motorcycles from the 

early ’70s right up to present day models, including 

many popular bikes such as RDs, XTs, TTs, DTs, TYs 

and XSs. Many of the parts have been exclusively 

manufactured for Yambits, as the originals are nomanufactured for Yambits, as the originals are no

longer available for the OEM suppliers.

Our full range of over 40,000 products for over 
300 models is available online exclusively at

Yambits.co.uk
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Project Lightweight TDR is now looking a 

lot like a bike. Next month we’ll get it on the 

scales for the final weigh in – as well as 

riding it for the very first time. 

Contacts
• Yambits 01423 324394, yambits.co.uk 

• Ferret’s Custom Elecktrickery

07765 832420, motorcyclewiring.co.uk

• Jim Lomas +420 383 495041, 

jl-exhausts.com

• MKS Customs 01733 686860, 

mkscustoms.co.uk

• Quadtech 0191 640 8663, quadtech.co.uk

• Zero Limits 01778 422722, zero-limits.co.uk

Ally quick-releaseAlly quick

filler saves a few Gs  

Alan’s light tan overalls clash s light tan o

terribly with the carbon Yam

Under the radar
Carbon and graphite give 

a stealth look to the TDR. If 

it’s as light as it looks we’ll 

be delighted
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OUR EXPERT
GARY HURD
Gary, or Grumpy 

to his mates, is a 

mechanic, restorer, 

breaker, Suzuki GSX 

fanatic and serial bike buyer. In 

more than 20 years in the bike 

trade he’s managed to develop 

the twin virtues of restraint and 

the ability to look beneath the 

surface when appraising a bike. 

We value his advice even if we 

don’t always heed it. So what we 

got this month, Big G?

HUNTER
PROJECT

EDITED BY JIM MOORE

Scrapyard gold, small ad delights and internet 
auction follies. Find the best and worst here

1988 Yamaha RD50MXII

1981 Moto Guzzi V35 

1983 Honda MVX250F

 Forget the fact that this F

little RD’s been gathering dust 

and rust in a shed for 20 years 

(literally) – restorers, and 

particuarly collectors, love 

a story and this rascal 

is the real deal. One 

owner from new, 

totally original, still 

with owners’ 

handbook and V5. 

Everything is there 

and salvageable 

(except service parts). 

Interest was strong and 

bidding was brisk. Ended up 

selling for £1309.

Gary says: Sports mopeds 

rarely come up in this 

unmolested condition – most 

of them are knackered and 

missing parts. With only 

13.5K on the clock this 

one will clean up 

beautifully; the ad 

says they’ve 

already had it 

running after a 

carb clean so the 

basics seem sound. 

Although ’ped prices are 

rising, it’s worth remembering 

that it’ll cost almost as much 

to restore this as a bigger RD.

 First things first, even in Firs

excellent running order a 

V35 Guzzi will be tediously 

slow. The best thing about 

a sports Guzz is the V-twin 

grunt, so to then buy and 

run an emasculated version 

of the breed seems odd. 

This one was brought over 

from Italy many years ago, 

and has stood ever since 

because it was never UK- 

registered by its previous 

owner. To be a runner again 

it’d need a thorough going 

over – for a start the 

electrics won’t be in fine 

fettle, so simply sticking it 

back on the road after a 

service isn’t really an 

option. If you want a Guzzi, 

buy a big one.

Gary says: That looks like a 

pile of trouble to me. I can’t 

imagine being laid up has 

done it many favours. One 

for a Guzzi fanatic I think. 

I’ll jog on…

 This rare MVX250 triple  T

looks tempting. It’s showing 

less than 10,000 miles on the 

clock, and its current state is 

the result of inactivity back in 

Japan. Simple resto, right? 

Only if you can find parts. 

Luckily the chassis is similar to 

the VT250 so consumables are 

easier to find, but the motors 

can be unreliable even when 

fresh and a limited production 

run means parts are scarce. 

Without a reliable source of 

spares, we’d walk away.

Gary says: I can see someone 

buying this, stripping it, then 

finding out they can’t get bits. 

Then you’ll see it advertised 

again – this time as an 

unfinished project. It’s the bits 

like intake rubbers that will 

prove unobtainium. Shame.

UP
 FOR
£1695

SOLD 
FOR 

£1309

SOLD
FOR 
£620

Unless you’re mad on Guzzisy
there’s nothing to see here

This should make a cracking resto. If youg y

bought it, call us when you’re finished

If you buy this, goody y , g
luck finding parts
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1980 Suzuki GS550

1990 Kawasaki KR-1S

 GS1000 prices have long  GS1000 pric

since smashed through the 

roof and finding a GS750 

these days is like searching 

for a lettuce in Big G’s fridge, 

so the smaller GSs are 

becoming more popular. A 

550 like this is a way into GS 

ownership but this one needs 

everything doing to it, and 

it’ll be no cheaper to restore 

than a GS1000. Rather 

someone’s wallet than ours…

Gary says: That’s not seen 

love in a long time. I can see a 

big bill from the chromers for 

starters. On the plus-side it’s 

pretty much complete, and I 

like those period Marzocchi 

shocks too. But even at £500 

it’s too much because way 

better running examples can 

be had for not a lot more.

 The seller had T

dreams of reliving a 

two-stroke past, 

but never got this 

KR-1S back on the 

road. Bought as a 

non-runner, he 

had a shop go 

through it and they 

got it turning over 

again. Since then the brakes 

have seized. Someone paid 

£2550 for it in this state; factor 

in an engine rebuild (it will 

need one), brake strip, new 

rubber and a suspension 

overhaul and you’re looking at 

a decent-nick stroker for £4K, 

which is at the top-end 

of KR-1S prices. But 

at least you’d know 

the motor was 

good to go.

Gary says: It looks 

to be in fair nick – 

no obvious crash 

damage or bodgery, so 

that’s a good sign. You’ve got 

to factor in an engine refresh 

with any two-stroke like this, 

because if you don’t it’ll 

probably blow itself to bits and 

you’ll be left with an even 

bigger bill. I reckon £2000 

would have been more realistic.

SOLD 
FOR 
£800

SOLD
 FOR 
£509

SOLD
FOR 

£2550

 Why wheel one bike into Wh

the workshop when you can 

take three? This FZ job-lot 

really caught our eye because 

a) FZs rock and, b) there’s a 

whole lot being offered for the 

cash. As well as three frames 

(each with a V5) there are 

three motors, one of which has 

already been stripped and 

blasted, four tanks and loads 

of bodywork. You could easily 

build two good bikes from this 

lot. If only we had the cash…

Gary says: When you’re 

building a project – a special or 

restoration – the more parts 

you’ve got, the better. Most 

of the parts here seem to be 

from more desirable early FZs. 

Given the fact decent FZ 

projects are getting thin on the 

ground these days, this is worth 

snapping up. If you built one 

good bike then sold the rest of 

the parts, you’d be quids in.

1986 Yamaha
FZ750 x3

We’d love to have a crack at 

building something out of this FZ

Someone’s paid over thep
odds, but a tasty bike awaits

A bit of a mobile

money pit, this one

One of three FZ

frames in the deal

You could make two bikes
out of all the stuff here
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“Brisk for a sports tourer, 
though in truth it’s more of 
a comfy sportsbike”

1

5

9

7

11

6

4

8

What to look for

86

2

54

1

97

Clutch

Clutch release

pushrods can

corrode and make

clutch engagement

grabby especially

when engine is cold.

Cleaning and

greasing the rod is a

sure cure.

Suspension

OE rear shock

absorber on

pre-2000 bikes is

prone to taking an

early bath.

Likelihood is it’s

already been

replaced by

aftermarket or

post-2000 item.

Driveline

Many owners fit a

Scottoiler to

dramatically

increase chain life.

VFRs aren’t

particularly hard on

chains but anything

to give it an easier

life makes sense.

Electrics

Regulator/rectifier

aggravation? On a

Honda? Really? It

plagued pre-2000

bikes. The later reg/

rec is the usual mod,

while some owners

fit Yamaha units.

Always clean earths.

Engine

Engine is pretty

much unburstable

as long as valve

clearances are

adjusted every

16,000 miles.

Regular oil and filter

changes every

8000 miles are the

key to a long and

happy life.

Exhaust

Check the

downpipes on

pre-2000 models.

They are mild steel

and will corrode.

Horrible job to

replace with

stainless items.

Hope it’s already

been done.

Cooling

Early machines

suffered from

troublesome

thermostats. Again,

this is highly likely

to have been sorted.

But check running

temperature and fan

cut-in.

Instruments

LCD display should

behave properly

when ignition is

switched on. There’s

a black panel in the

fairing underneath

the headlight. If this

is missing water

ingress can wreck

the console.
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A quality, hard-wearing item, although not 
without its weak spots. Enduringly popular for 
many very good reasons and still good value

OT GENERALLY appreciated Y

when it first appeared in late 

1997. Now regarded as one of 

the best VFRs produced in this 

long bloodline of peerless sports tourers 

that began in 1986. Cult bikes can often be 

problematic for manufacturers when model 

replacement time comes around.

This is precisely what Honda found when 

the time came for the fourth generation 

750 to make way for the fuel-injected 800. 

With the benefit of 20/20 hindsight, we 

can now, ignoring certain problem areas, 

re-evaluate this bike as the equal, if not the 

better machine than the vaunted 750.

The PGM-F1 fuel-injection system felt 

snatchy to some riders switching from the 

very sweetly carburated 750. Lest we 

forget, early injection systems were a 

relatively strange and frightening world for 

most riders then, despite the Kawasaki 

Z1000H ‘boasting’ electronic fuel-injection 

as early as 1980. A system described by 

some sections of the motorcycle media of 

the time as “staggeringly complex”. 

The linked brakes, or as Honda would 

have it DCBS (Dual Combined Braking 

System) were another item those less 

adaptive to change found perplexing. In 

truth you hardly noticed the system at 

work. The whole bike was also 9kg heavier 

than the 750 at 208kg, diehard 750 

disciples believed this extra mass 

compromised the new machine.

What was much more noticeable, and 

much less desirable, were regulator/rectifier 

units throwing in the towel and more often 

than not taking the battery with them.

More angular, less organic styling proved 

another stumbling block for the more 

conservative motorcyclist, while a series of 

steering head bearing failures should have 

been of more concern. Rear shocks also 

proved largely incapable of going more 

than 20,000 miles without wilting.

The pluses, however, were huge. The 

narrower engine, derived from the RC45, 

N

3

2

10

Honda
VFR800F

was a stroked version (to 781 from 749cc) 

of the race homologation powerplant, and 

allowed for side-mounted radiators. Cam 

gear drive was now located up the 

righthandside of the engine instead of in 

the middle between each pair of cylinders. 

And with 108bhp and 61 lb.ft of twist it was 

brisk enough for a sports tourer, although in 

truth it’s more a comfy sportsbike.

The initial Fi-W 1998 model became the 

Fi-X for 1999, with just the addition of two 

new colours, yellow and black, plus a 

Honda 50th Anniversary edition in the 1960s 

racing livery of a red tank and silver fairing 

with yellow flash.

The best versions arrived with the Fi-Y 

2000 model year when a raft of upgrades 

nailed previous problems. A new regulator/

rectifier appeared (although some owners 

still replaced Honda items with Yamaha R1 

parts out of bitter experience and forced 

habit). It got a new rear shock good for 

more than a couple of years, and stainless 

steel downpipes made those rotten mild 

steel headers a thing of the past – this is still 

a common retro-fit on VFR800s. The 

exhaust system gained a catalyser and the 

PGM injection was tweaked, losing the 

choke in favour of a fast idle circuit.

The 2001 version (Fi-1) remained 

unchanged but with the addition of grey 

wheels. The 800, like the 750 before it goes 

for very high mileages without complaint if 

well looked after. More than 100,000 is not 

uncommon. The six-speed gearbox is 

generally sound, but can be compromised 

by poor shifting technique. A 20.8-litre tank 

gives a useful range of 180 miles, while a 

top speed of 155mph is pretty respectable 

for a bike that is just as happy ferrying you 

to work week-in, week-out as it is making a 

mockery of continental European distances.

Spares are in good supply, used prices 

are realistic, owners groups get discounts, 

and have special tool loan schemes. These 

are every bit as good as the 750, despite 

what 750 owners might tell you. 

11

3

10

Head bearings

Steering head

bearings tend to

‘flat spot’ making

the front-end feel

notchy and rough.

Grease and adjust

them regularly to

stay on top of this.

Fairing

Double bubble

screen is a popular

mod, especially for

taller riders. Expect

to pay around £50 if

one is not already

fitted.

Damage

Check the faring

where the front

indicator mounts

are, even a bike that

tips off its (slightly

slippy) sidestand

can crack these

mounts. Check the

vulnerable clutch

cover for other

evidence of low

speed get-offs.
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WORKSHOP 
RATINGS

30
MINS

Oil change

If the bike’s up on a ramp you 

hardly have to do anything. If it’s 

on the deck you need a left lower 

panel off, but it’s not in any way 

challenging. 

Top-end rebuild

Never had to do one. If you did 

have to, it’d be a long job. You’d 

want a day getting them off and 

doing the work and another day 

putting them back on.

Complete engine rebuild

Again, never had to do it. You’d 

allow 20 hours for most engines 

and a bit longer for this. But why 

spend three grand when you can 

get a decent running engine for a 

quarter of that. 

Sparkplug change

Flip the tank up and in you go. It’s 

slightly fiddly and there are 

always a few irritating moments, 

but it’s not a demanding task.  

Carb strip and clean

You’d struggle. Finding any carbs 

would be the biggest problem.  

Changing the fork oil

Easy enough and there a few 

good fixes to improve the 

front-end if you want too. A 

Racetech kit works wonders on 

these and remember to check the 

pins on the sliding calipers while 

you’re working on the forks.

Brake pads

Did we mention the sliding 

calipers? As part of the linked 

brakes system, it’s essential these 

work as they should. It’s not 

difficult to stay on top of this 

essential maintenance.

Grease rear linkage 

Not hard and doesn’t need doing 

too often as it’s a robust linkage.

20 
HRS

1 
HR

1 
HR

1 
HR

1 
HR

0 
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DAYS PRICE GUIDE

T I M E L I N E

1998

VFR800Fi-W
Colours: red, black, silverColours: red, black, silverred, black, silverColours:

• Replacement for

the much admired

VFR750F. RC45-derived

motor, linked brakes,

side-mounted radiators.

Mixed reception from

owners of the older 750.

1999

VFR800Fi-X
Colours: red, black,Colours: red, black,red, black,Colours:

yellow

• Silver colour option

dropped in favour of

yellow.

2000

VFR800Fi-Y
Colours: red, blue, greenColours: red, blue, greenred, blue, greenColours:

• Fitted with Honda’s

H.I.S.S. security system.

Minor frame mods;

fuel injection system

and clutch operation

improved. Mirror shape

changed.

2001

VFR800Fi-1
Colours: red, blue, greenColours: red, blue, greenred, blue, greenColours:

• Last of the pre-V-Tec

VFRs with silver wheels.

All-new model for 2002.

Mint £2000-£3000

Good £1500-£2000

Rough £600-£1000

Basketcase up to

£500
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EXPERT VIEW
More than a few VFR800s 

have been through the 

workshop at PDQ in Taplow, 

Berkshire 01753 730043). 

Rob Wittey has seen most of 

them in 15 years. He says:

”Very rare to ever have to go inside one. 

They’ll easily do more than 100,000 miles if 

moderately well looked after. But because 

of that, some people buy them and just 

destroy them because they’re so tough.

“With so many around it’s easy enough to 

buy a tatty engine-donor-bike for £800 

and simply swap motors instead of going 

to the trouble of rebuilding one.”

USEFUL LINKS
vfrworld.com largely US-based idle 

chit-chat chock-full of handy hints and tips 

(not all about luggage either) 

vfrclub@bikersoracle.com a more 

UK-centred forum brimming with practical 

advice on basics and more involved 

maintenance/repair work

PARTS PRICES (include 20% VAT)

davidsilverspares.co.uk (01728 833020)

Air filter £33.59 (pattern £18)

Oil filter £11.94 (pattern £7.14)

Front brake pads £59.88 (pattern £40.80)

Clutch plates £85.49

Clutch (steel) plates £68.12

Mirrors £78 each (pattern £30)

Indicators (front) £41.94 each

Indicators (rear) part of tail unit £311.12

Rear shock £390 (pattern £299.58)

Fork seals £47.35 (pattern £26.40)

Front brake lever £33.60

Clutch lever £33.60

Seat NLA

Exhaust collector and downpipes £387.307.307

(pattern) £442.80

Silencer £516.82 (pattern £157.01)

Head bearings £39 (pattern £299.58)

Water in the clocks

can be a major headache  

Nothing wrong 

with this at all

You’ll most likely neverYou’ll most likely never
get to see this

Chain adjustment isChain adjus

hyper-critical

SPECIFICATION

1998 Honda VFR800Fi
ENGINE

Type liquid-cooled, dohc, 16v 90º V4

Capacity 781.7cc

Bore x stroke 72 x 48mm

Compression ratio 11.6:1

Ignition digital

Fuel systemystemy PGM-FI

TRANSMISSION

Primary/final drive gear/chain/chain/

Clutch wet multiplate

Gearbox 6-speed

CHASSIS

Frame twin-spar aluminium beam

Front suspension 41mm preload adjustable

Rear suspension Pro-Arm monoshock, preload 

and rebound damping adjustable

Front brake 2 x 296mm discs, 3-pot calipers

Rear brake brake br 1 x 256mm disc, 3-pot caliper

Tyres 120/70 ZR17, 180/55 VR17

DIMENSIONS

Dry weight 208kg (459lbs)

Wheelbase 1440mm (56.2in)

Seat height 803mm (31.4in)

Fuel capacity 20.8 litres (4.6 gallons)

PERFORMANCE

Top speed 155mph

Power (claimed) 108bhp@10,500rpm

Torque TorqueT (claimed) 61lb.ft@8500rpm

Fuel consumption 44mpg

Price new £8675

SERIAL NUMBERS
1998 VFR800Fi RC46A–WM000001-onwards

1999 VFR800Fi JH2RC46A–XM1000001-onwards

2000 VFR800Fi JH2RC46D–YM2000001-onwards

2001 VFR800Fi n/a



Adverts for privately-ownedAdverts for privately-owned
bikes registered before 2000 
are FREE inFREE PS. Ads for post-S. Ads for post-
1999 bikes start from £20. To 

make sure you see the adverts 
first, take out a subscription to  

Practical Sportsbikes. 
See page 34 for details.

READER ADVERTS

Your advert will appear in the next two available issues.

IN
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Conditions of Acceptance: For private advertisers only and for trade by prior agreement. No correspondence can be entered into. Unfortunately we cannot guarantee that your advertisement will appear in a particular issue. Bauer Media 

does not accept responsibility for any errors or mistakes in adverts. All advertisements are subject to approval of the publisher, who reserves the right to amend, refuse, withdraw or otherwise deal with copy submitted and who will have no 

obligation to provide you with any reason for so doing. Bauer Publishing reserves the right to publish your advert in our other magazines that we deem relevant. If you do not wish it to appear in our other titles, please make us aware.

Make    Model      Year                             Price 

Name ...................................................................................................................

Address ..........................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................

Postcode ........................................................................................................

Daytime tel no ..............................................................................................

CHECKLIST: 
1. Please use block capitals and start your advert with the make and model. 
2. Specify the type of advert.
3. Don’t forget your phone number. Advertisements submitted by email must contain a name, 

daytime phone number and full postal address.
4. Have you included a cheque made payable to Bauer Automotive? Or alternatively we will call 

you for your card details
5. You may photocopy this form if you have more than one bike to sell.You may photocopy this form if you have more than one bike to sell.Y
6. Due to demand, we can accept a maximum of three adverts per customer per issue.
7. We do not accept trade adverts without prior agreement. All trade advertisements should 

have (T) at the end of the advert copy.

Please include Make, Model, Year, Price, Tel No./Area, also up to 25 words of text. Super ads: up to 200 characters and submit separately.  

PLEASE USE CLEAR BLOCK CAPITALS

1

2

3

Please tick 
the advert 
you want...

Bike 
details...

FREE

PLUS

’70s, ’80s & ’90s
FREE

Single column picture ads for privately-owned 
sportsbikes registered before 2000

MODERN
£20

Single column picture ads for privately-owned 
classic bikes registered in or after 2000

AUTOJUMBLE
FREE

Ads for spares and
miscellaneous items

TRADE
£20

Single column picture ads
for trade sales

BIKES WANTED
FREE

Ads for motorcycles
you’re looking to buy

SUPER
£30

Double-column, high impact picture ads including Make, Model, Year,
Price, Phone Number and Area, also up to 200 characters

PARTS WANTED
FREE

Need something to finish 
your rebuild? Ask here

Your advertisement will automatically be placed in the next two available issues of Practical Sportsbikes – please state if only one issue is required.s

Due to high demand, we can only accept a maximum of three adverts per customer per issue. You may photocopy the coupon below if necessary

Adverts for privately-owned bikes registered before 2000 are free (bikes registered after 2000 cost £20; super double-column adverts cost £30)

BOOK BY POST
Please fill in the form below, specifying the type of advert (’70s, ’80 & ’90s,

Autojumble, Bikes for Sale, Bikes Wanted, Parts Wanted). Include Make, 
Model, Year, Price, Tel Number and Area, also up to 25 words of text. Please 
include your name and address (not published). Then post to:  PS Reader PS

Ads, Practical Sportsbikes, Media House, Lynchwood, Peterborough,

Camb, PE2 6EA.  Photographs (we regret that we cannot return these) 
should be of a good quality, with your name and address on the back. 

BOOK BY EMAIL
Send your advert details to: psreaderads@bauermedia.co.uk 

Please include your surname and postcode in the subject line. Include Make, 
Model, Year, Price, Tel Number and Area, also up to 25 words of text. Please 
include your name and address (not published). Include your photo as an 

attachment, named accordingly, preferably as a jpeg. If payment is required 
we’ll call you for your card details.

ENQUIRIES
We do not take advertisements over the phone. Should you have a query regarding a private advert, please call 01733 366340. 

For trade advertising, call Farah Bell on 01736 755508.



For all your motorcycling needs - from 50cc up
Helmets, clothing and servicing!

Search Orwell Motorcycles

200 Ranelagh Road, Ipswich, IP2 0AQ
01473 257401

www.orwell.co.uk

www.budgetbikesuk.co.uk 
Tel: 01793 422236 

Email: budgetbikespremium@hotmail.com
Budget Bikes, 148-149 Manchester Road, Swindon, Wiltshire, SN1 1TU

OVER 160 USED MOTORCYCLES IN STORE
• 2 Showrooms 

• Open 7 days a week
• All bikes HPI checked and documented

• Nationwide warranty
• Bikes ranging from £399 - £6999

• Finance available 
• Nationwide delivery available

• Test rides welcome - free of charge
• Part exchange welcome - bikes, cars or vans

• 25% Off all motorcycle accessories with this advert

WINTERSALE

1970s and 80s 

Japanese Superbikes

www.earlclassics.com
see	our	current	collection	at:

01959	4444413-6	Mo ths	

Warra ty

Always	

25-30	bikes	

i 	stock		

Viewing	by	a  ointment,	7	days	a	week		

Tatsfield,	TN16

Kawasaki	Z1A	74 Su erb	original	 bike	only	12,000	 miles	 £16,950

Ho da	 CB750K0	70 Fabulous	condition,	 the	first	su erbike £15,750

Kawasaki	Z1B	75 Lovely	original	 low	mileage	UK	bike £13,500

Suzuki	Kata a	1000	81 Ultra	 rare	,	su erb	 low	mileage	exam le £13,250	

Bimota SB3	80 Very	rare	number	100	of	402	worldwide £13,250

Ho da	 CB750K2	75 UK	bike,	lovely	standard	condition £9,250

Ho da	 CB750K4	75 Gorgeous	Freedom	Metallic	Green £8,450

Suzuki	GT750L		74 Beautiful	 original	bike,	in	blue £8,450

Suzuki	GT750M	74 Lovely	Original	exam le	in	Red £7,950

Ho da	 CX500TC	 81 Su erb	exam le,	 full	re aint £7,500

Kawasaki	ZX750T	83 Turbo	Su erb	 low	mileage		 £7,500

Suzuki	XN85	85 Su er	Rare	only	12,000	 miles £7,250

Suzuki	GS1000	78 UK	bike	black	with	 original	exhausts	 £6,250

Ho da	 CB900F	80 UK	bike	in	black,	low	mileage £6,250

Ho da	 CB550K3 UK	bike	lovely	originalk condition £5,500

Yamaha	RD250LC	82 Restored	 and	like	new £4,450

Suzuki	GS1000E	78 Low	mileage,	reduced	till	 year	end £3,950

Kawasaki	GPz1100A2	 83 Lovely	muscle	bike	reduced	 till	year	end £3,300

Suzuki	GS650	Kata a	80 Lovely	exam le	reduced	 till	year	end £2,300
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Classifieds

DUCATI 916 SPS 1997DUCATI 916 SPS 1997
No.385. A very fine unmarked example, all
original equipment, handbooks and service
history included, 8,000 Kms ( 5,000 miles). Morehistory included, 8,000 Kms ( 5,000 miles). More
details and photos at www.anthonygodin.co.ukdetails and photos at www.anthonygodin.co.uk
£19,995 TEL: 01622 814140 OR 07769 970559 (T)£19,995 TEL: 01622 814140 OR 07769 970559 (T)
KENTKENT

324077

HONDA 400/4 F2 1976HONDA 400/4 F2 1976
All original bike with factory fitted exhaust pipes
& silencer, original paint on tank, good chrome
runs & starts very well. Only Honda parts used.runs & starts very well. Only Honda parts used.
Call Peter for further information. Paddock WoodCall Peter for further information. Paddock Wood
are £2995 TEL: 07956 637512 KENTare £2995 TEL: 07956 637512 KENT

321600

HONDA CB900 FA 1980HONDA CB900 FA 1980
Supersport, 10,982 mls. Immaculate
condition. Been very well lookedcondition. Been very well looked
after over the years. Some SH. Newafter over the years. Some SH. New
battery. Call for full details, Greatbattery. Call for full details, Greatbattery. Call for full details, Great
Yarmouth area. £6000 TEL: 01493Yarmouth area. £6000 TEL: 01493
664885 NORFOLK664885 NORFOLK

320814

BMW F650 1998BMW F650 1998
19,878 mls. Givi topbox, givi tall
screen, service history, MoT till
11/08/17. Great original11/08/17. Great original
condition, very well maintained.condition, very well maintained.
£1950 TEL: 07952 302474£1950 TEL: 07952 302474
SOMERSETSOMERSET

320813

DUCATI 916 SP3 1996DUCATI 916 SP3 1996
17,833 mls. Genuine SP3 No.178
of 497. Fitted with Termigoni
cans. supplied with the UK V5C,cans. supplied with the UK V5C,
two keys & a new MoT. In greattwo keys & a new MoT. In great
condition. £13,995 TEL: 01622condition. £13,995 TEL: 01622
814140 OR 07769 970559 KENT814140 OR 07769 970559 KENT

321234

HONDA CBR1100 XX 1998HONDA CBR1100 XX 1998
Super Blackbird. 31k mls. Long MoT.
data taged, alumium under seat.
scorpian exhausts, deno jetted onscorpian exhausts, deno jetted on
rolling road. dilinked brakes & muchrolling road. dilinked brakes & much
more call for details. £1600 TEL:more call for details. £1600 TEL:
07896 188652 SWANSEA07896 188652 SWANSEA

321223

8

BIMOTA DB4IEBIMOTA DB4IE
Mint standard condition, V low
miles, factory paddock stand,
new tyres, MoT.new tyres, MoT.
www.madeinitalymotorcycles.comwww.madeinitalymotorcycles.com
£7500 TEL: 01449 612900 (T)£7500 TEL: 01449 612900 (T)
SUFFOLKSUFFOLK

324114

DUCATI MHR900 1981DUCATI MHR900 1981
Very good condition, recent service,Very good condition, recent service,Very good condition, recent service,
new brakes & fluids, Ikon shocks,
Conti exhaust system, lots ofConti exhaust system, lots of
stainless bolts & hoses, some tools &stainless bolts & hoses, some tools &
spares, Great runner. £13,750 ONOspares, Great runner. £13,750 ONO
TEL: 07506 427705 WORCSTEL: 07506 427705 WORCS

320746

DUCATI 900SS 1995DUCATI 900SS 1995
16,462mls. Superb condition,
new tyres, braided hoses,
Scottoiler. MoT July'17. LocationScottoiler. MoT July'17. Location
SOT Staffs. History. Call forSOT Staffs. History. Call for
further details. £3000 TEL: 07714further details. £3000 TEL: 07714
677103 STOKE ON TRENT677103 STOKE ON TRENT

324094

BMW R100R 1994BMW R100R 1994
37,833 mls. Great condition.
Genuine miles used for touring
once a year. Also have touringonce a year. Also have touring
fairing, clocks, original exhaust andfairing, clocks, original exhaust and
side panels. Call for more info.side panels. Call for more info.
£2500 TEL: 07866 377035 DERBYS£2500 TEL: 07866 377035 DERBYS

321252

HONDA CX500 1979HONDA CX500 1979
64k. Totally rebuilt by myself, No
expense spared in excellent
condition. Over 300 hours ofcondition. Over 300 hours of
labour. Please call for full detailslabour. Please call for full details
as too much to list. £3250 TEL:as too much to list. £3250 TEL:
07984 018661 ESSEX07984 018661 ESSEX

320975

HONDA CM250T 1981HONDA CM250T 1981
22,700 mls. MoT valid till 16th
September 2017, new front tyre
(Metzeler), new spark plugs &(Metzeler), new spark plugs &
battery. Amazing condition, runsbattery. Amazing condition, runs
like a dream. Orpington area.like a dream. Orpington area.
£1650 TEL: 07702 092460 KENT£1650 TEL: 07702 092460 KENT

320964

HONDA CRR900RR 1995HONDA CRR900RR 1995
Fireblade. 50k mls. Some
restoration: new fairings, levers,
pads, discs and braided hoses,pads, discs and braided hoses,
seat cover, chain & sprocket’s,seat cover, chain & sprocket’s,
battery, tyres & plus many parts.battery, tyres & plus many parts.
£1990 TEL: 01634 843780 KENT£1990 TEL: 01634 843780 KENT

320961

HONDA 250CC 1981HONDA 250CC 1981
Superdream. In good condition.
All original, except silencers. MoT
to May 2017. 20,000 miles. Callto May 2017. 20,000 miles. Call
for more details. Haslemere Area.for more details. Haslemere Area.
£1600 ONO TEL: 01428 648912£1600 ONO TEL: 01428 648912
SURREYSURREY

320901

HONDA CBR600F 1999HONDA CBR600F 1999
Ultima Light. 47,385 mls. SSH ,MoT
Aug’17. 2 keys dyno jet kits, K & N &

g

spare, recent chain & sprocketsspare, recent chain & sprockets
,Remus exhaust, R+G bobbins &,Remus exhaust, R+G bobbins &
p

more. Good tyre condition. Cannockmore. Good tyre condition. Cannock
area. £1500 TEL: 07817 366162area. £1500 TEL: 07817 366162

y

STAFFSSTAFFS

322530

HONDA CBR600F 1999HONDA CBR600F 1999
10,400 mls. Amazing condition &
runs like a dream. Never been
dropped. This is a very regretful sale.dropped. This is a very regretful sale.dropped. This is a very regretful sale.
Fitted with a Yoshimura slip onFitted with a Yoshimura slip on

g

exhaust. MoT due Aug’17. Camdenexhaust. MoT due Aug’17. Camden
area. £2399 TEL: 07938 045309area. £2399 TEL: 07938 045309

g

LONDONLONDON

322618

DUCATI 860 1976DUCATI 860 1976
860gts CafŽ Racer. 900ss engine.
30k mls. Triumph forks & brakes.
Dellorto carbs. Lots of nice oneDellorto carbs. Lots of nice one
off touches. Rides great. Call foroff touches. Rides great. Call for
details. £6750 TEL: 07724 183711details. £6750 TEL: 07724 183711
BEDSBEDS

320819

HONDA 600V TRANSALPHONDA 600V TRANSALPHONDA 600V TRANSALP

1988
33,000 miles. Original paint and seat
etc. Stainless spokes, new tyres,etc. Stainless spokes, new tyres,
chain and sprockets, full service.chain and sprockets, full service.chain and sprockets, full service.
Nice tidy bike. Wakefield area. £1850Nice tidy bike. Wakefield area. £1850
TEL: 07774 282771 W.YORKSTEL: 07774 282771 W.YORKS

323240

HONDA CBX1000 1979HONDA CBX1000 1979
32,400 miles. UK bike, HPI report,UK
v5 79. Has been stored inside for
many years, will need a completemany years, will need a complete
recommission, serious buyers withrecommission, serious buyers with
the relevant knowledge. £6500the relevant knowledge. £6500
OVNO TEL: 07969 507768 OR 01159OVNO TEL: 07969 507768 OR 01159

gg

441666 DERBYS441666 DERBYS

323243

HONDA CBR900RR 1994HONDA CBR900RR 1994
Fireblade Urban Tiger. 10,760
mls. Just been serviced and new
MoT. I have owned this bike forMoT. I have owned this bike for
the last 20 years and decided itÕsthe last 20 years and decided itÕs
now time to sell. £3500 TEL:now time to sell. £3500 TEL:
07973 426090 HERTS07973 426090 HERTS

321593

HONDA CBR1100XX 1999HONDA CBR1100XX 1999
Super Blackbird. 28,800 mls. FSH,
original, standard bike. Many new
parts, too much to list call for details.parts, too much to list call for details.
MoT MarÕ17. One of the best aroundMoT MarÕ17. One of the best around
for its age. Penarth area. £2700 TEL:for its age. Penarth area. £2700 TEL:
02921 152771 GLAMORGAN02921 152771 GLAMORGAN

320818

DUCATI MHR 1981DUCATI MHR 1981
Showing 6730 miles, original
fairing included in the sale fine
example. More details and photosexample. More details and photos
at www.anthonygodin.co.ukat www.anthonygodin.co.uk
£15,495 TEL: 01622 814140 OR£15,495 TEL: 01622 814140 OR
07769 970559 (T) KENT07769 970559 (T) KENT

324076

GILERA SATURNO 1991GILERA SATURNO 1991
500 single, 7k miles, good
condition, full MoT. Call for
further details. £2850 TEL: 07970further details. £2850 TEL: 07970
437668 ESSEX437668 ESSEX

319261

HONDA CB650Z 1981HONDA CB650Z 1981
MoT April 2017, very good clean
condition. For further information
please call evenings only. £2950please call evenings only. £2950
TEL: 02392 382619 HANTSTEL: 02392 382619 HANTS

321579
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HONDA CBX1000 1979HONDA CBX1000 1979
UK. V5. 32,400 miles. Frame CB12008***. Super
rare project started on 3/4 then turned off
immediately. Bike has been stored inside forimmediately. Bike has been stored inside for
years, will need recommissioning. Please call foryears, will need recommissioning. Please call for
further info £6500 FIRM TEL: 07969 507768further info £6500 FIRM TEL: 07969 507768
DERBYSDERBYS

321683

KAWASAKI GPZ1100A2 1984KAWASAKI GPZ1100A2 1984
UK bike, very good condition for year. Fully
serviced, MoT April 2017. Very powerful
appreciating classic. Three months warranty.appreciating classic. Three months warranty.
Reduced to £3,300. www.earlclassics.com TEL:Reduced to £3,300. www.earlclassics.com TEL:
01959 444441 (T) KENT01959 444441 (T) KENT

324086

HONDA VF500 1984HONDA VF500 1984
40,482 mls. New tyres, chain &
battery. Same owner since 1999,
only used summer months, kept inonly used summer months, kept in
garage, mechanically sound, goodgarage, mechanically sound, good
condition for year. MoT Jul’16. £900condition for year. MoT Jul’16. £900
TEL: 07973 548157 WEST BROMTEL: 07973 548157 WEST BROM

321260

KAWASKAI Z1100 A3 1983KAWASKAI Z1100 A3 1983
Excellent condition finished in
Kawasaki green haven't used it
much as I prefer my 1970's 2much as I prefer my 1970's 2
strokes, may px 2 stroke overstrokes, may px 2 stroke over
400cc. Call for more details. £3250400cc. Call for more details. £3250
ONO TEL: 07986 882231 BEDFORDONO TEL: 07986 882231 BEDFORD

320767

8 SUZUKI GSX-R1100 1992SUZUKI GSX-R1100 1992
Slab Side Street Fighter. One off
paint job polished frame wheels
single sided swinging arm fromsingle sided swinging arm from
Spondon Ducati backend &Spondon Ducati backend &
wheel. Call for details. £6000 TEL:wheel. Call for details. £6000 TEL:
07791 782826 KILMARNOCK07791 782826 KILMARNOCK

320984

2

LAVERDA 1200 1981LAVERDA 1200 1981
180 degree, r/h change, genuine
17k, almost full history, MoT,
new tyres, superb condition. Callnew tyres, superb condition. Call
for more details, Bath area.for more details, Bath area.
£8000 TEL: 07900 801714£8000 TEL: 07900 801714
SOMERSETSOMERSET

321207

KAWASAKI ZZR1100 D6KAWASAKI ZZR1100 D6KAWASAKI ZZR1100 D6
1998
In stunning condition. Probably the
best around. Am now unable to ridebest around. Am now unable to ride
so it must go. Many quality extra’s &so it must go. Many quality extra’s &
receipts,etc. Call for full details,receipts,etc. Call for full details,
Wisbech area. £1495 TEL: 07557Wisbech area. £1495 TEL: 07557
802097 OR 01945 582153 CAMBS802097 OR 01945 582153 CAMBS

320980

HONDA F6C 1998HONDA F6C 1998
Valkyrie. 32,045 mls. MoT until
14/04/2017. Serviced. Ridden in

y
14/04/2017. Serviced. Ridden in
Europe on a number of occasions.Europe on a number of occasions.
Sold with full screen. Good tyres. 1Sold with full screen. Good tyres. 1
previous owner. Call for all details.previous owner. Call for all details.

y

£5750 ONO TEL: 07906 682287£5750 ONO TEL: 07906 682287
COVENTRYCOVENTRY

321228

SUZUKI GS650G 1981SUZUKI GS650G 1981
Lovely example, standard with
original exhausts in good condition.
Fully serviced, one years MoT & aFully serviced, one years MoT & a
three month warranty. Reduced tothree month warranty. Reduced to
£2,300. www.earlclassics.com.£2,300. www.earlclassics.com.
TEL: 01959 444441 (T) KENTTEL: 01959 444441 (T) KENT

324083

HONDA NS400 HRC 1985HONDA NS400 HRC 1985
15,342 mls. Spent a small fortune
on to make a reliable, smart
rapidly appreciating 2 stroke.rapidly appreciating 2 stroke.
Rides beautifully & looks amazing.Rides beautifully & looks amazing.
Call for full details. Yateley area.Call for full details. Yateley area.
£9000 TEL: 07818 593638 HANTS£9000 TEL: 07818 593638 HANTS

320979

KAWASAKI GPZ 305CCKAWASAKI GPZ 305CC

1994
OHC twin. Belt drive. In excellent
original condition. 4400 miles only.original condition. 4400 miles only.
Dry stored. MoT March 2017. CallDry stored. MoT March 2017. Call
for more info. £1100 ONO TEL:for more info. £1100 ONO TEL:
01573 420520 SCOTS BORDERS01573 420520 SCOTS BORDERS

324063

HONDA VF750F 1986HONDA VF750F 1986
32,700 mls. Completely original.
Well maintained and in good
condition. Lots of paperwork. Camscondition. Lots of paperwork. Cams
done 3000 miles ago. Runsdone 3000 miles ago. Runs
beautifully. £1000 TEL: 01805beautifully. £1000 TEL: 01805
8043322 OR 07860 369282 DEVON8043322 OR 07860 369282 DEVON

320978

HONDA CX500 B 1981HONDA CX500 B 1981
26k mls. Quality restoration.
Entered in a Classic Bike Show
last year A large amount of newlast year A large amount of new
parts were fitted including NOSparts were fitted including NOS
where available. Long MoT.where available. Long MoT.
£5500 TEL: 07814 802231 UK£5500 TEL: 07814 802231 UK

321270

KAWASAKI ER-5 1999KAWASAKI ER-5 1999
29,435 mls. Lovely example,
economical, reliable & looked after
workhorse. Ideal commuter bike.workhorse. Ideal commuter bike.
Brand new tyres, & more newBrand new tyres, & more new
parts. Call for full details. £1100parts. Call for full details. £1100
TEL: 07539 009299 DUMFRIESTEL: 07539 009299 DUMFRIES

322621

KAWASAKI ZX-7R P1 1996KAWASAKI ZX-7R P1 1996KAWASAKI ZX-7R P1 1996
748cc. 5,900 mls. One owner from
new, service/MOT history, MoTnew, service/MOT history, MoTnew, service/MOT history, MoT
MayÕ17, recent Dyno PowerMayÕ17, recent Dyno Power
Evaluation & Carb set-up. No mods &Evaluation & Carb set-up. No mods &

y

totally original. Runs like a dream.totally original. Runs like a dream.
£8000 TEL: 07426 587834£8000 TEL: 07426 587834

g

BASINGSTOKEBASINGSTOKE

320956

HONDA VTR SP1 2000HONDA VTR SP1 2000HONDA VTR SP1 2000
Well maintained & recent refurbished
rear shock, forks, wheels,
tyres(500miles). Service History.tyres(500miles). Service History.tyres(500miles). Service History.tyres(500miles). Service History.
Please call for full spec, Scorpion,Please call for full spec, Scorpion,
Datatool, 17000miles. £6250 ONODatatool, 17000miles. £6250 ONO
TEL: 07718 770097 KENTTEL: 07718 770097 KENT

320045

HONDA VFR400 1993HONDA VFR400 1993
Imported model showing 39200
kms , MoT OctÕ17, Not original,
neglected & I restored with newneglected & I restored with new
fairing. Very tidy. Call for morefairing. Very tidy. Call for more
details. Gillingham area. £1500details. Gillingham area. £1500
TEL: 07933 170972 DORSETTEL: 07933 170972 DORSET

320949

SUZUKI GSF600 1995SUZUKI GSF600 1995
Bandit. Only 1,900 miles. Like
new. kept in a garage for entire
life. MoT Aug’17 . For furtherlife. MoT Aug’17 . For further
information call, Borehamwoodinformation call, Borehamwood
area. £1995 TEL: 02036 093316area. £1995 TEL: 02036 093316
OR 07505 910875 HERTSOR 07505 910875 HERTS

322516

KAWASAKI NINJA 1998KAWASAKI NINJA 1998
ZX6R, 30,000 miles. Nice clean
bike owned by my son for the
last 14 years. Reliable & smoothlast 14 years. Reliable & smooth
running. Poole area. £1250 TEL:running. Poole area. £1250 TEL:
07899 965819 DORSET07899 965819 DORSET

322383

HONDA FIREBLADE RRP 1994HONDA FIREBLADE RRP 1994HONDA FIREBLADE RRP 1994
Original round light Fireblade. V.
clean original bike, 8 owners, full UK
V5, HPI standard fork repair, 1 key fitsV5, HPI standard fork repair, 1 key fits
all. Brilliant runner, selects all gearsall. Brilliant runner, selects all gears
well & MoT. £1950 ONO TEL: 07969well & MoT. £1950 ONO TEL: 07969
507768 DERBYS507768 DERBYS

321688

99

KAWASAKI KH250 1978KAWASAKI KH250 1978
MK2. 17k mls. Excellent condition,
running, rideable, & restored.
Repainted in metallic green,Repainted in metallic green,
Kawasaki tank logo. Mostly originalKawasaki tank logo. Mostly original
parts. Call for full details. £2750parts. Call for full details. £2750
TEL: 01162 721311 LEICESTERTEL: 01162 721311 LEICESTER

322627

HONDA FIREBLADE 1994HONDA FIREBLADE 1994
48k miles. Original round light
model. MoT 14/10/2016. Great
original condition,runs and ridesoriginal condition,runs and rides
great, rare in this condition.great, rare in this condition.
£1950 OVNO TEL: 07969 507768£1950 OVNO TEL: 07969 507768
OR 01159 441666 DERBYSOR 01159 441666 DERBYS

323241

HONDA CX500 1980HONDA CX500 1980
Custom. 41k. Long MoT. Just had a
full rebuild, lots of time & money
spent and it shows. Rides superb,spent and it shows. Rides superb,
looks & sounds amazing. Grabslooks & sounds amazing. Grabs
attention, call for full details. £4200attention, call for full details. £4200
TEL: 07807 411127 BRIGHTONTEL: 07807 411127 BRIGHTON

321591

HONDA XBR500 1985HONDA XBR500 1985
25,000 miles, raised bars, new
fork seals and tyre, recently
serviced, some history, workshopserviced, some history, workshop
manual, MoT August 2017.manual, MoT August 2017.
£1650 TEL: 07982 466727£1650 TEL: 07982 466727
LONDONLONDON

321584
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TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1997TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE 1997
MoT March 2017. Good condition. New battery,
chain and sprockets. CRK chainguard and
radiator grill. Set of new Dunlop tyres Roadsmartradiator grill. Set of new Dunlop tyres Roadsmart
2's. Predator end cans. Plus original parts.2's. Predator end cans. Plus original parts.
Peterborough area. £2000 TEL: 07594 434535Peterborough area. £2000 TEL: 07594 434535
OR 01354 659913 CAMBSOR 01354 659913 CAMBS

321594

SUZUKI GS550ET 1980SUZUKI GS550ET 1980
Totally standard [plus fairing]. Possibly the
cleanest example available. Tons of spares inc.
eng, wheels & forks included. Looking for aeng, wheels & forks included. Looking for a
winter run-around. Call Don for full details,winter run-around. Call Don for full details,
Cramlington area £2700 OVNO TEL: 07990Cramlington area £2700 OVNO TEL: 07990
933234 NORTHUMBERLAND933234 NORTHUMBERLAND

321599

MOTO GUZZI 1000MOTO GUZZI 1000
Daytona. Great condition throughout, just
serviced, new clutch all ready to go. Call for
further information or visit our website:further information or visit our website:
www.madeinitalymotorcycles.com £9500 TEL:www.madeinitalymotorcycles.com £9500 TEL:
01449 612900 (T) SUFFOLK01449 612900 (T) SUFFOLK

324110

YAMAHA XJR400 R2 1996YAMAHA XJR400 R2 1996
2,500 mls. Excellent condition, very2,500 mls. Excellent condition, very
low mileage. Low seat. Digital clock,
engine protectors, small nose fairing.engine protectors, small nose fairing.
Collectors bike. Call for full details.Collectors bike. Call for full details.
£3500 ONO TEL: 07973 830350 OR£3500 ONO TEL: 07973 830350 OR
01159 552990 NOTTINGHAM01159 552990 NOTTINGHAM

321246

SUZUKI GT550 1977SUZUKI GT550 1977
1,000 mls. Beautiful Example,
restored 2007, V5C records, 3
previous owners. Show standardprevious owners. Show standard
restoration & motor sounds fantastic.restoration & motor sounds fantastic.
1000 miles since resto, long MoT.1000 miles since resto, long MoT.
£5999 TEL: 07956 169066 MIDDX£5999 TEL: 07956 169066 MIDDX

321249

YAMAHA XV535 1997YAMAHA XV535 1997
Virago Custom Bobber. 20k mls.
Excellent all over condition. VeryExcellent all over condition. Very
Reliable, A Real Head Turner, ShaftReliable, A Real Head Turner, Shaft
Driven, many New Parts, RecentDriven, many New Parts, Recent
service, MoT. Congleton area. £2995service, MoT. Congleton area. £2995service, MoT. Congleton area. £2995
TEL: 07801 456537 CHESHIRETEL: 07801 456537 CHESHIRE

321219

SUZUKI GSX1300R 1999SUZUKI GSX1300R 1999
Hayabusa. 36k mls. The original
unrestricted bike excellent
condition same owner for 6condition same owner for 6
years. Call for full details. £3100years. Call for full details. £3100
TEL: 01507 354524 OR 07956TEL: 01507 354524 OR 07956
641113 LINCS641113 LINCS

321244

YAMAHA R1 1998YAMAHA R1 1998
28k mls. Mot, Datatool system 3.
Original exhaust and Harris race.
1 owner 14years. Superb call for1 owner 14years. Superb call for
full information. £2500 TEL:full information. £2500 TEL:
07812 725746 OR 01547 53064207812 725746 OR 01547 530642
SALOPSALOP

321256

YAMAHA FZS600 1999YAMAHA FZS600 1999
Fazer. 28,367 mls. Good condition,
new battery, long MoT, fork seals
replaced recently. Comes with Givireplaced recently. Comes with Givi
luggage system top box & sideluggage system top box & side
boxes all same size. £1695 TEL:boxes all same size. £1695 TEL:
01306 712297 SURREY01306 712297 SURREY

320969

YAMAHA V-MAX 1989YAMAHA V-MAX 1989
1199cc,34k mls. Full power
edition in very good condition,
comes with extras (call for info).comes with extras (call for info).
Long MoT, 2 keys +manual &Long MoT, 2 keys +manual &
history. £2800 TEL: 07818history. £2800 TEL: 07818
872559 HANTS872559 HANTS

322624

YAMAHA RD250 1980YAMAHA RD250 1980
26,750 miles. Fully restored.
Matching numbers. Starts and
runs well. Call for furtherruns well. Call for further
information, Basingstoke area.information, Basingstoke area.
£5000 TEL: 07789 232950 HANTS£5000 TEL: 07789 232950 HANTS

322494

YAMAHA XJ600S 2014YAMAHA XJ600S 2014
Purchased November 2015. As new
& still in great condition. 2558 miles.
Heated grips, engine protectors,Heated grips, engine protectors,
Scorpian exhaust, soft panniers &Scorpian exhaust, soft panniers &
top box. Chelmsford Area. £4600top box. Chelmsford Area. £4600
TEL: 07742 090186 ESSEXTEL: 07742 090186 ESSEX

320903

SUZUKI GSXR750J 1988SUZUKI GSXR750J 1988
Good original bike, 65k, MOT,
plenty of history inc all MOT's,
ready to ride with no issues.ready to ride with no issues.
£1900 TEL: 07590 696993£1900 TEL: 07590 696993
E.YORKSE.YORKS

319269

YAMAHA RXS100 1995YAMAHA RXS100 1995YAMAHA RXS100 1995
Cafe Racer. 2,400 mls. Classic Partial
restore with original parts. New
tyres, battery, front mudguard, sidetyres, battery, front mudguard, sidetyres, battery, front mudguard, side
Panels & more. Will be sold with a fullPanels & more. Will be sold with a full
y g

service & years MoT. £1250 TEL:service & years MoT. £1250 TEL:service & years MoT. £1250 TEL:
01412 583570 OR 07703 31905901412 583570 OR 07703 319059

y

GLASGOWGLASGOW

323238

YAMAHA RD350 F1 1986YAMAHA RD350 F1 1986
22k. Full frame up nut and bolt
Rebuild to very high standard
showroom condition. Received 2ndshowroom condition. Received 2nd
best in show at this years Classicbest in show at this years Classic
Car and Bike show at NEC. £8500Car and Bike show at NEC. £8500
TEL: 07545 394194 WEST MIDSTEL: 07545 394194 WEST MIDS

323239

YAMAHA YR5 350 1972YAMAHA YR5 350 1972
In unrestored but very good
condition from USA. V5 present
in my name call for more details.in my name call for more details.
£2795 TEL: 01708 220689 OR£2795 TEL: 01708 220689 OR
07956 466522 UPMINSTER07956 466522 UPMINSTER

324087

YAMHA RXS100 1987YAMHA RXS100 1987
Cafe racer style. Loads of new
parts (refer to photo). MoT Nov
2017. Any questions call me.2017. Any questions call me.
£1200 ONO TEL: 07791690491£1200 ONO TEL: 07791690491
NORTH WALESNORTH WALES

321516

YAMAHA XJ600YAMAHA XJ600
Diversion 1999. Fully restored &
in as new condition. Lots spent,
too much to list & professionallytoo much to list & professionally
resprayed. Powder coated frameresprayed. Powder coated frame
etc. new tyres, MoT Jul'17.etc. new tyres, MoT Jul'17.
Details call. TEL: 01287 640472Details call. TEL: 01287 640472
SALTBURNSALTBURN

DUCATI 750SS 1997.DUCATI 750SS 1997.
Rear wheel, need paint. Shocker
belt covers, back brake caliper,
bracket & master cylinder.bracket & master cylinder.
Exhaust hangers, link pipes, inletExhaust hangers, link pipes, inlet
manifolds, cylinder heads. £80manifolds, cylinder heads. £80
ALL TEL: 01924 270756 W.YORKSALL TEL: 01924 270756 W.YORKS

DANMOTO GP,DANMOTO GP,
carbon fibre racecan with
connecting pipe & DB killer, fit
any T595, T955, T509 Triumph,any T595, T955, T509 Triumph,
as new. £50 TEL: 07988 857731as new. £50 TEL: 07988 857731
DORSETDORSET

BIKE TRAILER.BIKE TRAILER.
Motolug collapsible 2 bike trailer.
Can be configured into single
bike also. Spare wheel. Excellentbike also. Spare wheel. Excellent
condition. £650 ONO. TEL: 07734condition. £650 ONO. TEL: 07734
800942 MANCHESTER AREA800942 MANCHESTER AREA

YAMAHA RD350 LC,YAMAHA RD350 LC,
prefer original UK bike with
matching numbers but anything
considered from a basket case toconsidered from a basket case to
concours, cash waiting. TEL:concours, cash waiting. TEL:
07706 889564 SHREWSBURY07706 889564 SHREWSBURY

BOSE LUGGAGE,BOSE LUGGAGE,
Cordura throwover panniers that
transform into a single suitcase
with wheels & pullout handle forwith wheels & pullout handle for
looking posh at airport. £50.looking posh at airport. £50.
TEL: 07988 857731 DORSETTEL: 07988 857731 DORSET

APRILIA FALCO 1999,APRILIA FALCO 1999,
One pair factory end cans, satin
black, VGC. £60. TEL: 07988
857731 DORSET857731 DORSET

YAMAHA SR500YAMAHA SR500
wanted in any condition from
good to project. TEL: 01539
536390 CUMBRIA536390 CUMBRIA

Bikes for sale

Autojumble

Bikes Wanted

Sell your bike for free in 

See coupon for details

Buying, Fixing & Riding the best 

bikes from the 70Õs, 80Õs & 90Õs

BUYING, FIXING &  
RIDING THE BEST 
BIKES FROM THE  

70s, 80s & 90s
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S P O R T S B I K E  S P E C I A L I S T S

www.hagon-shocks.co.uk

(Metal Refi nishing
 and Fabrication)

•  Shot blast and painting, 2 pac, water based

and Powder Coating

• Bead blasting, decorative fi nish

•  Vapour blasting, precious parts such as

carburettor sets and engine casing’s

•  Light fabrication, carbon steel, Aluminium

and stainless steel

HTS, Fleming Rd, Skippers Lane Ind Est,

Middlesbrough TS6 6TT

Contact Lisa Clayton / 01642 438808

www.hutchinsontransport.com

www.hutchinsontechnicalservices.com

PAINTWORK

SPARES & PARTS

11 Yewtree Industrial Est, 

Mill Hall, Aylesford,

Kent ME20 7ET

SAME DAY FRAME, FORK AND YOKE 
STRAIGHTENING CAST WHEELS 
REPAIRED FROM £70 PLUS VAT

www.motoliner.com 01622 790705

TANK CARE PRODUCTS

Tank Care Products has worked with Coatings Specialists,

to bring you a modern coating which

is resistant to 100% Ethanol Fuel.

Phone for details: 01603 871007

or 0783 4415921 

www.tankcareproducts.co.uk

£17.50 up to 2 gallon tank 

£29.50 up to 4 gallon tank 

£37.50 up to 5 gallon tank

Available as
complete kit 

including 
sealant remover, 

rust converter, TP1 and TP2 
cleaners, De-ox, Sureseal. 

Ethanol Resistant Tank Sealant

Save
20% oncomplete

kit. 

Ignition stator repairs for vintage and modern road & off road bikes.

Rewound to heavier duty. Regulators supplied. 

Fast, friendly service.

www.westcountrywindings.co.uk
Unit 6 & 7 Kingstons Farm, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex CM17 ORB

Tel: 01279 731172

 THE IGNITION 

REPAIR SPECIALIST

 VAPOUR BLASTING SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE

We are a company specialising in the sale of 

factory matched automotive paint aimed purely 

for the motorcycle refi nishing market. Being 

motorcycle painters ourselves for the past 

30 years has enabled us to structure a vast 

database of motorcycle colour formulations.

www.bikecolours.com

Slip it in quicker
with a Sigma!

Tel: 01892 538802
www.sigmaperformance.com

Quality new and 
used parts

www.motorcyclerecycle.co.uk 
motorcyclerecycle@hotmail.co.uk

01206 793111

www.classic-coatings.co.uk 
✆ 01476 576087

Classic Coatings Ltd

FRAME STRAIGHTENING

POWDER COATING

SERVICES

SPARES & PARTS

ELECTRICS

PAINTWORK

CYCLE

SPRAYS
THE ULTIMATE PAINTWORK

Specialising in British, 
Italian, American

and Japanese

Tank & bodywork repairs

Custom & helmet paintwork

www.cyclesprays.com
email: tony@cyclesprays.com

Call: 01483 275258

Unlike our competition.
You can be sure we will not

just rush your valuable
parts through with some

industrial job lot.
UK collection & delivery service

QUALITY IS NOT EXPENSIVE 

IT IS PRICELESS

Unit 3, Harris Street,
Bingley, BD16 1AE.

01274 562474
www.Triple-S.co.uk

5% Discount With This Ad

VAPOUR BLASTING
ULTRASONIC CLEANING
High Quality • Quick turnaround service

Email: fandjhalliwell@btconnect.com

www.fjmotorcycles.co.uk
Tel/Fax: 01695 722004
Mob: 07778 339841

Unit 2, 3 Wigan Road,
Skelmersdale, Lancs WN8 8NB

ULTRASONIC

CARBURETTOR CLEANING

HARPERS

Tel: 01270 669339   Mob: 07752 008698
email: sales@harpers-ultrasonic.com

Tel: 01744 883451
www.crcrestorations.co.uk

RainfoRd ind EstatE, st HElEns Wa118lY

. Ultrasonic carburettor cleaning

. Vapour Blasting

. Aluminium/Stainless Steel Tig Welding

Dunlop ¥ Avon ¥ Michelin ¥ Pirelli ¥ Continentals ¥ Bridgestone ¥ Metzeler

Racing Tyres always in stock!
Full Fitting, Balancing & Wheel Removal Service Available

FAX: 01942 262956 OPEN MON-SAT 8.30am-5.30pm

TYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRTYR SSSSSSSSSSSSSSTYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRETYRESSSSSSSSSSSSSS
MMMMMMMMM

Put your trust in the professionals

Brown Street, Leigh, Lancs

MAIL
ORDER 
NEXT DAY

DELIVERY

FREEPHONE: 08000 194 035

SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSMMMMMMMMMMMMDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDTYRESTYRESTYRESTYRESTYRES

POWDER
COATING

BLAST 
CLEANING

TYRES

Don’t miss the 
next issue of 

on sale
15th February 2017
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Email: info@davecooper.co.uk          www.davecooper.co.uk

(CB), Unit 7, Pettings Court Farm, Hodsoll St, Wrotham, Kent, TN15 7LH     Tel/Fax: 01732-820082 Mobile: 078607 02112

CLIP-ON ADJUSTABLE BIKE RACKS
£69.50

JUNIOR RACKS 50cc-80cc SENIOR RACKS 100cc-600cc

Fits any vehicle with British Standard Towbar and you can still tow 

with the rack in use. Made from 4mm British Steel tubing. 

Finished in protective enamel, light boards, tie down straps and 

double racks also available.

TRAILERS
SINGLE BIKE – £289 DOUBLE BIKE – £349

TREBLE BIKE – £389 SIDECAR – £365 (All prices inc VAT). 
Delivery service available. Spare Wheel £28.50 extra

Trailers come complete with independent suspension, clip-on loading ramp, tie down 
loops, wheel support clamps, security locking facility, removable light board and six 

enamel colours. “New” wall mounting brackets – to hang trailer on your garage wall 
£15.00 pair. Prices include light board and ramp.

DAVE COOPER TRAILERS

TRAILERS

EUROPE’S LARGEST GENUINE PARTS STOCKISTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGESTEUROPE’S LARGEST GENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEEUROPE’S LARGEST GENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINEGENUINE PARTS STOCKISTPARTS STOCKISTPARTS STOCKISTPARTS STOCKISTPARTS STOCKISTGENUINEGENUINE

All the  

Rider Needs

 Same Day 

Dispatch!

KAWASAKI

2-12 Bath Road, Bristol, BS4 3DR   
fowlers.bike/psb

SPARES 
BY MAIL ORDER

0117 971 8822

Same Day
e: spares@fowlers.co.uk

SPARES & PARTS

84% of readers have 

visited a website they

saw in PSB magazine 

in the last month
* Bauer Ad Focus Research

94% of Practical 

Sportsbikes readers have 

bought something for 

their classic motorcycling 

hobby as a result of seeing 

an advert in the magazine
* Bauer Ad Focus Research

* 12% of 433 MCN Compare customers surveyed in February 2016 saved over £150 on their bike insurance. The average saving was £85.61. Source: Bauer Research. 
Calls to 0844 numbers on this page cost 5p per minute plus your phone company’s access charge.

SAVE MONEY
7 out of 10 on average save over £80

0844 409 7587How much could you save? Compare today at:
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Peter Krauss is a sucker for a big Kawasaki (who isn’t?) and he always  

makes sure the whole family is in on his healthy motorcycle obsession 

1973

1977

1981 1992

1980

The first one
“My father hated bikes so much that I

had to buy this 1972 Honda CB350 Four

in secret with the help of my brother. It

was all I could afford at the time,

although with 34bhp it felt like a big bike

to me. It was small and light and is still a

good bike even today.”

Off on tour
“The CB350 wasn’t powerful enough

for touring, so I changed it for a 1977

Kawasaki Z650 from a dealer for 6500

Deutschmarks, which was about £3000.

At 66bhp it was quite a step up for me.”

Preserve your motorcyling life for posterity and share its highs and lows in the pages of Practical Sportsbikes. We all have a tale to tell and we want to hear your

story. Scan your pics (300dpi minimum), jot down a few notes and email the whole lot to psportsbikes@bauermedia.co.uk. Postal submission is also welcome.

Write to: Practical Sportsbikes, Bauer Consumer Media Ltd, Media House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough, Cambridgeshire, PE2 6EAPractical Sportsbikes, Bauer Consumer Media Ltd, Media House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough, Cambridgeshire, PE2 6EA, Bauer Consumer Media Ltd, Media House, Lynch Wood, Peterborough, Cambridgeshire, PE2 6EAPractical Sportsbikes

Send us the Bikes of Your Life

EDITED BY HANS SEEBERG

FOR 63-year-old German

bike enthusiast Peter

Krauss, there was a specific

moment in his life when he

knew he’d be into

motorcycles.“My uncle

had a commuter bike made

by Heinkel – better known for making

bomber aircraft duringWorldWar II – before

they started making vehicles. One day when

I was a kid he put me on the front, got me to

hold the handlebars and took me up the

road. I was hooked.”

Fast-forward to 1972 and Peter had passed

his bike test, although a 15-month stint doing

national service temporarily halted his

two-wheeled dreams.That soon changed

after he was discharged, when he found a

friend selling a Honda CB350 Four. “When

my dad found out he went crazy…”

Parental disapproval could not stop Peter’s

relentless biking hobby, which turned up a

notch in 1981 when he celebrated the birth

of his first daughter by treating himself to a

Kawasaki Z1000.“A few years later when I

had just two bikes in my collection my wife

said, ‘Why do you need two bikes?’” recalls

Peter.“I said, ‘But we have four children…’”

All four children now ride bikes, while

Peter’s collection – mainly Kawasakis and

Hondas – now stands at 40.As President of

the Z-Club of Germany, Peter’s a well-known

name in the European Kwak scene, with the

club touring widely on their classic PS-era

machines.“We just love old Kawasakis, says

Peter.“Particularly from the period between

1972 and ’83.”

You can’t argue with that, can you?

Doin’ it for the kids
“By this stage we had four kids

and I wanted a bike they could use in

the future – when I found out a mate

of mine was selling this 1978 CB550

Four I thought it would be perfect. It

just sat around until the children

were old enough to ride it.”

Well and truly 
shafted

“I was interested in getting a

shaft-drive bike as I thought it

would be better for touring.

Shafties with four cylinders

weren’t that common at the

time, so I went for this 1980

Yamaha XJ650. Quite

comfortable but awful brakes.”

Congratulations to me
“To celebrate the birth of our first child I

bought this 1980 Kawasaki Z1000ST. I

turned up to the hospital on it. My wife

was happy and looking forward to going

on the back of it. It was great – just under

our 100bhp limit at 97bhp.”

No many four-bangery g
shafties around back then

Peter’s old man hated bikes
(not him pictured, though)

One of the best Kawasaki fours

Diggin’ those forkgg

slider stickers
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The worst one...
“This 1991 Suzuki GSX-R750M had 

absolutely no redeeming features. It moved 

once under its own power when the seller 

was demonstrating it to me on his driveway. 

It was a total wreck. Never buy sight unseen.”

The best one...
“My 1988 registered Suzuki GSX1100EFG

was almost like new even at 18 years old. It 

cost me my annual bonus  – £1800 – and 

when I sold it 18 months later I made a £500 

profit. First and only time that’s happened.”

The one that got away...
“Despite the success the new owner 

(Andreas Jelden) had racing it in the CRMC 

Senior Proddie class, I still regret getting rid 

of my 1986 Yamaha FJ1100. This bike always 

attracted lots of attention.”

The current one...
“My attempt to correct all the bodges on the 

Suzuki special I built in 2007. Simon Francis 

has helped with this one, which has a 1992 

GSX-R750 chassis and an RF900 engine.”

2011

2006

2004

2004

2006

2009

2012

2014
2013

2012

2016

Shove comes to push
 “Another Bandit 12 engine, this time in 

a 1986 Suzuki GSX-R1100. It had the 

‘dot’ head from a 750 and a JMC drag 

swingarm. I once ran out of petrol on 

this at the lowest point in the middle of 

the Blackwall Tunnel.”

Big tribute to the wee

fella Gaston Rahier

Fit FZX – only fit for

knacker’s yard

What they say is
true – it’s good

Alex with wife Liz – she

gets the bike thing

Transalp failed

to impress

No love for old Trannie
 “By this time I’d moved to London and 

thought I’d get something sensible to 

commute on, hence this 1991 Honda Transalp

grey import. It’s still the most comfortable bike 

I’ve ever ridden but it did nothing to stir the 

emotions so I sold it after a year.”

Sensible? No thanks 
 “I just couldn’t stick with sensible bikes 

so bought this. My 1988 registered 

Suzuki GSX1100EFG was one of the 

very last ones built. I found it after a very 

long search and it was mint. It even still 

had the running-in sticker on the clock.”

Super-Liz rules OK
 “Me and my wife Liz with the 

first-generation Bandit 1200-engined 

1992 Suzuki GSX-R750 I built. She’s very 

tolerant of my passion for bikes. When 

we met I had a shabby GSX-R1100 in my 

bedroom.”

Doctor knows best
 “After a short succession of awful 

bikes I bought this 1988 Suzuki 

DR750, one of three that I’ve owned. 

This is my Gaston Rahier tribute 

finished in 1988 Paris-Dakar colours.”

Reputation intact
“I fancied doing some trackdays so 

I bought this 1996 Yamaha TRX850

for very little cash. I took it to Brands 

Hatch a couple of times. Everything 

they say about the TRX850 is true. 

The power is easy to access and it 

never feels like it’s going to get away 

from you.”

Sour taste of lemon
 “You don’t own 36 bikes in 20 years 

without buying the odd lemon. This 1987 

Yamaha FZX750 was one of mine. It came 

with an XJR1300 swingarm, a TRX front-end, 

and everything on it was clapped out.”



Six Wheel Multi-Bike Off Road Custom Future Classic Classic Vintage

0800 988 6985
We share your biking passion, call now for our best cover

UK opening hours: Mon - Fri 8am - 8pm, Sat 9am - 5pm, Sun 10am - 4pm. 
Carole Nash Motorcycle Insurance: ^Based on an average customer saving of £249.25. Saving compared to buying two separate Carole Nash policies. Average customer = 52 year old male with 8 years NCB, riding a 
Honda CBR 900RR Fireblade, BMW R1200 GS. As at April 2016.*Terms and conditions apply, call for details. †DNA+ protection system, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/dna-terms-and-conditions **Rider 
Cover: Both bikes must have comprehensive cover, terms and conditions apply - carolenash.com/rider-terms-and-conditions. Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial 
Conduct Authority, firm reference no. 307243. Carole Nash is a trading style of Carole Nash Insurance Consultants Ltd, registered in England and Wales no. 2600841.  Images supplied by Mortons Archive.

Based on reviews from July 2015 – December 2015

of customers would 
recommend Carole Nash96

2015

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2014

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

2016

MOTORBIKE INSURANCE

3 FREE DNA+ protection system worth £30†

3 Rider Cover - accidental damage cover when 
riding other bikes at no additional cost to you**

3 Unlimited accessory cover*

3 UK & European accident breakdown recovery, 
including Homestart assistance worth over £100

3 European cover up to 90 days

3 Up to 10% off for insurance-approved security*

3 In-house claims team

3 Up to £100,000 legal expenses cover in the 
event of an accident which is not your fault

The All Inclusive Carole Nash Difference

carolenash.com

Chloe Insurance Specialist

MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE

YOU COULD 

SAVE UP TO £249
ON A MULTI-BIKE POLICY^

“ WHAT OTHERS  
CALL ‘EXTRAS’  
WE CALL  
A GIVEN”


